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PREFACE

This Lecture Series is sponsored by the Propulsion and Energetics Panel and the
Consultant and Exchange Program, and is a review of some of the work 'f the Ad Hoc
Committee for Airplane Engine Interference.

The basic concepts related to optimizing airplane installations are descnbed, and some
of the analytical and experimental methods used for the investigation of such interference
are reviewed in detail. Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic ranges are considered.

The interference problems are discussed in two groups: (i) inlet-airplane interference;
and (2) nozzle and exhaust jet,.and airplane interference. A detailed discussion of different
experimental techniques presently used by different laboratories is given. A critical review
of the shortcomings of some of the new techniques used is presented. The problem related
to dynamics of the engine inlet-engine nozzle integration is reviewed, and a consistent set
of definitions of airplane and engine characteristics is given.

A round table discussion with the participation of all the speakers concludes the Lecture
Series presented in four different NATO nations (USA, France, Germany and England), from
22 June to 4 July 1972.

A.Ferri
Lecture Series Director
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ENGINE AIRPLANZ INTERFERENCE

DEOINITION OF THE PROBLEI AND RELATED BASIC PWUID DYNAMIC PHENOMENA

by

Antonio Ferri
Direc:cr, Aerospace Laboratc-y

Astor Professor of Aerospace Sciences
New York Un2versity

Bronx, New York 10453

1. INTRODUCTIOO

In the past, the development of aerodynamic technology has been based on the use and application of

scaling criteria vhich have permitted the investigation of many aerodynamic configuration; by means of
wind tunnel tests where carefully instrumented small scale models are investigated experimentally. The
extensive use of similarity laws, in order to investigate :lternate solutions for a given problem, is
somewhat unique for the aeronautical industry, and is probably one of the reasons for the rapid progress
of this industry.

The basic similarity lava for aerodynamics requires simulation of nondimensional parameters such as
Reynolds and Mach numbers, and for high Mach numbers, the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers. In view of the
difficulties encountered in simulating all of the parameters in wind tunnel tests, we have learned to
extrapolate data from one condition to another; however, in some ranges of speed we have found difficulties
in performing these extrapolations. Besides the effects due to testing at different similarity numbers,
other effects are present that sometimes make it difficult to extrapolate small scale test results to
full scale. Such effects are due to imperfect simulation of the physical and geometrical parameters in-
valved in the experiments. The presence of tunnel walls creates substantial changes in the flow fields
at subsonic and especially at transonic speeds. The presence of the support of the model produces inter-
ference with the model flow, especially at subsonic and transonic speeds. Aeroelastic effects interfere
with accurate simulation. In addition, the lack of simulation of the engine flow introduces in some
instances substantial differences between the aerodynamics of tne actual airplane and of the model tosted.
The purpose of this series of lectures is to cdiscuss the last problem in some detail, to review some
of the most recent advances and some of the unresolved problem in this field, and to suggest possible
improvements of better techniques and fields of research directed toward a better understanding of the
problem. In order to outline the problems involved with the lack of correct representation of the engine
flow, I will review as an introduction some of the characteristics related to interference between the
airplane and the engine , and their effects on the calculated performances of the airplane. The problems
are somewhat different at subsonic and transonic speed;and at supersonic speed; therefore, I will discuss
the two velocity regimes separately, First, I will review the effects of the engine on the airplane.

2. INTERACTION OF THE ENGINE FLOW ON THE AIRPIANE

2.1 Subsonic and transonic speeds

Mhe engine thrust is defined by the variation of total momentum of Lhe flow entering the engine
between free stream conditions existing far ahead of the engine and the conditions occurring at t.he exit
of the engine. The engine, by increasing the total momentum of this flow, produces internal thrust; but
at the same time generates external forces that affecL the drag and li~t of the airplane. The drag pro-
duction is due to either viscous losses or shock losses. Therefore, in irder to analyze the effect of
the engine, we must analyze the effect of the shocks and viscous phenomena produced by the engine on the
flow outside. The engine induces large pressure variations in the region in front of the engine and
behind the engine that can influence the aerodynamic properties of the airplane including lift and pitch-
ing moments. In order to understand qualitatively such effects, consider first an isolated axially
symetric engine nacelle. At very low flight speed a turbojet ongine acts as a hollow body having a
distribution of sinks and sources at the axis. In the front we have sinks that accelerate the flow.
decause the flow velocity at the inlet entrance is much larger than the flight velocity, in the front, the
sLreamtube entering the inlet is a rapidly converging streamtube, Fig. 1. The flow is accelerated and
heated by the engine, and at low speed the streamtube leaving the engine is uach smaller than the free
streamtube and the streamtube at the inlet; therefore, the sink strength is larger than the strength of
the sources. The air leaving the engine mixes with the outside air. Such mixing occurs with a variation of
streamtube area; thus, the interference between engine flow and external flow extends downstream of the
engine. The mixing produces a variation of cross-sectional area that is equivalent to a displacement
thickness corresponding to the mixing process. Such variation of area of the streautube produces a
variation of static pressure equivalent to the pressure produced by a body of cross-sectional area equal to
the variation due to mixing. Therefore, if the nacelle is placed in the vicinity of an airframe, the nacelle
induces a flow field that affects lift moments and skin friction dra3 of the airplane.

In the absence of the flow field induced by the airplane, the shape of the stramtube of the flow
entering and leaving the engine can be determined analytically. In the subsonic region, before localized
supersonic regions appear in the flow, linear theory permits determining the streamtube shape in fronL and
behind provided that a mixing analysis is combined with the linearized theory in order to determine the
shape of the mixing. Such types of analyses are available, and a computer program can be easily generated
provided that the turbulent transport properties are assumed from experimental information.

A more complex analysis can be performed for the transonic regio.a by means of the linearized transonic
analysis or by more complex transonic analyses based on relaxation in time dependent methods. Howe-;er,
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all of these analyses should include the mixing regions behind the engine in order to use the correct
boundary conditions for the problem. Such a region incorrectly is not considered as a part of the problem
in 3ome of the work presently under way. Presently, such analyses are not pErformed systematically for
any new engine, and are not required as a part of an engine's characteristics in spite of the fact that
the results could be useful in order to evaluate engine performance when installed in the airplane. The
shape of the mixing displacemenzt thicknebi depends strongly on the cycle of the engine In general, if
we consider the mixing of two streams having the same y, the variation of the cross-sectional crea due
to mixing at constant pressure after romplete mixing is given by:IM " (H]/ul - H2 /u2) (uI - 12)

where the 4A is the increase of the streamtube area at constant pressue, Hl and H2 the total enthalpy of
the two streams and ul, u2 the velocities of the streams. For an engine, the jet velocity ui is always
larger than the external velo, .ty ul>u2. At low flight velocities u2 is small and H2/u2 ia larger than
Hl/ul; therefore, the mixing between the external flow and the engine flow tends to produce a converging
streamtube. In a bypass angine, we must consider three streams. The engine flow can have a value of
Hl/ul larger or smaller than the value of H2 /u 2 of the fan flow, depending on the compression ratio
of the fan and flight velocity. At low flight speed, the value of H2 /u 2 increases rnpidly when the fan
compression ratio decreases. Then at low speed for an engine having low pressure ratio fans, the con-
verging of the streamtube downstream of the jet due to the mixing of the engine flow and fan flow is very
large.

Figure I indicates schematically the variation of streamtube area of a bypass engine having bypass
ratio 6 and 40,000 lbs takeoff thrust, at flight Mach numbers of 0.15 sea level. The streamtube converges
from an area of 120 ft 2 corresponding to free stream conditions to an area of 50 ft 2 at the exit. The
displacement of the mixing is negative; therefore,the streamtube continues to converge. Consider now an
airplane having engines placed in nacelles under the wings. W~hen we perform a model test in order to
determine airplane performances, we should represent this flow field correctly; therefore, if we do not
use engine simulators, we should insert under the wing bodies having roughly the shape of the streamtube
of the engine. However, the interaction among the airplane flow fields and the jet flow fields changes
the local pressure, which therefore changes the equivalent body shape; then, the equivalent body shape
is nonsymetrical and is not known "a priori" from a calculation for a uniform flow field. These inter-
action effects, howeve , can be determined by means of an iteration procedure. Often, experiments are
made where the nacelles are either not repnesented, or are represented by duct, having the same external
shape as the engines and passing some flow through. The second approach is leLs satisfactory than the
first because in the absence of an engine simulator placed inside the nacelle, the mass flow entering
the inlet of the nacelle is much less than the engine mass flow (unless the exhaust area is increased)
because a pressure drop occurs inside the nacelle. Then the streamtube shape entering the nacelle is
quite different than in flight, and the flow field in front of the engine and behind it is quite different
from the corresponding flow field in the airplane. These effects are large at all speeds, and are import-
ant especially at transonic speeds.

Figure 2 gives an indication of the difference of streamtube cross section required at the exit
for different engine cyles, and for the case of a cowling without an engine simulator when the inlet
mass flow is matched. The data are for 14, - 0.90. The figure also gives the streamtube of an engine
simulator which simulates accurately entrance conditions, exit Mach number, exit area, and exit pressure;
but not exit temperature for a typical turbojet and turbofan. In the data presented, it is assumed that
the engine simulator has a compressor that compresses the air entering the inlet which is simulated, while
the turbine that drives the compressor is driven by compressed air carried in from the outside through a
channel. Then the exit mass flow is larger than the etntrance mass flow and includes inlet air and turbine
air. Such additional air balances the lack of heat addition; then the area Mach number and pressure are
matched at the inlet. For the turbojet engine, a case where transition from laminar to turbulent mixing
occurs at some distance from the nozzle is also shown. The differences of streamtubes ure large, and in
some cases can be important.

Figure 3 gives an indication of the differences between the streamtube area for engine simulators used
in this type of testing for a bypass engine and an actual engine. In this simulation at M. ^- 0.85, the
entrance mass flow through the inlet is less than in the actual mass flow engine (14% less); the pressure
ratio through the fan is the same, the exit area of the main engine is smaller, and the flow from the
engine simulator is cold; therefore, the same discrepancy as shown in Fig. 2 exists for the mixing region.
The difference in streamtube area for four engines in full scale corresponds to 17 ft 2 initially, and
becomes 32 ft 2 at some distance. The importance of these effects should be evaluated, and if important,
corrections to the experimental data should be introduced.

Two alternate solutions are suggested:

(1) test without nacelles and make analytical corrections,

(2) use engine simuiators.

The first approach is already used during the preliminary design phase; however, corrections are seldom
performed in spite of the fact that they are possible for podded engines. The second solution requires
more complex and expensive apparatus, and even with the additional complications, cannot give a completely
satisfactory simulation; therefore, even in this case analytical methods that permit estimating such
lack of complete simulation should be used.

The experimental resu'.ts in wind tunnels are usually corrected for wall effects; however, numerical
methods are not yet available to evaluate corrections for engine interference on the airplane. Such
methods could be generated within the ability of present analytical methods for poaded engines as used
in transport airplanes. The problem for engines imbedded in the fuselage is more cumplex, and requires
further investigations; however, some correction is possible even for this case. The methods to be used

S...... .1
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ave fairly simple because superposition of solutions is possibl.e e.g., Ref. 1;. Numerical programs
based on superposition cif solutions can define the equivalent body shape that reprevents the engine flow
as a function of the flow field produced by the airplane for subsonic flow. Then by using, as an input,
experimental data that defines the flow field of the airplane without the engine, the flow field induced
by the engine on the airplane can be determined. If required, interaction procedures could be used in
order to obtain a second order correction on the streamtube shape. The basic concept suggested here is
to use a combination of computers. The wind tunnel is used as an analog computer for the data simulation
of the airplane flow field because of its ability of determining viscous flow effects and three-dimensional
flow. Then a digital computer is used to determine the equivalent body that represents the engine, flow
in the presence of the airplane flow, and the influence of such a body on the airplane. The use of
engine simulators simplifies sdaewhat the experimental problem; however, even in this case the si'nulation
is not perfect and therefore the influence of the diffe.-•nces should be evaluated. The problem becomes

".-ore difficult when transonic flow is present because in taLs velocity range, the numerical analyses are
much more complex, and at the same time the effects of variation of cross-sectional area of the engine
flow are more important. Presently, research is in progress for the analysis of the flow field around
nacelles as shown in Fig. 3. Unfortunately, in the analysis it is assumed that the streantube leaving
the engines does not mix with the external flow; therefore, the boundary conditions downstream of the
fan and the engines are not representative. The effect of the mixing of the fan flow crin be introduced
as a correction of the boundary conditions, and can be dletermined in advance from the determination of
the displacement thickness obtained from a calculation of the mixing; however, the introduction of the
mixing of the flow field downstream is more difficult because it affects the pressure distribution.

2.2 Supersonic speed

The interaction of the engine on the airplane at supersonic speed is limited to the region downstream
of the inlet. Such interaction is very important and can be utilized to product Uft or reduce drag of
the airplane. In many installations we can define an L/D of the engine defined as the increase in lift
due to engine interference, divided by the additional external drag produced by the engine. The fact
that the inlet and inlet spillage produces not only drag, but also lift is important, and is a factor
in the selection of the inlet configuration and engine position.

The basic conceptional principles for the utilization and analysis of favorable engine airplane
interference has been given in Ref. 2. Consider Fig. 4 (taken from Ref. 2), the equivalent body that
represents the variation of streamtube entering the engine can be represented as a distribution of
singularities. The singularities are sources and sinks for axially symmetric configurations, and multi-
poles for nonsymmetrical configurations. Both the airplane and the equivalent body induce n flow field
that can be calculated. The front part of the body produces a pressure rise in the rear part of the
wing, decreasing pressure drag and increasing lift, while the front part of the wing produces a pressure

rise in the rear part of the body decreasing the pressure drag of the body. The effect of such flow
fields can be evaluated by simple integral relations if the interaction is felt by flat surfaces, or it
requires numerical integration if the surfaces are not flat. In any case, the pressure field induced by
the equivalent body caa be evaluated and the variations due to interference can be obtained provided
that linear theory can be applied.

Figure 5 indicates inviscid polar diagrams for an isolated wing, and a wing and additional body con-
veniently shaped,placed under the wing. The body increases the shock drag and also the lift; therefore,
the L/D is increased by the presence of the new body. The possibility of increasing lift is important
because it tends to decrease the penalties due to external compression for the inlet. As mentioned

previously, the analysis of the interference effects can be performed easily when linear theory is
utilized. Improvements on this type of analysit can be obtained by using the Idhitham type of analysis
which is used extensively for the analysis of sonic boom. In this case, the intensity of the perturbation
is still given by the linear theory; however, the propagation of the perturbation is given along a Mach
line or shock that takes into account the change of speed of sound, and the effect of velocity disturbances;
therefore, the Mach line is not inclined at ua (Mach angle of the undisturbed velocity) with the flight
velocity but at (P+G)local where u is the local Mach angle and 0 the inclination of the velocity. Either
linear theory, or experimental data that gives the flow field produced by the inlet, or more accurate
theory can be used to determine the disturbances produced at the surface of the body that represents the
engine streamtube. The propagation of such disturbances is determined by the second order theory of
Whitham as described in Reas. 3 and 4. The interaction and reflection of such waves with the airplane
surface is determined by linear theory. Then the effect of interaction on local pressure is obtained by
two components. The first is proportional to the local velocity perturbation produced by the equivalent
body, the propagation of which is analyzed in second order; the second contribution is obtained by
assuming that a source sink distribution is present, defined by the local component of the velocity
perturbation normal to the airplane surface generated by the equivalent body representing the engine.

The intensity and distribution of sources and sinks is proportional to this normal component. Then the

velocity and pressure at ony point generated by this distribution can be obtained from linear theory,

and the second component of the interaction determined.

At high Mach numbers, this type of analysis is unsatisfactory because all analyses depend on the
validity of linear theory. Then either experimental investigations, or more complex analyses, are
required in order to obtain the perturbation flow field at small distances from the inlet. Time dependent
types of analyses are attractive for such investigations. The extrapolation to larger distances can be
obtained with the method described above, or with improvements of the method as described in Refs. 5 and 6.
The distance where extrapolation is possible is defined by the necessity of existence of a solution given
by linear theory at the distance considered; therefore, it is a function of the Mach number and local
intensity of the disturbance.

3. INTERACTION OF THE AIRPLANE FLOW FIELD ON THE ENGINE PERFORMANCES

The effect of the flow field produced by the airplane on the engine performance is strong tor engine*

imbedded in the fuselage and is smaller for podded engines. Usually, fer podded engines, simple corrections
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can be introduced on the isolated engine performances in order to take care of such effects. However, in
some cases, at low flight speed and for high bypass engines, even for podded engines the interaction of
the airplane flow field can be important when the airplane changes substantially the pressure field at the
exit of the fan. This local change of pressure affects the split between engine and fan mass flow, and
therefore the bypass ratio. In addition, this pressure field induced by the airplane is not uniform-
t" it can produce nonsteady fluctuation in the flow of the :an by producing peripheral variations -

pressure at the exit of the fan. These effects can be present only at low speed because at high subsonic
speed the flow leaving the fan become sonic or supersonic even for loy fan pressure =atio engines.

White the flow induced by the airplane does not affect substantially the engine performances, when
podded engines are sidered, the flow can affect the external drag of the nacelle. Because of the pres-
ence of the airplane, large cross flows can exist at the exit of the jet. Such cross flows at transonic
speed and supersonic speed can affect substantially the nacelle drag of the engine. Some mismatch of static
pressure of flow direction is presented at the exit of the fan flow, or engine flow. Then some local sepa-
ration takes place near the nozzle exit. This separation usually is beneficial because it tends to decrease
over-expansion and therefore drag, Fig. 6.

The local separation and the amount of drag depends on the momentum and temperature thickness of the
boundary layer. Such quantities are strongly affected by the presence if cross pressure gradients and
cross flows because they distribute the boundary layer nonuniformiLy around the nozzle. Therefore, the
airplane pressure field can modify the nozzle performances and the nacelle drag. (This effect will be
discussed in more detail later on.)

The problem of interference is of primary importance when the engine inlets and nozzles are either part
of the fuselage or are located on the lower surface of the wing. In these cases, the flow induced by the
wing or by the fuselage interacts with the inlet and the nozzle of the engine and affects engine performances
directly. This problem is especially important for airplanes that must have supersonic capabilities aan good
performances at transonic speeds, and must operate efficiently and at high angles of attack during maneuvers.
For these configurations, the airplane and engine flow are closely interdependent; therefore, the effects
of the airplane flow on the engine perfarmances,and of the engine flow on the airplane performances,are of
primary importance. The compromise of the inlet and nozzle design for a given engine, selection of the best
engine cycle, and engine location, must take into account from the beginning interference effects. The
flow field produced by the fuselage in locations convenient for inlets either at subsonic, transonic, or
supersonic velocities, is highly nonuniform especially at large angles of attack. The cross flow generated
by lack of axial symmetry,or angle of attack, produces vortices und regions of local separation that start
in the front region of the fuselage which can enter the engine inlet. The non-uniformities entering the
inlet generate large distortions in the inlet flow that either can be unacceptable for the compressors or
the fans, or can produce penalties in performance. A large amount of experimental information has become
available recently iL this field (e.g., Ref.7). Such results indicate the importance of the problems and
some possible solutions; some of the most important results will be discussed later on. Here, I will limit
my attention to discussing possible analytical contributions to the understnr.ding of the problem. The in-
viscid flow field can be analyzed accurately at subsonic and supersonic speed. Recently, analytical methods
have been developed also for transonic speed; however, such available analytical methods are not fully
utilized in airplane design practice. The reason is that the boundary layer effects cannot be predicted
by analysis as accurately as the inviscid effects, and they produce important modifications on the flow
field. The boundary layer properties and the production of separated regions are a function only of local
pressure gradients. ThŽ recent availability of a large amount of experimental inforLition in this field
gives indications of such dependence; therefore, it will probably be possible in the )ture to generate
analytical prediction methods of the flow field taking into account the presence of boundary layers, pro-
vided that the available experimental data are utilized to define the properties of the boundary layer.
When the available information is used, a generalized numerical program could probably be generated that
defines approximately th, flow field and permits extrapolating experimental data performed at low Reynolds
number to higher Reynolds numbt.-s. The availability of such a type of analysis would help the designer.
Such analysis could indica- pronising directions of configuration changes required to eliminate an exist-
ing problem, and could help during preliminary design to select the more promising locations of air intakes
and engines, and fuselage shapes in a given airplane configuration. The integration of analytical and
eiperimental information in a numeri..al method for fuselage flow analysis, should be the next step of the
research program in this field. Such a type cf analysis should cover the subsonic, transonic, and super-
sonic ranges.

In connection with the interference between airplane and inlet flow at subsonic and transonic speed,
careful attention should be given to the interpretation of experimental data. Often the airplane inter-
ference on an inlet is determined experimentally in wind tunnels by determining the forces on the region
of the airplane configuration extended in front of the inlet in the vicinity of the inlet, and on the
inlet, without correct representation of the rear part of the airplane. Such esasurements can be highly
misleading at subsonic and transonic speeds.

Assume, for example, that we investigate the effect of a ramp AB placed in front .i an inlet, as sh,)wn
in Fig. 7, and we want to compare the drag of a given airplane inlet rombination at subsonic or transonic
speed for the case where the inlet has ramp AB (configuration a), and for the case of an inlet without
the ramp (configuration b). If we measure the force only in the fror.L part of the airplane, in front of
section S-S for the same inlet mass flow, then we find that the ramp produces an additional "apparent"
drag because the streamline entering the inlet is inviscid and has a bump where the pressure is above
atmospheric. However, such a drag is balanced by a thrust in the rear part of the airplane. Therefore,
at subsonic speed, this "ramp drag" is mainly due to the testing technique and is not an actual increase
!n drag of the airplane unless the recovery In the rear psrt of the airplane is reduced by viscous
ýPhenomena. This can be seen immediately if we analyze the pressfire distributinn in a subsonic "bump" as
shown in Fig. 8. The pressure along a corrugated surface at subsonic speed is symmetrical and the pressure
in the front part balances the pressure in the rear. Therefore, if the total displacement is zero, the
inviscid drag Ls also zero. The two possible sources of drag are viscous effects and localized shocks.
The viscous losses and formation of localized shocks occur in thz region of the airplane that is not
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represented in the test, and therefore cannot be measured. Any measurement of losses at subsonic and tran-
sonic speeds without a careful investigation of the downstream conditions cp.n lead to incorrect conclusions
The only valid investigation for this type of test is an investigation that attempts to determine the
presence and defines the intensity of additional viscous and shock losses independently of the pressure
field.

A similar type of comment applies to the experimental investigation of the boundary layer scoops
either at subsonic or supersonic speeds. In all inlets attached to the fuselage or wing, the boundary
layer produced on the surfaces in front of the inlet iA directed outside of the inlet by boundary layer
diverters or scoops that connect the low velocity flow inside or in front of the inlet to a region of
lower pressure. The drag ol such scoops depends on the pressure variation of the boundary layer flow.
A large part of the flow in t•he scoops is either transonic or subsonic; therefore, the flow has subsonic
characteristics and the pressure variation inside the scoop depends substantially on the downstream con-
ditions. Such conditions depeni on many parameters; e.g., the geometry of the rear part of the airplane,
the Reynolds number of the tests, and on the angle of attack of the airplane. Therefore, experiments on
boundary layer scoops should, as a first step, prove that the downstream conditions are correctly repre-
sented. This could be done by measuring the pressure on the airplane in the region of the boundary layer
scoops and by checking that the pressure in this region is reproduced in the inlet tests. Often this
type of proof is missing in the report describing such experiments.

4. INTERACTION BETWEEN ENGINE FLOW AND EXTERNAL FLOW NEAR THE NOZZLE

One of the most important interactions between the airplane induced flow and the engine flow occurs
in the region of the engine nozzle. Here, especially at transonic speeds, a large percentage of the
airplane drag is generated. Such a drag is controlled by the interaction between the internal and ex-
ternal flows; therefore, the most complex compromise between external and inter,,i performances is
required in the selection of nozzle design. The difficulty is increased by the fact that the effect on
the external drag is not included in the definition of engine performances, and by the fact that in
practice two independent engineering design groups are responsible for the designs of the configuration
of the nozzle that controls the internal flow and for the configuration of the external shape of the
fuselage.

The presence of large external drag in the region of the nozzle exit is somewhat related to the
characteristics of the engine design. The flow leaving the turbine has low exit Mach number, and is

discharged through annulus; therefore, the turbine diameter is much larger than the diameter of the
minimum area of the nozzle where the flow is sonic. In order to minimize heat and viscous losses, the
transition from the turbine to the nozzle is short; therefore, the rear part of the engine has a very
rapid converging section at the end. Only for supersonic flight a diverging section follows the converging
nozzle reducing the difference between turbine and exit nozzle diameter. Therefore, this effect is
maximum at transonic speed. For example, for a typical bypass engine for a subsonic transport, the
ratio between the diameter of the engine in the turbine region to the nozzle of the main flow is of the
order of 1:4 - 1:6. This rapid convergency of the engine tends to produce large local overexpansion
that tends to produce pressure drag. When the engine is placed on a pod, the local external area
change can be balanced by an area increase produced by a different component of the airplane, such as

the wing or the fuselage; therefore, the effect on overall drag at transonic speed can be minimized.
However, when the engines are placed in the fuselage, usually the nozzles are located at the end of the
fuselage, then this compensation is impossible. Therefore, at transonic speed substantial drag is
generated by this region for airplanes having engines in the fuselage. The main reason for the selection
of the positioning of the engine in the rear part of airplanes of this type,is due to the fact that the
exhaust gases of the jet are at h1gh temperature; therefore, the solution where the engines are placed in
front, and the gases are discharged underneath the fuselage would produce severe aerodynamic beating for
the skin of the fuselage In contact with the jet. Many parameters affect the drag near the jet exhaust,
some of which are related to the airplane design, others are defined by the details of the engine design.
A correct representation of all the parameters involved in a small scale experiment is extremely difficult,
and the importance of some of the parameters cannot be defined "a priori;" however, presently the possible
importance of some of these paTameters Is not clearly recognized. A detailed discussion, therefore, of
such interaction could be useful. Consider first an axial symnetric installation similar to the case
of a single jet airplane. lisually, the inside flow generated by the engine has several streams mixing in-
side the nozzle, each having different stagnation properties. Figures 9 and 10 indicate two different pos-
sible configurations. The lirst has a converging nozzle, the second used for supersonic airplanes has
a converging, diverging secti,)n.

Figure 9 schematizes either a jet engine or a bypass engine where the bypass flow is discharged ahead
of the engine nozzle .The tlcat point c includes the bypass and the engine flows, and only some cooling
air is discharged between the airplane shell and the nozzle engine. In the converging region of the
fuselage, some sekiration occurs in the outside that tends to decrease the drag of the airplane. The
separation region Is controlled by several flow parameters. The flow in front of point B is locally super-

* Sonic at transonic and supersonic flight speeds; therefore, the flow outside is qualitatively similar to
the flow over a supersonic or transonic wing in the region of separation. The separation point B is a
function of tha boundary layer profile in front of B. In this case, because of the difference of the
separation in the wing, both velocity and temperature profiles must be considered as parameters since some
heat transfer takes place between the structure of the engine and the boundary layer due to the fact that
the inside flow has higher temperature than free stream. At transonic speed, the separation of the boundary
layer produces an envelope shock and the Mach number downstream at point D is of the order of one. Then
the pressure rises from D to C, and at C the pressure is higher than at D. The position of B depends on
the ability of the flow along the streamline BDC to overcome the pressure rise between B and C. At B,
the velocity along the streamltne is zero, at D it is higher than zero and at C is again zero. The velocity
profiles are qualitatively indicated in Fig. 9. The pressure rise requires a balanre between shear forces
and pressure gradients and is accomplished by the work due to the shear produced by the velocity gradients
normal to the streamline. This shear depends on the characteristics of the flow inside; the flow at A ex-
pands because the flow at the jet is slightly underexpanded. Due to this underexpansion, the pressure
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at C depends on the characteristics of the inside flow that affects the pressure distribution along AC.
In addition, the shear along AC contributes substantially to accelerating the flow in the separated region,
DC; therefore, the shear along AC, and the pressure along AC, depend on the inside properties of the flow
and on the outside properties of the flow. Then additional parameters that are important for the definition
of point B and of the pressure along BA, are velocity and temperature profiles of the bouidary layer flow
at A, expansion process of the internal flow related to t e flow distribution at the nozzle exit, velocity
and temperature profiles of the bour.dary layer of the exte.mnal flow at B, in addition to the main properties
such as total enthalpy, Mach number, and pressure of all flows. The mixing along EF between cooling flow
and main flow affects directly the pressure along AC, because i- defines the profile of the velocity at A;
therefore, such mixing must also be considered in experiments.

In addition to these flow quantities, other parameters are of prioary importance. The pressure rise
along BC and AC is related to shear due to turbulent mixing. The mixing is affected by swirl of the flow,
by leakage of the flow across the sections of the variable nozzle. Therefore, a representative test requires
the control of many other parameters above the ratio of the jet Mach nur-ber and pressure at A. For this
reason, it is improbable that the use of engine simulators in the form of small rocket engines, or turbojet
engines, that simulate only a few overall properties of the flow can give significant qualitative results
without substantial additional tests of analyses that investigate the importance of the parameters not simu-
lated. For example, the presence of coolant flow in the outside of the engine, or leakage of engine flow
through the nozzle, is usually not considered in nozzle tests. Such flows can have significant eifects be-
cause they define the velocity and teuperature profiles at A. The scale of the turbulent fluctuations of the
engine flows in the presence of swirl are also important parameters of the problem because the turbulent mix-
ing along AC depends on sur.h quantities. Such quantities could and should be measured in the tests of the
actual engine, and scaled correctly in the simulation. The scaling laws, however, have not yet been cleatly
determined.

The mass flow of the secondary flow 1 depends on the pressure distribution at E, which is controlled by
the shape of the nozzle and by the mixing occurring before A, and by the pressure at A. The possibility
exists that the mixing between secondary and primary flow is slow, and thaa a reverse flow takei place in the
outside and inside of the nozzle, Fig. 9b.

When the nozzle has a divergent sectior following the throat, then the separation at transonic speed, or
at low subsonic speed occurs in the inside, Fig. 10a; while at higher Mach numbers and at design speed occurs
outside, Fig. 10b. Again, the separation region is controlled by the mixing of the inside flows, and by
their interaction with the outside flow, which is controlled by the details of the inside flow such as tem-
perature and velocity profiles, turbulence leveland scale, in addition to stagnation properties and geometry
of the nozzle.

In some instances part of the external flow is used to fill the engine nozzle, which is designed for
supersonic performances, Fig. 11. Then mixing takes place between the cooling flow and the external fl.-w,
and betwean these flows and the main jet. The external flow first expands and then is compressed through a
shock wave. The expansion and the shock produce external drag that must be considered as part of the
engine performance. The problem is similar to the problem described before; bowever, here the mixing process
inside is more complex. Here the datails of the external boundary layer are extremely important because they
define the amcunt of expansion occurring outside and the amount of mass flow entering the engine.

In actual applications, the flow outside the nozzle is three-dimensional. Then the pressure at A of Fig.
9 is also three-dimensional. As a consequence, the secondary flow 1 of Fig. 9 and the secondary flow 3
coming from the outside in Fig. 11 are not axially symmetric. The mass flow of these streams changes around
the periphery of the nozzle, concentrating in the region of low local pressure. This effect makes the prob-
lem extremely complex and more difficult to i..vestigate. It is clear that such complex phenomenon cannot bc
investigated by tests of wind tunnel models of airplane configurations alone even if complex engine simu-
lators are used. Experimental programs, with a combination of isolated nozzle engines, where external flows

* and three-dimensional effects are simulated and engine simulators installed on the airplane are used, are the
more promising.

-Presently, tne research in this field is unsatisfactory because it has been directed mainly toward the
determination of selecting satisfaclory nozzle designs, rather than toward a better understanding of the in-
fluence of the different parameters and development of good testing criteria. Many of the parameters such as
properties of sec..dary flow, turbulence level, or effects of nozzle leakage, and three-dimensional flow, are
usually not const.dered in present tests; therefore, substantial additional basic work is required btfore a
satisfactory, analytical, and experimental technique is developed, that permits evaluating nozzle airplane
interference.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This brief introduction indicates that substantial additional research work is required in the field of
engine airplane interference. We will follow up with a detailed discussion of some of the most important
problcAs. Here, only one conclusion will be made.

In the problem of engine interference, like in many other important problems, the tendency in the past
has been to rely mainly on experimental data; this should be changed. New approaches are required where
analog and digital simulation is integrated, where the wind tunnel or test stand furnishes analog data.
Then, corrections generated by numerical methods are introduced to these data in order to improve the results
obtained. Such approaches should be used extensively in preliminary design, and in the deterrination of
engine &ad airplane performances.
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SUMMARY

Discussions will be presented on the basic technological problems and potential solutions relating to
the development of inlet and airframe design criteria. Results of the analytical and exper.mental
work conducted will be presented emphasizing details of closely coupled inlet airframe concepts. Inlet
flow fields generated by basic forebody and forebody/wing combinations will be review.md together with
an analysia of the effects of variations in fuselage shape, forebody camber, wing geometry and inlet
position. Problems associated with boundary layer development and vortex ingestion will be discussed
in terms of their effect on inlet design. Attitude effects such as angle of attack and angle of yaw
will be reviewed. The losses due to spillage, bleed and bypass flows will be analred as they affect
vehicle performance. Criteria will be reviewed to minimize such loss for the development of optimal
inlet/airfram performance. Specific problems relating to the subsonic-transonic flight regime and
the supersonic regime will be presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area Angle-of-Sideslip
AXI Axisymmetric Quantity change
Ao/Ac Capture Area Ratio or Mass Flow Ratio 3 Boundary Layer height
B.L. Boundary layer 32, OR Variable ramp deflection angles
CD Drag coefficient D/qo Ac OL Cowl lip angr

SCL Lift coefficient L/qo Ac Z- Angle
CR Thrust Correction Factor
D Drag, diameter Subscripts:
Dx Distortion parameter
3CS Environmental Control System o, G Free Stream
F Thrust 2 Compressor face
h Wiui/cowl spacing ADD Additive
ht Throat height BL,bl Bleed
IN Inches EP,BYP Bypass
INED Inboard c Capture

4 DD Actual Spillage Drag/Theoretical Additive Drag D Drag
L Lift DD Drag Divergence
M Mach Number IW1T Interference
m Mass flow i ideal
Pp Pressure L Local conditions, Lift
q Dynamic pressure Max Maximum

SC Specific Fuel Consumption Min Ntniaue

V.G. Vortex Generators p Ptt col toS•lht lowp Pitot condition
W Wight flow RKS Root Mean Square
x Axial distance T,t Total conditions
y Lateral distance TH Throat

S0 Angle-of-Attack, incidence u Unstart condition
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1.0 Inlet Influence on Aircraft Performance

The inlet/airplane integration problem, basically, is the requirement for efficient, uniform
delivery of air to the aircraft engine at all operating conditions. In the case of turbine engine
aircraft operating in the subsonic/supersonic Mach Number range, inlet performance is measured in terms
of its effect on both the thermodynamic performance of the engine and the aerodynamic performazce of
the airframe. Several parameters are involved in the determination of inlet performance, including
total pressure recovery, flow distortion and turbulence at the engine compressor face, additive drag,
cowl lip suction, boundary layer bleed drag, bypass drag, and boundary layer diverter drag. There
is also an effect of variations in inlet mass flow ratio on aircraft lift and drag which m.ust be
taken into account. Most of the inlet related losses stem from the fact that turbojet and turbofan
engines, in order to power aircraft efficiently throughout a large flight envelope, demand a wide
range of mass flow ratios. If the inlet is sized to meet a supersonic high altitude flight engine
demand efficiently, there i3 a great deal of excess airflow at transonic Mach Numbers (Figure 1-1).
Some of the inlet airflow may be required for boundary layer control (inlet bleed), environmental
control systems, or propulsion system cooling, (Figure 1-2) but all of this excess flow must ex-
perience some loss in momentum as it is diverted or processed. It is the job of the inlet designer
to reduce these losses and momentum losses of the actual engine airflow to a minimum while maintaining
low weight and system complexity.

1.1 Total Pressure Recovery

The engine face average total pressure recovery is oi prime interest due to its direct
effect on engine thrust. One method for correcting engine thrust for the effect of total pressure
recovery specifies:

& LN 1.0 - PT2/o I] C

where: FN - net thrust

PT2/PTo - Total Pressure Recovery

CR - Correction factor

Typical values of the correction factor, CR, for turbojet and turbofan engines fall between 1.1 and

1.6 over the Mach Number 0.8 to 2.2 range as shown in Figure 1-3.

1.2 Inlet Flow Distortion

As seen by the compressor face airfoils, inlet flow distortion is actually a velocity
distortion, but has typically been expressed in terms of total pressure variations for the sake of
simplicity. The most .pparent effect of flow distortion on the turbine engine is a downward shift
of the engine surge line (see Figure 1-4). This shift is primarily due to the fact that many of the
compressor blades are operating closer to stall in the distorted flow. If the distortion is sufficient
to alter the blade lift-curve slopes, operating line efficiency will be changed so that the distortion
results in a shift along the engine operation line to a lower operating pressure ratio. If surge
margin loss due to flow distortion is greater than anticipated, the engine may have to be derated in
order to allow sufficient margin for engine transients and other effects shown in Figure 1-5. The
primary effect of inlet turbulence, as shown, is to drop the surge line even closer to the operating
line, but it can also be expressed as an expansion of the operating line into a band.

1,3 Inlet Drag

Propulsion installation penalties not affecting the actual engine airstream are normally
expressed in terms of drag - either as separate increments or as variations to the airframe drag
polar. Additive Drag is the momentum loss of the airstream defined by the capture area, Ac, as
excess flow is diverted around the inlet (Figure 1-6). Some of this lost momentum may be recovered
in Lip Suction as the diverted flow accelerates over the cowl, creating a low preL.ure region which
acts in the thrust direction. Boundary Layer Bleed Drag and Bypass Drag are defined as the com-
bination of (1) momentum lost by these flows from the time they are taken into the inlet till they
exit the aircraft and (2) exit door pressure drags. Diverter Drag (occasionally included in inlet
drag) is simply the momentum lost in airflow that is turned by 'he boundary layer diverter measured
by the integration of pressures on its surface.

1.4 Installed Performance

These effects all find their way into the equation defining the total forces acting on an
airplane in straight and level flig.t.
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Ftotal - FN ' A 7Ninlet + & FNxhaust + Daero

where: FN Installed engine thrust including effects of inlet recovery and distortion,I internal nozzle performance, engine thrust and power extraction.

A FNinlet - All drag increments between the Daero configuration and a model which
reproduces the range of inlet mass flow ratios and all other inlet-related
flows (bleed and bypass).

A FNes&auet - All drag increments between the Dasro configuration and a model which
reproduces the rea± afterbody/nozzle geometry, flow fields, and critical
operating parameters.

Daero - Airplane exterior friction and pressure drag plus additive drag of the air
entering the inlet.

As mentioned previously, the propulsion system performance effects must be considered together with
weight penalties in order to assure the beat mission performance. An example of such a trade study

is showinn Figure 1-7 where several inlet types were considered for a mixed mission aircraft. oteof inlet design. Also, advantages in supersonic performance gained through a sophisticated inlet
design may be negated by the associated increase in aircraft weight. The quest for high component
performance cannot be achieved at the expense of total aircraft performance and reliability. Keeping
this admonition in mind, it must be realized that consideration of the topics in this lecture is most

certainly necessary, but not sufficient to assure optimum mission perfortance. This discussion will
include only the items involved in inlet performance and the assurance of inlet-engine compatibility.

2.0 Forebody Flow Fields

Continuing development of turbine engimas for transonic/supersonic flight applications has,
among other things, led to tighter control of the surge margin with fewer unknowns allowed in the
inlet performance and flow distortion levels. In determining inlet performance, therefore, it is
necessary to define (1) how the airframe distorts flow entering the inlet and (2) how the inlet
reacts to upstream flow variations. The importance of the first item can be seen from the compar-
ison of performance of a simple fixed geometry two-dimensional inlet design integrated with several
different tactica± fighter forebody shapes (Figure 2-1). The second requirement (definition of inlet
reaction) stems from the fact that different inlet types may react to external flow field distortion
in a variety of ways. One method of defining and controlling flow distortion is shown in Figure 2-2.
Use of this artificial flow field has been made in a comparison of two-dimensional and axisy ntric
external compression inlet data in both uniform flow and identical distorted flow fields (Figure 2-3).

This flow field distortion has a greater effect on the axLsymmetric inlet and the effect differential
increases with Mach Number. Inlet sensitivity to upstream flow distortion is extremely important in
the establishment of forebody or forebody/wing flow field uniformity requirements.

A number of programs have been conducted to give some definition of forebody flow fields, but
much of the data available is for rather crude designs and has obtained only pitot or total pressure
profiles of the flow. Other investigations have been accomplished for specific aircraft designs,
but have not been published formally or lack sufficient variety to be of use to a designer. The most
recent programs to generate reasonably accurate measuremen"s of important flow field parameters,
have been accomplished for highly maneuverable supersonic tactical fighter aircraft. The ensuing
discussion of forebody flow fields, therefore, will be concentrated in this area.

2.1 Side-Mounted Inlet Flow Fields

There are a great many variables involved in the study of side mounted inlet flow fields.
Amoung these variables are nose shape, fuselage underbody shape, canopy shape, nose droop, fuselage
camber, fuselage aspect ratio and inlet position with respect to the canopy. Two test programs
in particular are of interest for the purpoie of studying the influence of these variables. The
first investigation, referred to hereafter as Program 'I" , has been performed in small (1/12) scale
using a basic forebody shape consistent W-th typical fighter designs (Figure 2-4). Provisions have
been made in this model for variations in nose shape, fuselage underbody shape and canopy shape.
Measurements of the flow field have been accomplished with a rake of three cone probes remotely con-
trolled to map the flow field at a given fuselage axial position (Figure 2-5). The most thorough
comparisons in this program have been accomplished for the various fuselage shapes. An example of
variations in fuselage effect is shown in Figure 2-6 for a supersonic maneuvering flight condition

(Mo - 2.2, c o - 200). The local angle-of-attack (O L) contours are quite similar, where CK L - 220,
but closer to the fuselage lower corner the influence of geometry variations show up in the CC L - 260
contours. As a general rule it appears that more flat-bottomed, square cornered fuselage shapes
tend to influence flow further from the fuselage and generate greater flow distortion in the lower

*Program F - ",An Investigation of Airframe-Inlet Interaction" conducted by Fairchild Hiller
Corporation for the USAF.
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inboard corner of the inlet. In the case of local sideslip (.4 L) flow, Figure 2-7 indicates little
in the way of a consistent trend, but again suggests that the influence of flow shed by the flat-
bottomed fuselages at high angle of attack tends to penetrate the inviscid flow away from the body
more deeply.

Another program, referred to as "4"G, was performed in larger scale (approximately 1/4
scale) on several forebodies which represented a somewhat different concept in fighter design,
having greater body camber, a more prominent canopy and further aft positioning of the inlets
(Figure 2-8). A comparison of somewhat similar fuselage shapes between the two programs (F and G)
in Figure 2-9 indicates very great differences in the two flow fields. The differences were so
great, in fact, that one of the models from program "F"1 was modified to represent model A-1 from
program "G" and re-tested. The result of this follow-on test was gratifying to the extent that the
flow field of the modified model was much more like the A-1 model from program "G" (Figure 2-10).
On the other hand, these results point out another problem in that there are a great many variables
in vehicle forebody design which have a major effect on the composition of inlet flow fields. Tn
program "F" it has been found that the effect of nose shape on inlet flow fields is conditioned by
the aircraft canopy shape. The canopy itself has a significant effect on inlet flow fields, but
the nature of this effect is dependent upon the relative axial location of the inlet on the fuselage.

A more accurate and detailed c,%uparison of some of the fuselage shape effects can be determined
from program "0" on models A-1, A-l-1 (a modification of A-l), and A-2, representing increasing fuse-
lage lower shoulder radii. As an example, Figure 2-11 shows local angle-of-attack (O(L) and angle-of-
sideslip (A L) contours for model A-1-1 at Mo = 2.2 and O o - 200. Values of O L in the lower part
of the field ame less than 0(o due to flow deflection by the forebody nose. As the flow moves upward
around the fuselage and the influence of flow expansion over the top of the fuselage is felt, O( L
values increase rapidly. Sideslip effects are most prominent in the lower inboard region of the
flow field due to the shedding of flow from the high pressure region under the fuselage. The influ-
ence of the fuselage shape is shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-13 where selected local flow angularity
contours are compared for the three different fuselage shapes. Little effect of the shape changes
on O(L is seen in the lower part of the flow field (Figure 2-12), but in the middle intoard region
the sharper-cornered model A-1-1 generates significantly higher flow angularity. Shifting attention
to the effect of fuselage shape on local siceslip (Figure 2-13), an altogether different sensitivity
pattern is observed. In this case,)O L - 00 contours in the upper part of the flow field are least
affected whereas major variations are seen in the e L = 60 contours in the lower part. Here it is
noted that the sharp-cornered fuselage at high angle of attack sheds flow laterally, influencing
sideslip angularity at rather large distances from the fuselage in the lower portion of the flow
field. The more rounded A-1 fuselage does not influence the flow at such large distances, but
creates large1 L higher in the floi field. A significant improvement, however, is observed with
the A-1 forebody shape. In this case, underbody flow is shed more nearly in an upward direction,
creating much less sideslip at the lower inboard corner of the inlet. Additional insight into the
flow field effects is provided by Figure 2-14, a comparison of boundary layer development for the
three fuselage shapes at this flight condition. The more rounded fuselage shape results in higher
energy airflow adjacent to the fuselage. Mach 2.2 flight at do = 200 has been used for the purpose
of convenient data comparison and neer-maxi-um flow field effects, but the same general observations
can be made for Mach 1.6 flight at C,- - 200 (Figures 2-15, 2-16) or 0(o - 150 (Figures 2-17, 2-18).

At this point it is worth while to explore the utility of theoretical analysis in the
determination of these flow fields. There are, of course, many different types of an-lyni; which
could be applied - from very simple hand calculations to highly complex computer programs requiring
large amounts of computer running time to obtain a single solution. A relatively simple analysis has
been chosen for program "G" which uses the method of characteristics and linear theory to define flow

field angularity. Subsonic (Mo - 0.90) and supersonic (Mo - 1.50, 2.50) uolutions are compared with
applicable data in Figures 2-19, 2-20, 2-21. At the subsonic Mach Number (Figure 2-19), small
perturbations to linear theory works reasonably well in both O(L and 1L prediction up to an aircraft
angle-of-attack ( C(o) of 100. Application of the small perturbations to a method of characteristics
solution at Mo = 1.50, however, does not approxImate experimental C(L data well at the same 0(o
(Figure 2-20) and gives only fair approximation of the &L contours. For Mach 2.50, neither CKL nor

0L values are estimated well by this technique (Figure 2-21). Other methods of analysis such as
a three-dimensional method-of-characteristics solution are being explored to generate more accurate
supersonic flow field predictions which are still reasonably simple and economical to apply.

2.2 Shielded Inlet Flo% Fields

InlsL shielcL_ . may be used to reduce local angles-of-attack at the inlet face during
maneuvering flight, but this technique of airframe-inlet integration must still be accomplished very
carefully in order to assure inlet-engine compatibility. As an examp.e, Figure 2-22 shows the inlet
flow fields for two different fuselage shapes from program "F", both "shielded" by a top-mounted
wing. During maneuvering flight, low energy flow moves upward from the high pressure fuselage
underbody region, but when it intercepts the adverse pressure gradient imposed oy the wing, this

S•"Program G - "Project Tailor-Mate, An Investigation of Supersonic Inlet Design and Airframe-Inlet
Integration" conducted by General Dynamics/Convair for the USAE.
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flow separates and has a tendency to travel outward with the wing outwash - directly into the path
of the inlet. It can be obsorved from the data in Figure 2-22 that the more nearly square fuselage
cross section results in the most uniform inlet flow field (unlike the case of side-mounted inlets).
Apparently, the sharper cornered fuselage, tends to delay the 3hedding of underbody low energy flow
and "channels" the wing-body flow somewhat, reducing the formation of large vortex flow in the inlet
region.

The integration problem can be relieved substantially by means of a low-wing installation such
as the configurations (models B-3 and B-4) shown in Figure 2-23 from program I"V. The basic compati-
bility advantages of this type of configuration over side-mounted inlet installations is shown in
Figure 2-24, where reduced flow field angularity and reduced Mach Number ahead of the inlet can both
contribute to improved inlet performance. (n the other hand, this type of shielded inlet demands
careful design of a very short subsc c diffuser and may also result in increased vehicle st. •c,-Ural
weight.

Investigation of the wing-shielded inlet position indicates that the ideal design for inlet-
engine compatibility would be a completely flat underbody surface. An example of this indication
taker. from boundary layer rake data on model B-4 is shown in Figure 2-25. The original B-4 model
with the rounded lower fuselage profile tends to promote boundary layer separation in the fuselage/
wing outwash flow. Refairing of the lower surface to the flatter B-4-1 model profile proved to be a
highly satisfactory solution to the separation problem.

Inlet flow fields may also be affected by missile installation. Figure 2-26 illustrates
the effect of a semi-submerged missile installation on the B-4 model at Mo = 1.4. In addition to
the O( L, L gradients shown, there is a reduction in flow field total pressure associated with
the missile installation.

As with the side-mounted models, experiment is compared with theoz7 in Figures 2-27, 2-28,
and 2-29. The same basic type of analysis has been employed in all cases. At Mo = 0.9 and 1.50,

W L is predicted reasonably well whereas O(L is somewhat inaccurate. The flow field inaccuracies
at Mo = 2.50 are considered to be of somewhat more concern due to their magnitude and the increased
inlet sensitivity to flow variations at the highee Mach Numbers. The analysis also predicted that
tht average inlet flow field total pressure recovery at Mo - 2.50 would be approximately 4% lower
than the measured value of PTL = 0.99.

PTO

2.3 Forebody/Wing Design Philosophy

In spite of the many variables associated with forebody/wing design which affect inlet flow
Sfielas, some basic design principals can be derived from the information which has been generated.

There has been a sufficient amount of data generated to establish approximate flow field conditions
for a wide range of basic configurations. Relatively sBmple flow field analysis techniques may be

: used with confidence up to Mach Numbers of approximately 1.5 and aircraft angles-of-attack up to 100.
Improved analysis techniques are required for higher supersonic Mach Numbers. There are major inte-
gration problems to be solved for any type of airframe/inlet installation, but several variables can
be manipulated for any configuration type to improve the inlet flow field.

Side-mounted inlets for supersonic maneuv6ring aircraft must incorporate effective fuselage
boundary layer dJverters and be capable of acceptable operation in the free stream at angles-of-attack
at least as high as the aircraft experiences and with ( L gradients of 5C% to 75% of WOMAX. They

must al..o be able to tolerate relatively high 6 L conditions associated with maneuvering flight. inlets
* designed for shielded posit-tons may be much lees tolerant to angles-of-attack, but, depending on the

type of installation, may have to provide for considerable boundary la3ser diversion (top-mounted wing)
or accept moderate levels of local sideslip (bottom-mounted wing). The sensitivity and performance
of inlets integrated with airoraft designs will be considered in subsequent sections.

3.0 Inlet Performance and Flow Distortion

The general subject of inlet integration with airframes embraces a huge matrix of design
possibilities. There have been many inlet and airframe/inlet designs developed and tested over the
past several years with only a few ever having actually found their way into prototype or production
flight hardware. The designs for which performance data exist include axisymmetric. two-dimensional,
and three-dimensional designs employing both external and mixed compression. They include podded

and fuselage-integrated installations; side-mounted, wing-shielded, fuselage-shielded, top-mounted
and nose installations. They incorporate wide variations in cowl shape, ramp geometry, boundary

layer bleed, throat design, diffuszr shape (and length), bypass design, side plate shape atd fuselageboundary layer diverter design. It would not, of course, be practical to attempt a comprehensive
review of all the technical problems and the results of the investigations associated with all of"these design variations. As an alternative, selected programs and their results will be used which
highlight some of the more difficult problems associated with inlet performance and flow distortion.
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3.1 Subsonic/Transonic Inlets

Speaking strictly in terms of total pressure recovery and compressor face flow distortion,
the problems associated with subsonic/transonic design aircraft are not felt to warrent much atten-
tion in this discussion. Generally speaking, the inlets for these applications are sized for cruise
altitude and Mach Number and require no variable geometry, bypass, boundary layer bleed or control
complcxities in order to provide satisfactory operation. They are usually characterized by generously
rounded cowl lips and are either podded or fuselage integrated in such a way that no appreciable
amount of low energy air or vortex flows are likely to be ingested. Some designs have incorporated
blow-in doors for low-speed, low-altitude flight, but when safety of flight is a prime consideration,
the inlet uowl is usually sized sufficiently large to 9void the added complexity of variable geometry,
e.g., fixed geometry cowl retrofit on the Boeing 747. If inlets for this class of aircraft were to
be placed in the wing or fuselage shadow, careful tests would have to be conducted to assure non-
ingestion of vortices or other separated flows during any realistic flight condition. The problems
associated with such ir ltt testing are covered in a separate discussion on experimental investigation
techniques.

3.2 Supersonic Inlets - External Compression

External compression inlet performance, in general, is less sensitive to external flow field
variations than nixed compression inlet performance. Consequently, supersonic aircraft required to
perform acceptably over wide ranges of altitude, maneuver condition and Mach Number typically employ
external compressiox designs in which terminal shock movement can act as a flow control device without
endangering stabilit;- of the basic inlet flow field. The examination of performance aspects of inlet/
airplane interference and integration, then, can best be illustrated using this type of an inlet.

3.2.1 Side-Mounted Inlets

As observed previously (Figure 2-3), the performance of both axisymmetric and two-dimensional
inlets is affected to varying degrees by the type and level of external flow field distortion. An
idea of the relative suitability of tnese two design types for side-mounted installations can be
observed (for the same two inlets) in a comparison of the isolated supersonic angle-of-attack perfor-
mance of both in Figure 3-1. The tundamental structure of the two-dimensional inlet flow field
remains stable to higher angles-of-attack, resulting in less turbulence and total pressure distortion
at the compressor face. This same type of comparison can be made using two installed inlets from
the previously mentioned program "G". Performance variations with Mach Number (Figure 3-2) and angle-
of-attack (Figure 3-3) again point out the inlet-engine compatibility advantages of the two-dimen-
sional design (A-1) over the axisymmetric design (A-2).

Some of the differences in performance can be traced back to the sligktly different forebody
flow fields noted in section 2. This forebody effect was checked by testing the two-dimensional
A-1 inlet on both the A-1 and A-2 forebodies. Figure 3-4 gives comparisons of tha basic inlet per-
formance and Figure 3-5 gives an overall compatibility assessment of each installation. The cross-
hatched envelopes in Figure 3-5 encompass all time-averaged distortion index data point values
versus the corresponding levels of inlet turbulence of the inlets as indicated. These envelopes
are, in turn, compared to the region of assured stability defined in the figure for a typical .dgh
performance turbofan engine. It is obvious that the more rounded A-2 fuselage underbody shape would
be preferable for the side-mounted inlet installation.

The influence of forebody shape is not sufficient, however, to account for the differences in
the inlet-engine compatibility of the two-dimensional and axisynmetric inlets as indicated in Figure
3-6. These O(o, 4o compatibility envelopes were prepared by checking the distortion and turbulence
levels of each oc(, &o test point with the screening curve of Figure 3-5. In order to study the
performance differences of the two inlet types in greater detail, total pressure surveys measured by
rakes positioned in the inlet ducts are presented in Figures 3-7 and 3-8. Mace. 2.2 data from the A-1
inlet shows that energy levels in the flow fall off slightly with increasing angle-of-attack, O(o,
but the basic flow field maintains its structure. In inlet A-2, however, pressures drop off rapidly
with O(o in the upper part of the inlet where :Clow separation is experienced. This flow separation
is fairly well localized at (o - 50. At O(o - 150 though, the separation spreads rapidly and
affects the entire flow at the compressor face. The performance problem for side-mounted axisynmmetric
inlets in supersonic maneuvering flight is seen as a very fundamental flow interaction. It might
be possible to reduce this problex somewhat by employing variable spike geometry biased with airplane
angle-of-attack in which high O(o operation calls for the sr'cond cone angle to be increased on the
lee (upper) side of the spike and possibly reduced slightly on the lower side.

3.2.2 Wiing-Shielded Inlets

Expanding the comparison of inlet types for given installations, Figure 3-9 adds to a previous
illustration, showing now the performance of axi-syimetric and two dimensional inlets in wing-shielded
flow fields (B-3 and B-4 respectively) as well as side-mounted flow fields. Judging from this figure
alone, both wing-shielded inlets would appear to have substantial advantages in performance and
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compatibility over the side-mounted inlets for highly maneuverable supersonic aircraft. This view,
however, is modified considerably when the effects of sideslip are examined in Figure 3-10 and takeninto account. The performance of the wing-shielded 2-D inlet (B-4) drops off sharply with any lee-
ward (negative) angle-of-sideslip. Reference to diagnostic instrumentation in the duct (Figure 3-8
is used as an example), reveals the reason for the 4o sensitivity. From these pressure measurements
in the duct, it is observed that the adverse sideslip flow creates a massive flow separation at theinboard sideplate leading edge which spreads as the flow progresses through the duct, resulting in
low average total pressure recovery and high distortion at the compressor face station. On the
other hand, negative sideslip flow impinging on the inboard side of the wing-shielded half axisym-metric inlet cowl is deflected by the spike so that the flow is effectively turned and remains
attached. Using the distortion versus turbulence limit curve presented earlier, flight maneuver
inlet-engine compatibility envelopes have been prepared for each of the inlets discussed (Figure
3-12). From these envelopes and the preceding discussion it would appear that the two-dimensional
inlet for side-mounted installations have fundamental advantages to offer the designer of supersonic
fighter aircraft.

3.2.3 Influence of Component Design Variations

Although the foregoing considerations suggest what is possibly the easiest line of approach,
there ure a number of techniques that can be employed to improve the performance of any given inlet
design. Several of these will be identified and discussed briefly in succeeding paragraphs.

One important technique for improving the inlet performance of maneuvering aircraft is proper
scheduling of flow bypass. In the case of the side-mounted two-dimensional inlet, increases in O(o
force the inlet to spill large amounts of excess flow. The basic mechanism for this increased
spillage is forward movement of the normal shock, but this may allow a slipstream from the oblique/
normal shock interaction to enter the inlet or precipitate other interaction phenomena unfavorable to
efficient inlet operation. Getting rid of some of this excess air by means of throat slot bypass is
seen from Figure 3-13 to offer definite advantages in terms of fundamental inlet performance. The
bypass schedule used for this research inlet (Program "G") started at very low values at O(o - 00
for all Mach numbers, but at o(, = 200, it ranged from 0% of engine mass flow at Me = 0.9 to 35% at
Mo = 1.6 to nearly 70% at Me = 2.50. A rigorous trade study should take bypass drag into account,
but it must be remembered that the condition spoken of here is transient and the bypass is being
employed primarily for the sake of inlet-engine compatibility.

Boundary layer bleed may also be employed in the inlet to control shock-wave boundary layer
interaction and prevent massive flow separation. Isolated results for such a study , the program
"G" side-mounted ad symmetric inlet are shown in Figure 3-14 for perforated bleed ahead of a throat
bypass slot. Peak performance was obtained at approximately 2.5% bleed flow over the Mach Number
range studied (Mo = 2.0-2.5). The amount of bleed required to obtain such a peak may vary widely
depending on bleed location, boundary layer conditions, and terminal shock strength.

Inlet-engine compatibility can be affected quite significantly by subsonic diffuser design.
The portion of the inlet downstream of the throat may act as either a flow distortion reducer or
amplifier. Assuming that the design is accomplished with reasonable care, the critical compatibility
design parameter is usually duct length. Flow separation and turbulence at the inlet throat can be
corrected by low diffusion rates and flow mixing downstream of the inlet throat. Using the A-1 inlet
from program "G" as an example again, Figure 3-15 illustrates the dramatic improvement in inlet-engine
compatibility criteria achieved by a straight-pipe diffuser extension of approximately 40%. Other
investigations have shown similar if not as dramatic results. Using duct length to achieve compati-
bility is expensive in terms of system weight though, and should be employed only when high levels of
inlet throat flow distortion can not be avoided.

In the case of shielded inlets where the subsonic diffuser must be quite short, rapid
diffusion in the subsonic duct is unavoidable. In such a case vortex generators may be used to
energize the boundary layer aft of the terminal shock in an attempt to maintain attached flow in
the region of high adverse pressure gradient. An example of the effectiveness of their use is
Illustrated in Figure 3-16 showing only the effect of adding vortex generators on the wing-shielded
half-axisymmetric inlet spike (model B-3) to those already in place on the cowl. The only observ-
able effect in this case is a reduction in inlet turbulence during maneuvering flight, but other
applications could conceivably show more significant results.

Cowl lip shape has been used as a variable in a number of inlet designs in order to improve
external compression inlet performance in the transonic and low supersonic Mach Number range. An
alternate, blunted cowl lip has been employed on the program "G" wing-shielded two-dimensional inlet
test (model B-4) in an attempt to make its performance more acceptable in maneuvering flight. As
can be seen in Figure 3-17, improvements are measured, but the inboard flow separation still increases
rapidly with negative sides]ip. The use of increased cowl lip bluntness to achieve improved inlet-
engine compatibility has also found ibs way into operational aircraft, the F-ill being a notable
example.

Another inlet design variable which has been used auccessfully in some cabes to improve inlet-
engine compatibility is sideplate design of two-dimensional inlets. Variations of this parameter
were tested on both the side-mounted and wing-rhielded inlets of program "G" without notable impact
on any of the performance parameters. It should be noted that sideplate geometry is a rather diffi-
cult design feature to optimize during wind tunnel tests due to its dependence on fuselage boundary
layer development and flow interaction phenomena which are to some degree affected by the test Reynold's
Number.
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The discussion of the influence of component design has not been intended to be completely

comprehensive either in terms of the number of useful design parameters or their effect on inlet
performance. It is considered, however, to give some valid trends and useful design criteria for
the effective integration of airframe and propulsion systems on supersonic fighter aircraft.

3.3 Supersonic Inlets -ixed Corpression
When aircraft missions require extended flight at Mach Numbers in the 2,0 to 3.0 + range,

external compression inlet applications become much less desirable in spite of their inherent stabil-

might have a final compression ramp angle of about 400 with a cowl lip angle of appro.mimately 250 to

3CO. The cowl drag which results from this high lip angle can mere than offset the pressure recovery
potential of the design. On the other hand, a mixed compression inlet can, by means of a series of
reflected shocka, accomplish the same efficient flow diffusion while maintaining low cowl drag (see
Figure 3-18). A few of the Inlet-Airplane Interference and Integration probloms associated particu-
larly with these mixed compression inlets will be discussed in this section.

Both two-dimensional and axisymmetric designs are used for mixed compression inlets. The
two-dimensional inlet tends to be somewhat heavy (as with the external compression designs), but is
less sensitive to angle-of-attack than an axisymmetric inlet and scmetimes easier 'o integrate with
an airframe design. Axisymmetric inlet advantages lie in light weight and relative shortness for a
given application, but even with translating and collapsing centerbodies it is extremely difficult
for this inlet type to provide the broad range of mass flows demanded by high pressure ratio turbufan
engines.

Some of the different mixed compression inlet design types are illustrated in Figure 3-19.
The configuration possibilities vary widely, but all share a few fundamental problems when i~tegrated
with aircraft des.gns. In the case of wing-mounted inlets (YF-12, SR-7l) the integration problem
may be limited to effects of airplane angle-of-attack. For side-mounted inlets (Foxbat), the addi-
tional variable of fuselage boundary layer development must be considered. Most applications, however,
arA wing-shielded (B-70, TU-14, Boeing/NASA SST designs, and B-1 design) and must be properly inte-
grated with the wing flow field to overcome potential problems of inlet-inlet interference, wing
boundary layer-inlet shock interaction, flow field distortions, and/or transient flow disturbances.

In order to produce high thermodynamic performance, a mixed compression inlet must approximate
critical operation (terminal shock just aft of the throat) requiring precise, rapid response control
of throat flow ccnditions. The research and development effort to this end has irnvestirated several
aspects of airframe-inlet design. An example of an inlet (sxisymmetric Mach 2.5 design) used in this
manner is shown in Figure 3-20.

NASA investigations have explored the sensitivity of this axisymmetric inlet to angle of
attack variations and upstream flow distortion. As angle of attack is increased, an over compression
develops on the inlet leeward side and a localized region of subsonic flow develops just prior te
inlet unstart. Substantial improvements have been achieved simply by redistribution of spike and
cowl bleed further upstream in the inlet (Figure 3-21). Small upstream flow distortions (on the
order of AML - 0.10) do not affect performance or flow distortion significantly. Study of the use
of vortex generators in this inlet type indicate that their use ahead of an unbled shock-boundary
layer interaction could provide flow improvements, but not as much as a good bleed sy-tem.

Another investigation of this inlet has coupled it with a turbojet engine mounted under a
simulated wing to study interactiun phenomena. Unstarts from engine stalls create transient distur-
bances up to 2.4 to 2.8 inlet face diameters ahead of the inlet with the lateral extent of this
disturbance requiring adjacent inlet spacing of more than 4 diameters to avoid mutual interference.
Wing over-pressures in the vicinity of the cowl lip have reached transient values of 10 times the
wing flow field static pressure. The extent of interaction can be reduced either by increasing
di-erter height or decreasing boundary layer height (Figure 3-22). When the inlet is started
(terminal shock swallowed) performance is not affected by proximity of the inlet to the wing unless
cowl lip actually intercepts the wing boundary layer.

Other NASA programs have been conducted to explore two-dimensional inlet design. Figure 3-23
shows a typical design of a Mach 3.0 design inlet which employs variable compression ramps, a trans-
lating cowl, ramp and sideplate bleed, and throat vortex generator variations. Contrary to the
axisymmetric inlet tests, it has been found in testing this inlet over 1.554 Mo•< 3.2 that the
vortex generators are effective in reducing distortion. Optimum boundary layer interaction control
and inlet performance is achieved by means of a combination of distributed bleed, vortex generators,
and diffu."-r shape (Figure 3-24). The performance of this inlet is more sensitive to angle-of-
attack than -gle-of-sideslip, but flow distortion is not affected by small values of either parameter
(Figure 3-

............
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4.0 Inlet Drag

As shown earlier, (Figure 1-7) inlet drag is critical in the determination of aircraft perfor-
mance. However, its relative importance will be dependent on the mission requirements. Certainly
echieving minimum drag in a long range, single point design aircraft (SST, 747, etc) is much more
important than in a short range highly maneuverable fighter. In the latter system, engine stability
and compatibility may be critical allowing some penalties in inlet drag to achieve this end. Designs
which achieve minimum inlet drag do not necessarily achieve minimum aircraft drag or maximum installed
engine thrust. Sinilarly, some designs that tend to reduce drag may impose cost, weight, complexity.
reliability, or maintainability problems which, when consicered over the operational lifetime of the
aircraft system, may negate the benefit of a slight drag reduction. Also, advances in inlet and
engine technology, such as variable capture inlets and the variable area turbine, will offer the
potential for still further trade considerations. Commercial and military applications may also
dictate still other crag and/or performance considerations.

4.1 Inlet Drag Bookkeeping

Although the problems associated with measurement of inlet drag and the assessment of thrust-
drag bookkeeping is the subject of subsequent lectures it is useful at this time to include a few
statements on these subjects to set the stage for the following discussion of inlet drag.

It has become the practice of many contractor and government agencies, to assess as inlet drag,
all drag associated with the captured streamtube and its variations with engine demand and/or air-
craft operating conditions. Several bookkeeping procedures are currently being used to account for
these inlet drag terms, the engine thrust, and the aircraft drag to arriN ? a' the installed aircraft
performanice. While the variety of procedures can cause some difficulties ..i the evaluation or com-
parison of contractor's performance estimates, the division of thrust and drag forces lu immaterial
in the final performance calculation (provided that all forces are accounted for once and only once).

Analytically, this buildup is somewhat easier to accomplish satisfactorily. Most problems
arise when experimental determination and validation of performance is sought. Typically, two models
are employed, one aerodynamic model being used to obtain the aircraft aerodynamic and stability charac-
teristics and one propulsion model used to obtain the inlet performance and drag characteristics.
Additional models are employed to obtain the exhaust nozzle drag characteristics. Generally the aero-
dynamic model is run with a flow-through inlet at some reference mass flow, and the tilet drag at this
condition is included in the aircraft drag polar. The inlet drag variations with inlet mass flow
ratio are then o*btained from a propulsion drag model and applied as incremental drags to obtain per-
formance at points other than the reference mass flow .onditions.

In experimental measurements, various reference mass flow conditions have been used, but
it would appeur that a mass flow near critical or choked conditions should be employed such that it
caa be tested on both the aerodynamic and propulsion models. A reference mass flow ratio of 1.0
generally requires an additional model varia,.ion and data extrapolation that gives rise to possible
erroz s.

Further problems arise when experimental verification of inlet drag predictions are sought.
Seldom is a model bailt in such a way that the individual inlet componert drags can be identified as
readily as can be done analytically. For instance, inclusion of a sidewall bleed system may require
the external geometry to be modified to provide a bleed passage. Thus, the di-ag measurement may be
in error because the proper flow conditions have not been duplicated. If the proper cowl contours
are used, however, it may not be possible to include the inlet bleed, and again the measured drag will
not be correct. Conversely, in the analytical build-up, not only are the proper internal and ext6rnal
geometries duplicated at all times, but also the internal and external flow fields. Analytical tech-
niques alos lend themselves to easy identification and isolation of the various drag components.

4.2 Inlet Drag - Definition

Earlier, Sections 1.3 and 1.4 alliued to some of the principle inlet drag compone•ts considered
during inlet design and installed propulsion system performance determJnation. Employing the thrust-
drag accounting system mentioned previously (in which the inlet drag at the reference mass flow condi-
tioni is included in the aircraft polar) the inlet drag, D1 , may be expressed as the incremental change
due to mass flow variations. Thus:

D1  D ADDp D ACO+ DBL + DSkP + ADIIDI
•where L DADD - incremental change in additive drag (pre-entry drag)

1,DCOWL = incremental change in cowl pressure drag (lip suction)
DBL -- bleed system drag
DBYp - tbypass system drag

. DINT - interference drag - incremental change in aircraft dr'ag due to inlet operation and
change in inlet drag tc aircraft installation effect.s

21
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Using this scheme, inlet diverter drag as well as inlet friction ana pressure drags at the reference
flow conditions are charged against the aircraft polar. Also chargeable to the basic aircraft drag
would be the drag associated with any inlet flows required for ECS, engine bay cooling or purge air,
leakage, or other similar required flows which are invarient with engine throttle demand.

4.3 External Compression Inlets

4.3.1 Spillage Drag

Generally, the additive drag and lip suction components are combined into a commn spillage
drag term. The importance of DADD has been discussed many times. In an aircraft requiring transonic
flight at sea level, the theoretical additive drag could cause a 40% degradation in aircraft range.
For an aircraft designed for a Me = 3 cruise, the additive drag could amount to 20% of the airplane

drag at a subsonic cruise condition. Fortunately in practice this entire penalty is seldom experienced.
Proper contouring af the external cowl shape can re3ult in appreciable lip suction effects due to

increased velocities and decreasing pressures on the forward portions of the cowl lip. The magnitude
of the lip suction effects may result in the cancellation at subsonic and transonic speeds of up to
80% of this drag for subsonic inlets and up to 50% for supersonic inlets. This is indicated in
Figure 4-1 using the KADD factor, which is the ratio of actual spillage drag to theoretical additive
drag. Of course in the selection of any inlet the absolute drag level must be determined for use in

performance estimates.

Miny test results have shown that appreciable flow spillage can be acccmodated with little
drag penalty when the inlet throat Mach Number is kept high. This can be accomplished by means of
increasing the compression surface angles to reduce throat area. Presented in Figure 4-2 is some
typical data obtained from a two dimensional variable ramp inlet. As can be seen, increasing the
ramp angle can result in an appreciable reduction in inlet drag at a constant engine demand. However,
the reduction in throat area results in increases in both steady state and time varient diffuser
exit flow distortion as well as a decrease 3n total pressure recovery due to the higher throat Mach
numbers. Assuming that the distortion generated is within engine tolerances, inlet operation at the
highest ramp angle and lowest drag would be desired. However, for the data presented here, operation
at the high ramp angle incurs a 3% loss in recovery and a 50% reduction in inlet drag. Employing
the sensitIvity factors shown in the Figure for a typical flight condition, it is readily apparent
that the loss in recovery .,eults in a much larger increase in SFC than the benefits reduced drag
level can offset. At a typical high altitude cruise condition operation at a second ramp angle of
62 = 150 would result in a 4% loss in SFC, while at sea level this would be decreased to approximately
1% SFC loss. Operation at some intermediate condition however, such as a2 = 50 would be of benefit
because there is a substantial drag reduction with essentially no loss in recovery.

4.3.2 Bypass Drag

When one considers the drag of the bypass system, a drag tradeoff occurs between the spillage
and bypass drag such that the minimum inlet drag may occur at an airflow condition less than that for
minimum spillage drag. A typical trade study is shown in Figure 4-3 where the increments of spillage
and bypass drags are shown along with the airflow associated with minimum drag for constant engine
demand. Again, this is an ideal situation and does not consider the interference of the bypass air
on aircraft drag and stability characteristics. In operational use, the bypass air must be dumped and
this usually occurs in an unfavorable location such as above the wing. Data shown in Figure 4-4
indicate some of the impact of the bypass system operation on the yawing and rolling characteristics
of the B-70.

Depending upon the amount of excess inlet air, it may be possible to either bypass the air
around the engine and use it in the exhaust nozzle or base region to improve nozzle performance or
it may be dumped overboard through various doors, slots or nozzles. Figure 4-5 shows typical drag
increments experienced during an acceleration depending upon the air being dumped overboard or used
to animent the exhaust nozzle flow. For this case the benefits of the ejector nozzle are quite
evident. Figare 4-6 shows some typical drag characteristics for various means of discharging the
bypass flow. It is clear that proper design of tho bypass exits can significantly reduce this drag
penalty. Of course, proper accounting of a~ded weight penalties and aircraft drag increments due to
the bypass system must be included in the total ,ystem analy•,.i.

4.32.. Effect of BIlet Shape

The inlet geometry essentially governs the inlet drag characteristics and, as shown in
Figure 4-1, the ;owl lip can significantly influence the inlet drae. cha.acterigtics. Figure 4-7
indicates the level of aircraft drag sensitivity to slight modifications of the external cowl lip
geometry. However, the external cowl lip geometry (as well as the inteinal cowl lip geometry)
that results in the minimum drag is deptndent on the local flow angularity approaching the lip.
This flow angularity is, of coursa, highly dependent upon both the compression surface geometry and
flight condition. Figure 4-8 presents some of the drag characteristics of a two dimensional variable
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ramp inlet and it is evident thct the ramp geometry effects are significant. Increasing the ramp
angle, however, may require an increase in the turning angle required by the cowl lip to satisfy
aircraft design requirements. Illustrated in Figure 4-9 aro typical inlet drag characteristics for
varying internal lip angularity. Thus, the drag reduction possible with increased ramp angle can
be offset by the increased cowl drag resulting from flow turning requirements.

Several investigations have shown that axisymmtric conical inlets hrae less drag than two-
dimensional ramp inlets with equal throat/capture area ratios and equivalent ramp or cone angles.
Typical data are shown in 14.gure 4-10. This characteristic can be explained by the relief provided
by the three dimensional spillage of the cone resulting in lower flow spillage angles, i. e. the
flow deflection is less than the two dimensional configurations, resulting in lower drag.

Inlet sideplate geometry also can have a significant effect on the inlet drag characteristics.
Studies of various sideplate configurations havs been conducted and certain characteristics have been

obtained. NAMD factors for various sideplate configurations in Figure 4-11 showed very significant

benefits of cut back sideplates in the transonic regime. The mechanism for drag reduction here is a
comb-ination of sideplate suction effects and the three dimensionality of the side spillage which
reduces the spillage flow angularity and. hence, drag.

4.3.4 Effects of Inlet Installation

The effect of inlet spillage and bypass on total. aircraft drag and even on exhaust nozzle
performance should not be overlooked because they can impose an appreciable drag increment. These
effects generally are not accounted for since sophisticated models and analyses are required to
acc ,'ately assess their contribution and impact on aircraft performance.

As mentioned earlier, the effects of the aircraft forebody on inlet drag should be considered.
Inlet drag characteristics have been investigated experimentally for isolated inlets, forebody in-
tegrated inlets, and for inlets in simulated forebody flow fields. It can be seen in Figure 4-12,
that while the absolute level of drag varies with the degree of forebody flow simulation, the slope
of the drag curves remains constant. Th-3refore it appears possible that an evaluation of inlet drag
characteristics may be made with isolated models.

Typical data presented in Figure 4-13 •hows that there is a slight effect on the forebody lift
and drag characteristics which varies with inlet mass flow ratio. This effect, however, would be
highly configuration oriented and depend on inlet type and location.

The importance of inlet bleed in improving the recovery characteristics of cupersonic inleta
was discussed earlier. The bleed flow also imparts a drag penalty which must be accounted for to
determine the optimum thrust minus drag. Bleed flow may be removed by either porous suriaces, ilush
slots, or ram scoops. Not only do these bleed systems affect the inlet recovery, ;-id results in a
drag increment, but they can affect the range of stable subcritical operation of the inlet. The
increase in recovery achieved through the use of bleed may more than offset the drag penalty associated
with the bleed flow. Data shown in Figure 4-14 shows some test results from an F-104 type inlet con-
figuration. For this configuration the flush slot, bleed resulted in the best overall performance
over the supersonic range. As with bypass, the bleed air could also be ducted to the nozvle to in-
crease thrust or dumped in a base region to reduce base drag if the base pressures are low enough.

In Section 3, the effects of the local flow field on inlet performance and distortion was
discussed and showed some significant areas of impact. The local flow field similarly can influence
the inlet drag characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 4-15 where the drag characteristics
of a two dimensional inlet in a horizontal and vertical orientation are presented. At nominal
cruise angles of attack, there are slight differences in drag due to the local flow differences.

The effects of inlet design and orientation are turther illustrated in Figure 4-16 for the
four airplane designs of program '"G. Using these inlet drag characteristics in vehicle performance
estimates, the A-2 aircraft configuration showed the greatest range capability; 37% greater than
B-4, 24% greater than B-3 and 15% greater than A-1. However, overall consideration of range and
maneuverability (Figure 3-9) for the various missions considered led to the selection of A-1 as the
"best compromise" airplane design.

4.4 Subsonic Inlets

For those aircraft installations featuring subsonic pod type nacelles, the problems of inlet
drag are not any loes serious. As cruise speeds have approached close- to sonic conditions, the
problems of inlet drag .nd inlet-airplane inte-ference drag3 have gained in significance. However,
due to the emphasis on cruise conditions, the entire nacelle/cowl can be made optimum for a given
flight condition and engine airflow requirement The subsonic nacelle experiences mainly skin

23
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friction drag and small amounts of inlet spillage and boattail drag. There are also drag contribu-

tions due to interference of the nacelle, wing, and/or fuselage. Nacelle designs featuring a long

duct shrouding both fan and core flow and exiting through a common nozzle will give results that are

different from a short duct featuring separate nozzle for both fan and core flow. For these systems

trades of drag and weight must be performed to select the proper cowl design.

The isolation of the interference effects due to inlet spillage and nacelle shape are difficult
to isolate due to the effects of the engine exhaust on the nacelle/wing flow field, which becomes more
predominant as engine bypass ratios are Licreased. Several earlier studies presented some analytical
results of the effects of nacelle placement on aircraft lift and drag. The predominance of this data

is for the lower transonic speed regime. As the cruise flight conditions approach Mach 1.0, the drag
divergence Mach number (MDD) of the cowl becores important as does its sensitivity to inlet mass
flow ratio. Some recent studies have shown t'at the cowl can be designed so that the MDD is insensi-
tive to inlet airflow requirements. This is shown •in the data of Figure 4-17 for two typical long

duct cowls, one designed for operation at near No - 1, the other a typical Ko = 0.8 design.

4.5 Mixed Compression Inlets

As with subsonic inlets, the mixed compression inlet is usually designed for a given cruise
condition. An optimum balance of inlet drag and performance can be achieved for this design point.
Inlet drag, however, can rise drastically when the aircraft is required to operate at some other

flight condition. At the supersonic design point, inlet spillage drag can be kept to a minimum and
inlet bypass drag can also be minimized by proper inlet/engine matching. During transient conditions,
e.g. aircraft maneuver or engine mismatch, some bypass drag may be encountered, but the short duration
of such adverse conditions usually makes their impact on aircraft range negligible. Inlet bleed drag
on the other hand, may become significant, since mixed compression inlets susally require appreciable
design point bleed flow rates to maintain high efficiency levels and internal flow stability. Thus,
it becomes very important for this class of inlets to obtain a design with a minimum of inlet bleed
flow requirements and then mandmize the bleed exhaust system performance to recover as much of the
bleed flow momentum as possible. Figure 4-18 shows some of the drag characteristisc of various types
of bleed exit systems.

The mixed compression inlet is generally selected for operation at cruise speeds above Mach
2.5; but if the mission requires an extensive transonic flight condition, extensive drag penalties
can occur. The possible extent of this penalty is illustrated in Figure 4-1. Referring back to
Figure 1-7 and comparing configurations 1 and 4, it can be seen that for a typical subsonic mission,

the mixed compression inlet incurs appro.-dmately a 30% decrease in range, 21% of which is Just due to
the increased spillage drag of the inlet with the remainder due to the weight. The increased spill-
age drag of the mixed compression inlet results from a sharp cowl lip and reduced lip suction effects.
On the supersonic mission however, the external compression inlet suffers only a net 7% decrease in

range. For this case the range loss due to the increased drag and lower recovery of the external
compression inlet is cut in half as a result of the weight savings of the external inlet system. This

again points out that drag should not be considered as an independent variable.

5.0 Conclusions

Forebody/s4ing design plays an important role in inlet performance and inlet-engine compatibil-

ity. Sine mounted designs are quite sensitive to forebody camber and fuselage underbody shape.

ajtelded designs are most sensitive to wing placement. A low-wing, flat-bottomed vehicle design

appears to provide the fewest shielded-inlet design complications.

Current theo.. ical analysis techniques for estimating forebody and forebody/wing flow fields

are severely limited for application to supersonic flight maneuvers. Future design development could

benefit considerably by screening potential designs with an economical but relatively accurate analy-

sis procedure.

Supersonic external compression inlet design for highly maneuverable aircraft is heavily

dependent upon vehicle design. Inlet-engine compatibility considerations clearly favor two-dimen-
sional inlets for side-mounted installations, but axisymmstric inlets have proved best for the wing-
shielded desian. Increased subsonic diffuser length appears to be the simplest technique for
improving compatibility characteristics, but careful system development should explore flow bypass
scheduling, boundary layer bleed, duct vortex generators, cowl lip shape, and/or inlet sideplate
design as potential solutions with less weight penalty.

Supersonic mixed compression inlet designs are normally incorporated on higher design point
Mach Number aO.rcraft with little requirement for high speed maneuverability. High total pressure

recovery requirements demand near-critical operation. Many of the previously rentioned inlet design
variations may be employed to improve performance, but careful design and twning of the boundary

layer bleed system appears to be one of the most important. Shielded designs must include c.jnsider-
ation of transient flow conditions which coUd cause intolerable inlet/inlet interfe -Acne or inlet/
wing interference.
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"The assessment of inlet drag characteristics is critical to the determination of aircraft
performance. However, the evaluation of the propulsion system drag must not be evaluated independently
of the aircraft drag characteristics or the weight and other influencing factors. The critical factor
that remains is the assessment of total aircraft thrust minus drag and care must be taken both ana-
ly.i.cally and experimentally to assure that all appropriate components are accounted for.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF INLET CHARACTERISTICS AND INLET AND
AIRPRAIE INTERFERENCE

by

E. C. Carter

Aircraft Research Association Ltd.
Manton L.ane, Bedford, U.K.

SUMM ARY

This le t. e will cover basically three items; the measurement of the
interference o: .ae inlet on the airframe, the measurement of the interference
of the airframe on the inlet and the measurement of the performance of the
inlet/airframe combination as a whole. For some configurations and some speeds
these divisious may be straightforward, for others it is only possible to consider
the whole combination.

The experimental methods of determining internal and external forces are
':eviewed. The use of complete aerodynamic force models and partial models is
discussed including the use of the full and half model tunnel techniques. Particular
attention is given to drag, both basic and spillag2 drag, and the special techniques
and accuracies required. Where necessary distinction is drawn between the use of
different techniques for different inlet applications, e.g. podded installations above
and below the wing and on the rear fuselage, and intetrated installations on supersonic
transports and fighters. Integral parts of the inlet/airframe combination such as
bleeds, diverters and dump doors are considered in the experimental mathods. In order
to optimise inlet and airframe integration, measuring methods for flow environment and
visualization are discussed.

The measurement of steady staLe engine face flow and distortion is discussed
including the design of rakes and their interference, pressure recording methods and
displays. Methods of surge simulation are described and associated unsteady measurements
in the inlet. Measurement of mass flow and calibration techniques are discussed.

In the review of these methods the shortecmings c! the present techniques are
pointed out and where possible alternative proposaiq are made. These on occasion involve
the use of engine simulators which are briefly described. Interference "fects due to
transonic tunnel flow and due to the testing methods themselves are cc Jered, as are
Reynolds number effects and methods of model scaling.

Y
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MIPERIENTAL DETERMINATION OF INLET CHARACTERISTICS AND INLET AND
AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE

by

E. C. Carter
Aircraft Research Association Ltd.

Manton Lane, Redford, U.K.

INTRODUCTION - INLET AND AIRFRAME INTERDEPENDENCE

Transport Aircraft

For simplicity of design and test analysis a propulsion system completely independent of the airframe
is most desirable. This is most nearly achieved with the large subsonic transport aircraft with underwing
podded installation. The inlet is mounted well forward on the wing and tilted and toed to pick up an
approach flow environment almost independent of the supporting airframe. Such an arrangement can be
optimised at a design point to give intake performance equivalent to that of the isolated intake. Early
designs like the B.707 and C5A had relatively long pylons which aided the independence of inlet and
airframe, but currently for reasons of engine size, undercarriage height and wing position the tendency is
for pylons to be greatly reduced in height with a consequent increase in inlet/wing dependence. Whilst
still considering the large transport, as we move into the transonic regime the tendency is to integrate
designs for low drag and area rule. Rear fuselage boundary layer ingesting intakes or integrated nacelle
fuselage der uns will aim at high drag-rise Mach number and a low magnitude of transonic drag rise.

For the large supersonic cransport the integration philosophy has diverged into two schools - the
Concorde,XB-70A,TU-144; and the Boeing supersonic transport. The former takes advantage of reduced
frontal area with buried engine installations whilst accepting airframe and boundary layer interference on
inlet performance; the latter takes inlet air free from viscous interference and with possible favourable
interfe.ence but accepts a larger wetted area and pylon installation penalties. It is perhaps debatable
where the demarkation lies between a pylon and a diverter in these configurations!

MN•CORDE T-1t•

XB-70A BOEING 2707

F*G.A. LARGE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Fighter Aircraft

By the very nature of the operational requirements most fighters fall into the integrated-design
category irrespective of speed. For these cases, whilst design point performance is impcitant, the
off-design behaviour often dictates the final chosen configuration. Sensitivity to local Mach number
changes and gradient, flow angle and body vortices strongly influence the layout although the number of
different configurations, produced to meet a given specification, still remain surprisingly large. In
general the fighter types cannot be so easily categorised as the transport, each case needing to be
considered in its own particular application. For this reason inlet testing methods on fighters often
need to be adapted to the particular configuration.

HARRIER PHANTOM

FIIIA F14A
FIG 2. STRIKE FIGHTERS
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Testing Requirements

Let us consider firstly what information the designer requires from his wind tunnel tests:

I !XE INIERIWCE INLE WEF UW
ON AffPADW ON INLET

RIWPA!FACEA 4 ENWcFFE

I I I SATi VMlITMODELL
WILL T: M•H4005

FO FLOW F.OYIMOE

ENIeONMIWT METHOD
I

FIG.3

The methoJs of approach and the relative importance of the different items will be very dependent upon
the particular aircraft deeign, its application, and speed. Careful consideration must be given to the
breakdown of the tests into different models, with due allowance for the interaction of related effects,
e.g. exhaust and inlet flows on the high by-pass pod.

I. INTAMZ INTERFERENCE ON AIRFRAME
1.1. General corrections for internal duct flow

First in the list of all test schedules is the aerodynamic force and moment model. This is the
datum model that carries the bulk of all the project testing. This is the model around which all other
tests must revolve, their object being to provide correction increments to apply to the datum results. It
is important that this model be very carefully planned from the start as an incorrect inlet flow
representation will create a need for correction which might otherwise be avoided. It is usually axiomatic
that this model will either have faired or free flow ducts, the present situation on model engines not yet
being sufficiently far advanced for use in general routine testing.

Considering firstly the free flow duct, if the nass flow ratio is made correctly representative
of the full scale flight conditions then the momentum of tbe inlet streamtube is a correctly e:aled
representation of the full scale momentum, hence the firces interacted between the inlet and entry
streamtube will be fully representative. In these circumstances no correction needs to be made for these
inlet forces and moments. The same arguments may not however be applied to the duct exit which for a
free-flow model cannot in any way be representative of the full scale force and moment of an efflux.Hence
in the design of this model it is preferable to make the inlet as nearly representative as possible in its
mass flow capaci.ty, by oversizing the exhaust nozzles if necessary, so that the final results will not
require correction for both an unrepresentative inlet and an exhaust.

The generalised equations for the forces and moments due to internal duct flow are:

MMrP

VIEW IN VERTICA PLANE THROUG* M00 AXtS PLAN VIEW AT ZERO INCIDENCE

FIG.4
For stability axes:-

Drag DI - V 2A coc 0 - B(pe-.P)cO&(o+Q-9)cos(X-y)+0eV coscos(o+a)cosycosX ]Ae

Lift L, - Vpe-P )sin(o+a-ý)o2 cosisin(o+a)cosycosA
dere [ -p)sin o+ie-Aos(O-y)+sne ]Ae

Pitching moment mn - -o V2
A d1  2 +

Sideforce Y, -0 -V2 Asin 0 + p V A cos~IcosysinX+ (p,-p.)A sin(X-y)ee.CW4e e
Yawing moment n e PV 2 AeeCoscosy - (pe-p )Aee 3 Cos (o-0)

e e2e
The process of correcting model results measured with these duct forces and moments to full scale requires
a knowledge of the differences in all the component items between model and full scale. In general the
only terms difiering significantly between model and tull scale are Ag0esepe and Ve at the exhaust. If the

captive streamtube area A. is made representative then all the term associated with the inlet momentum
are fully representative of flight and so can be eliminated as correction term in the above equations
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(including ram drag of course). If however it is not possible to make the inlet flow conditions
representative then it is necessary to determine a A and values of e1 and d1 . tAA is relatively easy to
measure but the position of the infinite streamtube e• and dl is much more difficult.

Drag of course, remains the exception by the nature of the definition of standard internal drag
which corresponds to the standard net thrust, hence the elimination of the entry ram drag t'rm because of
its correspondence .tith the full scale ram drag would give values for the aircraft external drag much
larger than thos- normally used, these values would then have to be used with gross thrust for performance
calculations.

1.2. Datum Flow Representations

1.2.1. Underwing pod installations
The inlet ia the least of the problems associated with the underwing pod installation.

In order to minimise inlet flow distortions the designer places his inlet well ahead of the wing leading
edge and adjusts the inlet centreline to align with local flow at cruise. The inlet mass flow may be
correctly represented by the use of a simple free flow nacelle with appropriately sized exit, for a
streaim•ise subsonic duct the net standard drag due to internal flow is

ACD Ae H(CTC) + 2 e -CT"D A ref T pe) q-.'-

where the isentropic thrust coefficient CT - q. ( - p.) + e V (V -V

P aPe
C * ; H = - at exit e ; e = Momentum thickness at exit.

Pe q.

For a choked duct one of the many standard internal drag equations may be used.

2 A 2q
A - - - a 4 e

D A ref Aref I pe q.

the values of Cp and qe/q. being obtained by integration over the exit.

Interference of the intake flow on the wing flow can only be measured in a qualitative
manner by using pressure plotting and even in these circumstances a true evaluation of the total
interference is difficult because of the interchange of buoyancy forces between wing and nacelle which do
not necessarily constitute drag. Care should be exercised in the interpretation r interference results,
favourable wing interference on the pod is very easily cancelled by unfavourable wing interference.

The representation of the plume shape on the model nacelle for a high by-pass ratio is
the major difficulty. For simple tests a shaped aft fan cowl is used assuming that it will have a
representative interference. For more complex tests the pod may be replaced by a model fan engine, which
can represent at the same time both the inlet and exit flows; the capture ratio of the inlet being reduced
by (By-pass ratio)- 1 and the fan exit being representative of the total pressure and temperature.

Measurements with these simulations on configurations of the type shown in fig.5 are used
to study the combined effects of inlet and exit flows on local airframe
surfaces. These effects are measured as a whole and the use of this

S. complex simulation can only be justified in its representation of the
exit interference effects.

A limited amount of data is available on the interference of
" podded inlets on wing flows, it might be argued from the foregoing that
. - this effect in isolation is of little importance if the jet flow

predominates. However it can also be argued that spill flow (and all
inlets do spill in relation to their highlight area) could have a more
significant effect on the wing flow characteristics than the
undersurface interference of the jet. If spill flow is looked upon as
a local increase of wing incidence, and jet interference is looked
upon as a modification of local trailing edge pressure then either of
these effects could tilt the balance of a critically designed wing
section. It is assumed that this has not occurred on current aircraft
or that clever design has obviated its effects, but in the field of
future wing designs for very high subronic Mach numbers there will be
little margin for underdesign to cope with an interference which causes
premature trailing edge separation and forward movement of the upper
surface shock.

It is in this realm of future testing that Reynolds number effects
will predominate. Future designs will incorporate all the potential
advantages of the relatively thin boundary layers of full scale flight,
trailing edge flow separation will dictate the degree of permissible

FIG.5 rear loading and premature breakdown of the wing upper surface flow due
to inlet interference could be catastrophic - not only to drag and

economics, but to buffet and handling in general. The spill conditions of cruise flight capture ratios
may be built into the wing design but the engine failure case could be more critical than it is at present.
This short digression is made to emphasise the importance of intelligent boundary layer representation at
current test Reynolds numbers and to demonstrate the need for high Reynolds number facilities - at least
for limited check-out purposes.

1.2.2. Over-wing installations

Whilst this may be a somewhat unusual configuration ic8 presence cannot be ignored. In
the present state of the art, as far as wing nacelle integration is concerned, it is unlikely that this
type of design will be seriously contemplated for high Mach number performance. For a particular
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configuration of this type two interference factors have been the subjec. of study.

In the first experiment, fig.6, the effects of inlet spill
flow were measured on rotating rakes in the plane of the fan
cowl exit, using the momentum defect technique. This model
was a specially enlarged version of the aircraft simulating
accurately only the strictly relevant parts. These results
could be compared with isolated nacelle results to determine
the effects of the presence of the wing and fuselage, ant. in
particular the wing shielding and leading edge separation
effects at high incidence and Mach number. The technique was
quantitatively valuable in providing the drag of the
nacelle-pylon combination without the confusion of buoyancy
forces. This model was also used to determine the interference
effects of the wing leading edge and upper surface flow on the
internal flow in the fan plane.

The second experimentl used a representative free flow duct
to determine the intetference on the aerodyna.iic handling.
Experimental results indicated strong interference on the
local wing upper surface which varied chordwise and spanwise
and was dependent upon spillage, fig.7.

FIG.6.
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FIG.7.

Thc overall aerodynamic effects were measur.ed on a conventional aerodynamic force model,
fig.8, with free flow nacelle. The pitch stability was of particular concern as it was realised that the
loss of wing lift associated with the interference would show mainly as a pitch change due to downwash
change at the tail. The resultant effect of this was to indicate a "speed instability" in which the
pitching moment for a lg flight cruise condition showed rapid change wi.th Mach number. Methods of
correcting this problem were obtained in further wind tunnel tests on the modified model.

Wtkut nocot•. 'A•.•x...

o04.
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1.2.3. Rear fuselage installations

Flow evvironment tests, described in 2.2,
norially define acceptable installation areas for rear fuselage

installations. The influence of the inlet and its spillage
byuse of the free-f tlw nacelle, with the same corre-.tione. For

thisconfgurtionhoweerit is 7sil oioaemr
eaiythe installation interference of the nacelle airframe
sse.This iaeusofthe twin sting support system, wherebyIth force. on the rear fuselage and nacelle are measured

independent of, but in the presence of, the wing and forward

The use of this test system is best . ,

described Ziagramatically:- FICA.9

9"MSrM I wVfl NACELLE
(COMM AMAM . sWM NAC8ELLE:

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ SIG INmM --O ~ ~ 5m 1

A. WflOJ HK TOG.NIJ M

S INT040U FORU± INTRNA FOW SUSIG AFT KCFL S"I

(4 J¶l NACU

LLAM Je~U

FIG. 10.

reut2hoc The many details of this technique are beyond the scope of this lecture, some typical

10 WRRI.WLI

HEM PWS.a* Aft-MA n00

0
Nw0 1b04so 07 04 Moc 0

-02 -20.

SUPER V.C10 NACELLE INTERFERENCE

1.2.4. Integrated Fighter Type Configurations

This category covers a multitude of different configurations and speeds. By the very
nature of the integration, the regions of interfirence cannot be isolated or dealt with on a piecemeal
basis. It is accepted that general interference will occur and measurements are made to ensure that the
effects are minimised. For this ty'pe of configuration the problems are More related to the airframe
interference on the inlet which is less tolerant than the airframe.

For the aerodynamic force model the major problem is usually the choice of support system.
The size of the model forces normally dictates a large sting which causes distortion near the free flow
exits if their size is to be compatible with the inlet mass-flow ratio. Sting and afterbody distortion

* effect* may be classed along with those of jet representation and can normally be simulated on special

F7
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blowing models. The inlet flow may be satisfactorily represented although varying the mass flow plus
sizes can be tedious. Mutual interference of inlet and exhaust must always be considered and checked if
likely to be significant. Two examples are the best way to highlight the problems, and some specific
solutions.

In the first example, the model was of an aircraft with twin inlets and exhaust. The
exhaust was close to the rear fuselage similar to a Phantom and it was required to separate the effects
of inlet flow variation and exhaust flow variation. For the inlet tests the whole aircraft was represented
with free flow, hence this free-flow air exhausting from the nozzles would be at an unrepresentative
pressure ratio and would give erroneous aerodynamic jet interference forces on the rear fuselage. To
separate the inlet spill flow effects an extended exit duct was used which was copiously pressure plotted
to determine the internal drag.

FIG.12o

To determine the basic aircraft non-spill or datum drag, the correct nozzle geometry was used, again with
detaileu pressure plotting. This result in conjunction with other tests enabled full separation of the
various interference terms, within the limits of a cold experiment, as follows.

Test No. Intake flow Tailplane Nozzle Nozzle PR Effects of
Position

1 Design Yes Correct Recovery
W.S. Static Datum design point

2 30% spill Yes Correct " Check datum with spill

3 Design to zero No Downstream to Spill effect
4 Faired Yes Correct Approx.1 to 5 Jet effect

5 Faired Yes Correct A~prox.1 Datt.a zero jet

The second example is a model of a transonic vectored thrust aircraft which had its twin
inlets feeding a single engine which in turn provided two cold forward jets and two hot rear jets. The
direction of the jets was such that their influence could not be neglected in their interference on the
whole aircraft flow field. The model to simulate this condition used a peripheral ejector system mounted
in the rodel shell, this system was effectively an engine simulation in that it induced an approximately
correct inlet flow and simulated reasonably well the total pressure ratios of the 4 jets - albeit cold.
Conventional 6-component forces were measured on the model shell which surrounded this 'engine unit'.

FIG.13.

This test technique was very successful, but drag was not as aLcurate as that measured on a conventional
free flow model. In this instance the problem of external rake measurements and internal drag definition

74
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was exchanged for the problem of satisfactory seal development with low interference and hysteresis.

1.2.5. Supersonic Transport - Slender wing configurations

Supersonic. Naturally the Concorde has dominated the European scene, demanding techniques
and a.zcuracy far in advance of those previously required. The basic supersonic aerodynamic force model
was required to provide a datum drag to an accuracy better than 0.0001 in CD. This drag figure would then
be used in conjunction with the results of special tests to estimate the installed drag at a precise flight
condition of fore-spill,diverter height,nozzle pressure ratio, secondary flow and many other variables.

The aerodynamic model had to be a perfect exterual representation with a non-spilling
inlet and carefully constructed internal ducts with uniform exit flow and minimum base area. In practice,
to provide a guarantee of sufficient accuracy without interference from the measuring system an auxiliary
traverse gear carryiag 4 pitots and a single static was used to provide a very cloge matrix of data from
which the precise exit mass klow and momentum could be determined.

Separate calibration of the duct on a suction rig was not considered to be sufficiently
accurate as the external base static pressure at the nozzle exit was variable across the exit plane due
to the airframe interference and model incidence.

Two techniques of duct representation were employed:

(a) a constant area duct, with low internal drag but very non-uniform exit flow

and (b) a con-di-con duct with an exit size designed to give minimum sensitivity to
measuring errors in the exit plane.

In order to dfine the optimum duct exit, the internal drag equation is simplified from

D m V, - J (Pe - p. + mV)dA for small inlet and exit angles

to D1  . A Pe f 1 (He)dW + P. Ae

ewhere f (Me) " Y H a J - (1 + Y Me2)

This latter function incorporated with pe requires the evaluation of one integration and also permits
the determination of the optimum choice of Me to minimise the magnitude of the internal drag:-

•~D o0 00o1 POJ

*02 +0005_.___

0 0_

--M. 2 2

W4) - Ko-0 1. 21
0 0o4 0 12 16 20 Me 24

-06 OD5

EXIT P147T PRE1"EJERRO
-CO1- a -0001 P

M~l0 .'. M-06 ýM..22 \M.-260 -

10 20 me 3o o OIL 05 12 16 20 me 24

VARIATION OF fl(Me) EFFECT OF MEAS51EMENT ERRORS

t FIG.14.

It will be noted from these figures that fl(Me) is vary close to zero for M. - 2.2 and
S1.0, in these conditions the vlue of D+ pA both terms of which are independent of the
measurements at station e. In practice of course, even for nominal sonic exit flow, local variations
require elemental integration of Epef f . ] )dA . The error curves are of interest in that they indicate
a need for M - 1 to el'minate errors in pe but varying subsonic Me to eliminate errors in Pe. The
final choice of duct design depends upon the range of M. of the test and the level of absolute accuracy
required. These tests provide a corrected datum result, the effects of spill are considered in 1.3.3.

Transonic. A series of tests was also required for the transonic performance including
spillage. For these tests the internal shape of the duct exits was carefully faired to give a smooth
contraction to a choked exit. The lower mass flow cases created a peripheral base area around the duct
exits and so necessitated additional pressure plotting. Preliminary experiments showed that virtually

- .---.
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any external rake mounted on the base would provide interference on the absolute level of the base and
duct static pressures. It was therefore essential that for transonic testing in particular, the base
pressures and duct exit static pressures be measured by pressure tubes installed in the model. Total
pressure profiles were obtained by multi-rake measurements which served to relate the area-weighted exit
total pressure to say two reference pitot pressures in the rake. These two reference pressures could
then be measured by small model-mounted pitot tubes at the same time as the base statics and duct statics
and whilst the forces were being recorded. In this manner, all data was obtained in the same run, a very
necessary requirement for the definition of the drag rise curve.

1.3. Effects o, Inlet Spill Flow

If it is supposed that the basic force and moment results have been obtained from the standard
aerodynamic model then in these tests the inlet should have been operating near its design point. In
practice however because the engine demand and inlet geometry cannot be repr-sented at all test points,
it is necessary to determine the effects of this mismatch. Iti general, drab of primary importance in
these tests, the effects on lift and pitching moment being secondary.

Tn principle of course it is possible to make tests on the aerodynamic model to determine the
effects of spill flow. This would be done with a range of mass flow control plugs and comprehensive
instrumentation in the duct exit. In practice there are various reasons why this should not be done.

(a) A special spill model can be made to a larger scale with good representation of diverters,
aft spill and bleed.

(b) By reasonable aerodynamic consideration, only parts of the aircraft need be represented,
hence sensitivity of particular components - drag in particular - can be ehanced.

(c) Special mass flow and momentum cqlibrated sections may be installed in t special model.

(d) Larger mass flow is possible in the special model by use of enlarged exits.

(e) The effect of base pressure can be measured more carefully and accurately on a special model.

(f) It is easier to install a remote moviag mass flow control plug in the special model, and this
permits the recording of the variation of force components directly with mass flow, in a
single model test configuration.

Various different model arrangements have evolved for the determination of spill flow effects.
Considering firstly the transonic pocded installation, the standard procedure is to optimise the cowl
design in isolation and then by pressure plotting methods determine the interference effects of local
surfaces on the installation. For winig installations these effects are generally small; for aft fuselage
installations flow envirot~ment studies are a necessary preliminary to the tests on the isolated cowl.

1.3.1. Spill Drag methods for the isolated cowl (Subsonic and Transonic speeds)

Current requirements for high by-pass cowls are dictating severe design requiremeuts.
The very fact of the greatly increased mass flows which are taken through the inlet means that any spill
drag increments which would be acceptable on the pure jet engine would be magnified several times for
the high by-pass inlet. The size of the inlet, forces the designer into large ratios of D Highlight/Dax

and the ever-increasing cruise Mach number demands high drag rise Mach number. For this reaaon, accurate
measuring methods are needed to study the future development of inlets with high DI./Dmax, small L/Dmax,
and high Mcrit. The development of the M - 1.0 transport will probably relax the small L/D requirement
and perhaps reduce H/Dmax somewhat but Micrt will obviously be predominant.

METHOD I. Cowl surface pressure plotting 5

For the more advanced requirements with supercritical flows and shock waves, it will probably
be essential to discard the determination of drag from cowl pressure plotting and boundery layer rakes.
This -'hod whilst having the advantage jf copious surface pressure data for diagnostic purposes suffers
from tne ditficulty of stagnation point definition and the calculation of additive drag,

METHOD II. Force balances

These latter difficulties are avoided by the use of a force balance and internal momentum
methods - an for tte aerodynamic force model. This method has the advantage of measuring asymmetric
cowls relatively easily.

A4 34
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METHOD III. Momentum Loss 5

A third technique employs the momentum defect method, wbereby the loss of momentum of the free
stream flow which is influenced by the cowl is measured. This method requires accurate measuring
techniques and does not satisfactorily provide an absolute datum drag level. However with care, accurate
results of spill drag and cowl comparisons may be made.

Op,, pit are----

static and total pmeaa in the strema tube at the rakes.

""SS 'LO

FIG. 16.

Problems associated with these methods

For transonic cowls the previous assumptions of independence of forebody and aft.erbody are no
longer valid. Rigs of the type shown in the figures must now be fully representative to the fan e~rit.The nacelle drag-rise condition will coincide approximately with sonic conditions at the crest and with

S~curvatures currently applicable on short cowls for high by-pass engines the flow at the crest will be veryaware of its downstream conditions. However, for free flow or sucked nacelles as used in these tmst rigs

it is often impossible to reduce the duct diameter at the end of the cowl to be both geometrically correct
and to pass the required ir.let mass flow - for the model tests we do not have the fan compression to
assist the reduced exit size. So it is hoped that the shape of a geometrically shortened aft cowl can be
made sufficiently representative to provide correct cowl flow at the crest.

Fm... -0--- SJPcT 1 2

0 8_W

ON& SUPPT TUBE INTEF'EMM

FIG. 17.

It does unfortunately mean that the drag of the whole correct cowl assembly may not be measured. In
addition, we have the problem of the for-ard pressure interference of the expanding duct or the rakes
on cowl flow development. Measurements have shown these to be significant in that

(a) The pressure field may influence the recompression on the aft cowl causing
premature separation which would lead to erroneous conclusions regarding
the spill drag.

(b) The pressure field will give a buoyancy force on the body which will interfere
with drag measured on a balance but will not affect the wake traverse result.
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Measure. 'rts of tht interference effects of an expanding body, or a rake, or a support body, aft of a
cowl at u..'nsonic speeds are indicated below

M Cp OPM Ut

:~ am H AT wo

FIG. 18.

(c) The very existence of these sting forward influences on the total cowl system
accentuates the need for :epreaentetion of the fan jet. There appears to be a
strong case for the use of a fan simulator inl this work. This would provide the
correct representative £km press-re ratio aud would permit correct gF~ometric
representation of the fan cowl. The forward influence of the expanding fan flot

I| would then be fully representative (except for L.8o.) end the total profile drag
of the fore and aft cowl could be measured by the momentum-defect Method III.

......------- -- ------- -- .U..

'i(,. :9.

It is not proposed that all experiments alould be done this •ay but that &•
intelligently selected series of cools might be tested to determine the magnitude
of the problems and the interference. It is not considered that this m.thod is
easily adaptable to force balance measurements.

1.3.2. Spill ~ dz mech~ds Lor inregra .ed installatiogts

S~the effects of 5nlet. spill flow over the full flight specL=,m. The methods used follow •hose of the

aerodynamic model and the same momentum equations apply. Mocels for this purpose are usually only
representative in the regions where the in"Jueuce of the intake and the intake spill flow might be
exrected to occ-ur. For tw'n inlets at s.-:ersonic Area~a only 1 inlet nee.d be represented. It is usual,
for example, to reduce the span of the wings, where possible, to reduce the balance loads and increase
sensitivity. Si~ch special models m_/ be used to opt.;=Zse the installation drag of the basic inlet and
diverter systen as well as measur'e spiilaae drag. It ., cow~or, to make the fr.selage section constant
shortly behind the region of influence to minimise aft body effects which might mask the required
measured terms.

For spill i:,terfere~ce meast .senits it is ve:y desiraoie that mass flo•. should be changed during a

attached to the live mdel.

o" 010
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Metri.c mass flow control

For the live (or metric) plug the total force on the model and plug must be accounted for in the
data reduction force equations. The determination of the force associated with the plug exit flow is
considerably eased if an annular mass flow plug system can be used in pref-rence to a central plug.

2T 00TNTUM

PLANE ADTV _C ,

METRI CENRA P UG

rIG.20
For this reason early tests of this type were made in a series of different test runs with interchangeoble
annular plugs. In this way the erit flow could be well-defined to give both accurately calibrated mass
flow and momentum. This method is probably well suited to a blow-down tunnel, but is expensive and less

accurate for a continuoun tunnel.

The metric central plug is rarely used, this has the major disadvantage of the difficulty of
defining the forces on the plug aft of the exit momentum plane wlich have to be accounted for in the
force balance equations.

Non-metric mass flow control

This system whilst being similar to th.- metric plug has certain advantages in the definition of
terms in the force ba.ance equation:

/ _ INtEBN#. SVJN FRICTION IR

- ---- N-METRC RUG FE

hzz~ J

FIG.21.
In this m.thod the mor.entum at the end of the live model it, determined from a momentum determination at
a piane upstream of the mass flow plug and an estimated o.7 calibrated skin friction term between this
station ard the exit plane. The difficult and large terms on the plug behind the exit plane do not have
to be accounted for in the force balance equation.

The balance of forces that exist on both the metric and non-metric plug systems is shown below:

/a. 11nJT?5$1 Si OI. .i RUf [ T

,,/

CE )TNE , (11
(2), T1FVS ( (2)L11F 2

SPLIT NON-ME'IF6r M E.T2c

FIG. 22.
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Instrumentation and Calibration

It will be seen from the above terms in the force balance equatior that several of the terms are
of similar or greater magnitude than the resultant external drag. This imposes very stringent requirements
on the instrumentation used to determine theae terms, and it is for this reason that as large a model as
possible should be used.

(a) Balance

The six component force and moment balance is required to provide an accuracy equal to that
of the requirud final answer, which in turn must be equal to that of :he aerodynamic force
model i.e. 2 - 5 drag counts (1 drag count &CD - 0.0001) for a sub and supersonic fighter,
1 drag count for the subsonic transport, and better than 1 drag count for the supersonic
transport.

(b) Mass flow and Momentum

It is u,ual to instrument the inlet drag model to meas.ire engine mass flow, however experience
has shown that with engine face distortion this instrumentation is of little value in defining
true mass flow to the aocura / required in drag experiments. Current procedure is to either
(1) install a calibrated venturi section or (2) use a calibrated rakeahead of the mass flow plug.

-.:.:...:......
.::...........

4
M%,THOD (1) PIC.23 METHOD (2)

IReproduced from Af

METHOD 1 best available copy.

In this method the duct i'. calibrated in a test cell, with an overall pressure ratio > 10:1, which
contains a precision calibrated orifice plate of known di-.harge coefficient accurate to IX.

CALIBRATED
DISTORTi MAS O C PLATESRESI IA- | /OIIEIqA•I

Y Sc•IS oE I /F'Du1 LU

DRY AIR,- -.cJ 1 OL

DIFE
4
USER ENGINE EXIT

FACE REF STI

RAKS . EJECTOR

DUCT TO of CALIBRATED

PIG.24.

Pressure measurements are m ie over a complete range of mass flows, these include he full engine face
array, 4 wall statics + 1 pitot at the entry to the venturi, 4 wall statics in the venturi th:oat, and
4 wall statics in t'.4 exit. Discharge coefficients are obtained by relating the p -cision mass flow to
that calculated using the standard venturi flow method associated wich the me4. upstream and throat
static pressures and the venturi contractio tio. In the particular case tested, the venturi discharge
-efficient varied from 0.82 to 0.92 for ye. .r! upst'.'eam Mach numbers from 0.1 to 0.5. The reason for

"se L.ow value and large variation was probab~y the limitation of venturi length in this case. Tests with
typical inlet distortions showed only 1% variation of the venturi discharge coefficient.

Ct.culation of the momentum at the internal exit station of the model uses the vLnturi mass flow,
and wall btatics at the stetion, the form of the eq-.iation used for net standard internal drag is

2 A, A r2
D . - (p-p) H'vIp
I Aref qAref (

from the relationship "T - f (M), with known m=i and Pe obtain H, hence CD

Check calculations assuming a range of different total pressure istributions in the duct, Ahilst
maintaining continuity of m&ss flow, have shown that thý error in the slope of the spill drag T mass
ratiJ curve should not exceed 5Z.

This model has elso been used with two different iulet tled system which are fed to precision
orifices in the base. The internal force of the bleed flows is calculated in a similar ma.aer using
the area of Lhe exit ori.ice and the local static and bleed mass floa

1I
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3METHOD 2

The rakes used in this method, shown in the above figure, were very carefully calibrated to be
consistent with che caiculation of standard internal drag from

- 2 A A rake 2 1

CD Aref qA ref I Prake rake r
The sensitive terms in this equation are A., Pr., and H .rake where A. and Q(pHA) rake are

related by measured mass flow. In the example shown above the internal rakes, molel duct, and exit -"e
calibrated for accurate measurement of mass flow. Flow through a standard orifice plate was comparte - th
that measured by the rake using the model duct but replacing the inlet by a 4:1 contraction bellmou'l

The following calibration factors are evaluated from these tests.

(1) Mass flow A

For tests with a fully choked exit plug flow: A exit effective " A exit geometric* % p
where mase flow m/T- = Q. A P and Q Constant

ex.effective' rake adQ-Cntn

For tests with subsonic. unchoked exit plug flow: mlVT- KD (AP)rake

(2) Mach nnber

In the above equation the true mean value of M . is required. This is obtained in the
following vwr for a family of velocity profilesaefined by

_LWALL
U __

to give two constants

Kem Mach number from integration of velocity profile
1 Mean (ach number from the discrete pitot points

K2  - Mean (Mach number) 2 fromintegration of veiocity profile
Mean (M number)4 frm the discrete pitot points

K1 for a low Mach number duct flow is equal to the mass flow coefficient KDR, and theoretical calculations

give a simple linear relationship between K and X for values of 0.2 $ z < 0.8 and 2 < n $ 7. Hence for
any given inlet size a relationship is obtained beiween mass flow control plug position and true mass
flow and H2 . These provide the necessary accurate input to the basic drag equation.

(c) Base pressures

It is essential to recess the base of the model such that a repionably uniform r essure exists.
To this end, sharp chamfered edges to the external body profilt id nozzle exith 'hould be
provided. The base pressures should be measured with integral scanivalve instrumentation. The
practice of using pitots mounted on a rear support with their forward faeing heads very near to
the base should be avoided, particularly at transonic speeds. The influence of the rake
support system has been shown to have a strong influence on the base pressure.

This requirement of integral base pressure tubes also makes the measurement of pressures
in annular base plugs difficult.

.3.3. IpA! drag methods for slender wi-g installations

There is no fundamental difference between the integrated slender wing and the integrated
fighter as far as measurement of internal flow effects are concerned. The full representation of the
parts affected by spill flow must oe provided. Methods following the proposals of 1.2.5. for a datum
measurement may be used but this requires a series of different plugs each with associaced internal drag
mussirements. However the main deterrent of this method is the need to obtain each point on a spill
curve from a differenc test.

In one supersonic application for Concorde, Method 2 of 1.3.2.
was used to provide accurate measurement at the same time as
continuous variation of mass flow.

It will be seen that the distortion associated with this
arrangement would have precluded its use at transonic and subsonic
speeds, Pt ohich conditions i. would have been necessary to
resort to the removable plug method. In these tests a pair of
fully instrumented inlets were used measuring engine face data
and providing remote variation of ramp settings and bleed. This
model was capasle of measuring independertly the effects of
throttle fore-ppill, ramp spill and aft spill via dump doors.
It is obvious that there are no limits to model suphistication.

F 10.25.
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22. AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE ON I!LET
3

2.1. Fore-surface representation and diverter height

In the planning of any new model of an inlet-airframe system it is very desirable to arrange
for the inlet to be tested in isolation and then in the presence of the airframe. This permits reasonable
optimisation of some of the inlet parsmeters before the interference flow field is superimposed.
Arrangements should also be made to vary the inlet heig',t relative to the surface on which it is mounted
to determine the importance of the interaction between the flows.

At this point we meet the almost insoluble problem in the representation of an inlet/airframe
combination in scale tests. The approach boundary layer thickness at the entry plane of an inlet mounted
on a model fuselage or wing surface is unrepresentatively thick. For a pitot intake without diverter or
splitter plate the inlet-boundary layer interaction must inevitably be incorrect and only boundary layer
sucticn qhead of the *,.let plane can avoid unrepresentative inlet measurements, particularly when an
inlec normal -hock impinges on the boundary layer of the fore-surface. The usual parameter for the
representation of the height of an intake on a surface is h/6 where h is the height and 6 the thickness
of the approach boundary layer. This parameter describes adequately the proportion of the boundary layer
that is ingested by the inlet and which leads to the consequent reduction of pressure recovery at the

engne facedh. for h < 6 It is obvious that this parameter is not adequate for
h

small h/ 6  or when 6 is a significant part of the height of the inlet. However for h/ 6 = 1.0 this is a
minor problem in comparison with the difficulty of the choice of how to represent the geometry of the
inlet in the presence of an unrepresentatively thick boundary layer:

h, -The last of these alternatives appears to

6" offer the best aerodynamic solution but the
boundary layer removed by suction requires large
model suction ducts and could be sensitive to

h incidence effects, such a scheme is also difficult
_h1st9 nr if force measurements are required. A simpler

•reId and adequate alternative would seem to be (c) in
which the effect of a small reduct.on in fineness

I ratio should only have minimal effect on the nose
- - -:.Am• potential flow. It goes without saying that the
A.t XWd boundary layer on the fore-surface should have

transition fixed with a minimum grit or Eallotini
to provide a minimum thickness turbulent boundary
layer at the inlet plane. A thinner turbulent

h68  layer may he obtained with a rear band fixation
Afa••odyu d on wing or fuselage if a reasonable run of laminar

flow can be obtained, but this could be troublesome
in the event of random natural transition ahead

h16 x,1 Am.A A ic of the band at incidence.
Ary Lqw Md

___ ni fofebody

FUA.R ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REPRESENTING THE
CORRECT h ON A MODEL INLET AND FCRP OIY

FIG.26.

The Diverter

The previous section has been concei ..d with the correct positioning of the inlet with respect to
the local surface boundary layer. 1he Aivez:er itself is of course an important interface between the
inlet and airframe and it is difficult to define whether it is the problem of the inlet designer or the
airframe designer: the onc preferring a large h/6, the other a zero h/6, dependent upon who is
responsible fot the drag or the power plant performance. The installed drag of Zhe diverter is obtained
from tests described in section 1.2 where it 4s part of the datum CDo at datum or zero spill. The
variation of its performance with red,.:ed mass flow is integrated with the overall spill drag increment.

The performance of the diverter at spill and off-design conditions is only partially determined
from the spill dr.g tests and data on the modifid engine face recovery must be 'ncluded in th2 total
performance boo -keeping, hence a poor diverter may provide a two-fold loss o' erfcrnance. Limited
pressure plott'-g may be done on the opill drag model or alternatively a spe, 1 I verter model may be
used to optimise divercer performance.

The above arrangement has been used with success sup, -. niczlly to develc• diverter planform shapes
and divergence angles. Pressure plotting on the ving plate :an be used 1:o deter:..e wing surface lift
interference, diverter surface pressure plotting is used for drag integration.
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In this test method it should be noted that the development of supersonic flow between the tunnel wall
and the representative wing plate is not easy, particularly for M < 2. Some edge relief is very
beneficial.

\ \ \ \TUNNEL WALL, I I I TUNNEL CEILIG,

M z2 INLET FLTOW SEPARATOR PLATE--_

DIV. 27.
REPREtTTV

SUPPRTS ING LATEPRESSURE
______________________________PLOTTING

2.2. Measurement of Inlet Flow EnvironmentF.

Much can be done in the early stages of a design to determine the type of flow environment
into which it is proposed to put the inlet. This is a desirable requirement for most configurations,
excluding perhaps the underwing podded installation for subsonic and transonic flight, although
measurements of cruise flow direction at the inlet usually result in a smell degree of toe-in. In
particular, for the inlets positioned close to surfaces or far back on a fuselage, measurements of flow
direction, total pressure, and Mach number are very desirable, eid of course the variation of these
parameters with airframe attitude. For these measurements a 5-tube yawnneter is usually fit~ed either to
a fixed or remotely controlled rake. This instrument, whose head angle may be chosen to match the

Mach number range of the tests, can measure flow angle in two directions, total pressure and local
'iach number. Calibration of the heads must be comprehensive, particularl; with regard to instrument zero

.rrors.

H-- TUII
TUB S FUED AND

TLCLMACH NUNBERI 8>, CALIBRATION

1" .4 CONE

.5 10 s 2. 2.5

M,
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04~E PROSE TAW METER DLIAGN AND SWE CALI|RAIONS.
YAWVCTEA 4

FIG. 28.

The use of a 4 facet head is preferred co the conical head as this reduces the crors-flow interference.
For LargS combined angles the accuracy is diminished but it is possible to obtain angles accurate to +
up to 10 and AM of 0.02. The evaluation of total pressure comes from the pitot p-:essure and Mach number.

Some examles of environment
survey models are shown below
with illustrative results.
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This latter example indicates results with a simple variation of mean flow direction for an intake

shielded by a wing with small pressure perturbations and with na fuselage influence.

For complex fighter-type configurations the flow
environment is very involved and there 4- considerable
scope for the use of computer analysis output data in

a digestible form. The problem is similar to that of the
distortion parameters and computer contour plots are of

great value.

FIG.29(b).

Flow Visualisation

As a useful adjunct to the complex measuring techniques above, considerable undetitanding of the
flow approaching the inlet may be obtained by the use of flow-visualisation techniques. I 1. low speed
performance tho water tunnel is of value in demonstrating interference and model attitude effects. At
all speeds, surface oil-flow methods indicate the direction of the surface flow in the vicinity of the
inlet, showing clearly the existence of separations, vortices and shock waves. These methods may be used
with success for internal flow stuaies as well.

FIG.30

It is emphasized that this ?-athod essentially describes only the surface flow although experience
enables reasonable speculation of th. possible flow in depth.

As an addition to oil flow, the vapour screen technique has been used for qualitative data. This
* requires the operation of the tunnel at a controlled degree of humidity, the consequent fog density is a

function of the speed of the flow environment of the model and so if a thin plane of light is shone across
the model a section of the flow field is illuminated. This may be photographed from the model support and
provides results of the following type.

VERTC

Rcproduced from AM
lbest available copy. 7

*.C 
WATER ,Ar1

FIG.31.
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3. MEASUREMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF INLET3

3.1. Duct and Engine Face Measurementz

Rake Design

Current model methods using fixed or rotating engine face pressure rakes havy been shown to
give good correlating data with full scale engine measurements. Present requirements of total pressure
distortion coefficients defined by engini manufacturers dictate extensive coverage of the engine face at
a minimum of 12 300 sectors and if possible, 24 150 sectors. For minimum interference a two-arm
rotating rake can be used with a sequence of 12 data points for every point on the inlet characteristic.
This, assuming that instrumentation is no limitation, will cost approximately 12 times as much as a rest
using a fixed 24 arm rake. Obviously the latter is more desirable both from the economic point of view
and the fact that the data is taken over a much shorter period. The question arises, what is the limiting
number of fixed heads which can be used and what are the design problems of ,. multi-rake. Tests on two
different duct arrangements have compared the results obtained with rakes carrying 2, 4, 8 and 12 arms of
pitots in t'. f4.rst case, anA 12 and 24 arms in the second case.

The first experiment used a rotating 2-arm rake to which was attached additional rakes to
make up the full complement to represent 4, 8 and 12 arms. In this way comprehensive measurements could
be made by rotating the rake and hence measuring pressures at close spacing in the presence of the
interference rakes. These tests showed no measurable effect on total pressure distribution but the
forward influence was such that the increased rake blockage increased the static pressures measured on
the wall, bullet and rake. The static pressure distortion was unchanged.

Mo~ (435~
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2
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12 ARM ROTATING RAKE 0 1& 360

FIG.32.
6

The second experiment compared results for a fixed 12-arm and a fixed 24-arm rake. It was found that
the E.F. total pressure distortion coefficients DH, and DC 60, and the engine face pitot pressure contours,
were adequately measured by the 24-arm rake but the static pressure distortion DP, was increased when the
engine face Mach numbers were large enough to approach local choking in the pitot rake supports.
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COMPARATIVE RESULTS WITH 12 ARM AND 24 ARM RAKES WITH LARGE ENGINE FACE DISTORTION

FIG.33.
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In the particular installption used in the second experiment the blockage created in the uniform

duct by the 24 rake arms caused choking for engine face Mach numbers near 0.5 and obviously caused seatic
distortion for engine face Mach numbers greater than 0.35. Careful design with swept rake supports and
an expanding duct in the region of the supports would permit a 24 arm rake with a frontal tube blockage
of 2% to be used for engine face Mach numbers up to 0.5.

The actual measurement of static pressure on the rake may be made with heads with ogive nose
lent and static holes 1Od behind the shoulder, with the static hole arranged to be in the plane of
or . iy ahead of the pitot heads. It is not particularly common to use rake statics unless mass flow
is ... ted from the engine face measurements - which is only done as a last resort! Even in these
circumstances it is more common to place reliance on wall statics which are less dependent upon engine
face flow angles. Static distortion coefficients are of relatively less importance to the engine
manufacturer.

It was common practice at one stage to measure flow direction at the engine face by 'nstalling
small Conrad 2-tube yawmeters, arranged to measure swijl. This was reasonably successful buý the
evaluation of angle requires a knowledge of local J0V which in turn requires local static pressure. Use
of a mean static pressure is however sufficient to ensure a calculated accuracy of 1 . Use %t a standard
700 included angle head provides an instrument with a sensitivity Al of 0.04; calibration is generally
required to determine the instrument error which can be of the order of -1 in soite of careful

manufacturing tolerances.

Number of Rakes

In the previcus Aiscussion the interference effects of multi-rakes was discussed without due
reference to the specification that dictates their requirement. The usual basis for defining the closeness
of pitot pressure coverage is the engine manu'facturers distortion coefficients. A large number of
different coefficients are in use and eaý., may well require a different rake array. If it is assumed that
each rake will have sufficient radial coverage to provide a good mean radial pressure value, then by use
of . error analysis with a set of typical engine face distortion patterns it is possible to define a rake
-otational spacing to give a sufficiently accurate value of the required distortion coefficient? Equally
well this may be done experimentally using the data from a close rake spacing in which the data from some
of the rakes is progressively ignored.

For example in U.K. it is common practice to use a distortion coefficient

Lowest mean total pressure over a 60 sector - Mean total pressureEF
DC6

qmeanEF

and R . Angular position of this sector. This describes the magnitude and position of a
region of low total pressure on the engine face. For different blade and engine applications, the value
of 600 nay be varied. For a 24-arm rake mean values of radial pressure - DC, are available at every 150.
These are combined in groups of 4 tr, provide a mean sector pressure over 600 - DC 0. There will be 24 of
these values and the minimum value can be accurately determined and positioned. I data from only 12 arms
is available, then only 2 arms are vsed to provide DC60 at 1 angular positions. Similarly, 6 arms each
provide their own DC6 0 .

Experimental data gives the following result:

THEORY -05 EXPERIMENTAL

Increeong number oof
roadio nng4

• ~-0.3
S..

INCREASING NUMBER OF RAKES 6 12 2 W RAKES

FIG.34.

3.2. Output Data

In clmost all inlet tests in wind tunnels. data is recorded on a data logger via a scanning
switch system. Data-taking rates vary from one facillty to another depending upon the type of facility
ýcontinuous or blowdown), the total presiure level, the number of data loggers available. Rates varying
from 1 port per second to 50 ports per second are used, the former being uneconomic is based on the
meaqurement of very low pressures, the second being a blow-down tunnel requirement. This latter case
requires care to ensure that carry-over pressure interference between ports does not occur. Dati reduction
from the data logger can be handled off-line or on-line depending upon the services at the test facility.
In either case a limited amount of on-line output is desirable to ensure the best spacing of the test
po its, this is particularly true of subsonic and low transonic teating where the visual techniques of
schliereit and shadowgraph are not always available. Equally, visual aid to detect duct instability is
needed for the location of buzz points or subsonic twin-duct instability. For a simplified on-line output
a limir-d number of the rake total pressures may be put onto individual transducers which may then be
summed as analogue voltages to give a mean engine face recovery. For mass flow, m/Tmay be obtained from
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a transducer'measurement of plug position for a sonic exit, or P and Ap for a venturi, these latter
measurements being used in a simple F analogue circuit. These readings may be displayed on an X - Y
plotter.

Buzz and instability detection may be obtained from high-frequency-rerp. .. e flush-fitted pressure
transducers whose output is observed on an oscilloscope or on an RMS output wettr.

Fo% a simple reversion to the old
manometer techniques, a T.V. display of a
scanivalve output in simulated manometer form
may be produced on a T.V. screen.

FIG.35.

A typical layout of a computer data reduction procedure may follow this scheme:

REFER14CETUNNEL M
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ENGINE FACE DATA REDUCTION

FIG.36.

Up to this point the production of data 1r.

NS-RUENTA IO N •C

has been routine apart from the judicious choice •z. •
of data spacing. The amount of data can however be•
pben' nenal and the final analysis somewhat tedious. . ,0
Off-1lne plotting of mass flow and pressure ,o
recovery with the associated distortion . .eo':.
coefficients provides reasonable assimilation of , . /~so " A'
the data and sihen it is necessary to improve .o
understanding, computer contour plots of engine , co'•
face distribution are produced..o

ENGINE ~~ FAC DAA RDUCIO

FIG.37.

817
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3.3. Supersonic inlet flow visuaiisation

In all classical treatise on the subject of inlet flow visualization, the pure axi-symmetric
or wedge inlet is used to demonstrate the value of schlieren and shadowgraph techniques. In practice,
the integrated inlet frequently precludes these simple visualization methods. For some conditions (f
course, visualization methods are impossible e.g. Phantom in elc,,-, :on, F14 in plan and sideslip, but it

is worth noting that some configurations may use the intake wall or floor splitter plate as a device for
direct shadow visualization. In the example shown, fig.38, of the tests on a single cell of a Concorde
inlet the shock system was projected onto the splitter plate which was painted matt white. The photograph
was obtained with an external camera on the same side as the light source. The second photograph was
obtained from the shadovgraph of the external flow around the model and the internal throat flow. This was
obtained as a photograph of the shadow on tracing paper on the window opposite the light source.

FIG.38.

It should be noted that the exposure time of these phutographs is very long by normal
standards (0.1 secs' but the resulting quality is good and for steady-state flow conditions which are
normally being studied, a long exposure is more desirabJe.

For conditions of supercritical flow on cowls at high subsonic speeds the shadowgraph

technique may be used. For tests under these conditions
a porous or slotted tunnel wall is usually being used
making normal visualization techniques difficult.
Direct shadowgraph methods with a divergent light-source
can ctntribute to the analysis of pressure plotting
data on axi-symmetric inlets.

I rodced | r o ---- "t

6est a"vailable copy. N

PIG.39.
3.4. Isolated and Integrated Model test Configurations

Subsonic Pod Inlets. For measurement of the internal performance of the isolated subsonic
pod a model which is mounted near the tunnel centreline on a rear sting is required. Further requirements
are high incidence and large inlet velocity ratios at low M. The latter requirement demands a source of
external suction which is capable of choking the inlet throat at low forward speeds (M - 0.2); it i under
these extreme conditions or la-ge a and V. 'V. tnat test results of flow eistortion are of most
significance. An example of such an arranAement is shown:

TWT

a1I PýLENUM *

FIG. 40.
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Supersonic Isolated Inlet. For a clean installation that is reasonably independent of its
environment and that is optimised for operation over a limited design range, much of the development can
be achieved on a model of the isolated inlet at the environmertal approach Mach number. For the Concorde
inlet illustrated here, initial development of mutual interaction effects was studied on an -solated twin
duct nacelle. On this model the effect of mismatch was str~ied with variable Mach number, incidence and
sideslip. With this model the optimum splitter plate was obtained and boundaries of mismatch could be
defined.

FIG.41.

For internal performanze a single cell model has been continuously used to optimise sidewall geometry,
ramp geometry, bleed ccnfigurations and many other variables. The addition of a boundary layer plate
and diverter makes the inlet flow distortion more representative and permits study of these variables.

Supersonic Integrated Configurations. For the check tests of the optimised 'et a fully
integrated inlet/airframe model is -sed. Two fully instrumented inlet cells are housed i, che nacelle
in the correct environment of the airframe. This represents a complex and expensive modti requiring
large tunnel facilities which would not be available for the many hours of development testing used on
the isolated nacelles. For this type of model, care has to be taken to ensure that no forward
interference from the support and mass flow control system occurs, particularly for the subsonic and
transonic model versions.

"FIG.42.
Tests on this model have also been made

at low forward speeds with an ejector-assisted
mass flow suction to represent inlet velocity
ratios greater than those available from free
flow.

3.5. Mass flow messurenent and control

This subject was treated in some depth in section 1.2 where it was essential to have accurate
mass flow for internal drag definition. The requirements of those tests are, if anything, more scringent
than those for engine performance analycis. The choice of method of measurement is large, covering:

internal (a) engine face integration (b) orifice plate (c) venturi (d) downstream rake

(e) choked or unchoked exit plug,

or external (b) and (c).

Engine-face integrations are notoriously troublesome, being very dependent upon distortion
and static pressure distribution. The orifice plate normally has unacceptable losses. The venturi and
downstream rake are satisfactory if far enough from the engine face distortion and if properly calibrated.
The subsonic exit plug is very dependent upon exit static pressure and distribution and requires
calibration, the calibrated choked exit plug is the most acceptable me' iod if sufficient pressure ratio
is available. Measure nents external to the model have the advantage of controlled flow conditions at the
measuring station but for tranuonic and subsonic tunnel conditions, external suction is required; in
addition the whole length of the duct systems between inlet and measuring station moat be completely

89
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leak tight. Some examples of mass flow control plugs and measuring systems are given:

.... ....

.... .3 ..... d

.0.

b C

It 0I

CAULJMAED NOZZLE

EXTERNAL. MASS FMO. MEASJREMENT BY tkBIMtTRE

FIG 43. d

3.6. Bleed representation and measurement

Inlet bleed ducts may in general be treated as secondary inlets in the measurement of recovery
and mass flow. It is usually more difficult to instrument and provide uniform flow in bleed duct but the
percentage accuracy requirements are much less and so the results are normally acceptable, i.e.J% of inlet
mass flow and 2% of inlet recovery. For choked bleed exits, the problem is simplified by the use of a
calibrated control plug. Venturi's may also be used with success but it should be remembered that a
venturi does not know the direction of flow!

3.7. Representation of Engine Surge

Consideration will be given elsewhere to the measurements which are made to measure engine face
turbulence md its use in the prediction of engine surge. In this section, the existence of surge is
assuined and the experiment to determine its influence on the upstream structure and the closely associated
engine, is described.

For the sake of clarity a parallel may be drawn between normal supersonic inlet buzz and surge.
In the former, the instability mechanism is associated primarily with the shock system which creates a
vortex or separation whi-h causes continuous destabilisation and reform of the stable inlet flow pattern.
During the unstable flow cycle the high pressure air in the inlet cavity exhausts and refills eokising large
variations of structural pressure load, and mutual interference on any adjacent inlet. In py'..ciple the
fan or compressor stall provides a similar mechanism of inlet flow exhaust and refill, tht :'cquency of
course being aifferent from that of buzz.

Figure 44 shows a surge valve which was fitted to the model previously shown in fig.43(c). One
inlet had surge simulation whilst measurements were made on upstream transducers and in the adjacent inlet.
This valve was not only capable of completely cutting off the flow but also of providing 80% flow reversal.
Typical traces are shown in fig.44.
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NOZZLE /AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE AND INTEGRATION

Felix Aulehla and Kurt Lotter
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D 8 Mllnchen 80
Postfach 801160

Germany

SUMMARY

The lecture first discusses the main parameters involved in the interference between
internal and extern•,1 flow and shows also how these parameters in principle affect afterbody drag.

Then the definition of rear end drag is given in the conventional way and also in a more relative manner
approaching the physical optimum. Mention is made of the necessity of adapting the experimental
procedure to the available theoretical methods for drag prediction during the early phase oi an aircraf,
project.

For configurations with aingle and twin engines installed in the rear end of the fuselage
wind tunnel test results for various nozzle concepts are presented and discusseq. The geometric
variations in these tests comprise boattail angle, size and location of the base, rnozzle interfairings and
engine spacing. The lecture describes in particular how, through the proper co'videration of thesc
geometric parameters in nozz.e/airframe integration, the additional afterbody drag can be drastically
reduced in the transonic flight regime.

Finally, it is shown that integrating the nozzle into the airframe requires carelul
optimizing of usually conflicting parameters:. depending on the missions of the aircraft other factors,
e. g. nozzle weight may take precedence over purely aerodynamic considerations.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area (for twin configuration: 2 nozzles) q Free stream dynamic pressu-e

cD Drag coefficient, referred to maximum R Radius of boattail contour
fuselage cross section area, unless
otherwise noticed Re Reynolds number

AcD Incremental drag coefficient (over ref.) s Nozzle (engine) spacing

T Free stream static temperature

cF Thrust minus drag coefficient F-D T Structure temperature
Tt Total temperature

Ac Difference in c between ref. - model t
F F

W Weight
cN Normal force coefficient (tail)

x Axial distance downstream of max.

c Pressure coefficient local o fuselage cross section
0 x Axial distance downstream of cylinder/

d Diameter boattail-juncture

D Drag x Axial distance downstream of nozzle exit
SD Incremental drag (due to jet and nozzle)

F Measured thrust

A F Thrust difference tunnel on - tunnel off Nozzle divergence half angle

F Isentropic, fully expanded thrust 0 Boattail angle

I Length from max. fuselage cross section Boundary layer thickness

L Total fuselage length 6 Boundary layer displacement thickness

M Free stream Mach number Nozzle convergence angle
0 ) Ratio of specific heats

P Free stream static pressure

Pt Total pressure

92
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INDICES

AB Afterbody ti toattail (with cD: boattail pressure drag)

BE Back end (without nozzle) b. ann Annrlar nozzle base

FB Forebody e Exit

F F•.iring equ Equivalent :.xisymmetric bod-i

INT Interference f Friction

N Nozzle j Jet

RF Reference max Maximum fuselage crosp section

Ref Reference p Pressure

T. off Tunnel off s Sting

a/c Aircraft t Throat

b Base (with c D base pressure drag) wet Wetted

1. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago a trend towards aircraft purely optimized for supersonic flight
became evident. More recently an increasingly wide operational spectrum is required whereby the
high subsonic and transonic flight re - s, with their additional problems, are challenging the
dominant position of this supersonic •'.velopment. This alteration has sprung from new aerodynamic
and design concepte in the field of airframe and engine research.

Today it is generally accepted that engine and airframe manufacturers cannot develop
their products separately and that incompatibilities and reciprocal disturbances must be simulated and
investigated for all conceivable operating conditions. But nevertheless frequent setbacks occurred

because either these incompatibilities were not sufficiently taken into account or because hitherto
unknown effects became of decisive importance. This lectura deals with those interference effects
arisine in connection with nozzle/airframe integratior., with the emphasis on the high subsonic flight
regime.

2. JET/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

A propulsive jet issuing from an afterl-'•dy has basically two effects on the surrounding
flow field and therefore on the aircraft: firstly the jet acts like a solid body displacing the external flow
secondly it normally entrains mass flow from the external stream. In subsonic flight there may be a
strong upstream influence. The jet contour affects the pressure distribution on the afterbody. large
changes of the afterbody shape are felt by the forebody and the jet as well (upper half of fi. 1). A
typ~cal flow pattern encountered in supersonic flight is also shown (lower half of fig. 1). In contrast to
the subsonic flight condition there is limited upstream influence, since any disturbance can be
propagated upstream only th'ough the subsonic part of the boundary layer. The shock system within
the jet will continue through the jet boundary and may impinge on nearby aircraft surfaces. For
aircraft configurations with two or more jets the mutual interference becomes even more complex.

Computation methods available today are either not sufficiently exact or fail completely
to predict the complex afterbody flow field. This is particularly true in subsonic flow incorporating
boundary layer separation. Therefore, aircraft development relies heavily on wind tunnel tests with
simulated jets. The aim of such tests is to obtain information on critical areas of jet/airframe
interference. Depending on the location of the engine in the airplane, these interference effects may
be more pronounced on wing, tails and afterbody. Normally, drag, pitching moment, pressure and
tempe-rature loads are primarily investigated as function of the various jet parameters. The correct
jet simulation requires sophisticated techniques which will be covered in detail in the following lecture
by Mr. Jaarsma.

The interference effects on wing, tail and rear fuselage are shown in the following three
diagrams (ref. I): fig.1 shows &.e force c--fficient for the tail normal. With high tail position there
is no jet sffect present. The low position results in a reduced stability and a change in pitching
moment for jet on/jet off. High nozzle pressure ratios cause the jet to attach resulting in strong
pressure variations along the boattail associated with local fluctuations which required highly damped
structure for fatigue reasons (fig. 3). Although high-tempersture material was used for the boattail
surface, significant secondary air flow rates had to be provided for cooling purposes. FIg. 4 shows
the jet-induced pressure differences between upper and lower surface. At supersonic flight Mach
numbers all pressure changes occurred on the lower wing surface while a small change was also
noticed on the upper surface during subsonic flight speeds. These jet interferences introduced
significant changes in pitching moment, control effectiveness, drag and wing loads.
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3. INTERPELATION OF FOREBODY- AND AFTERBODY FORCES

During the last few years, intensive investigations have been devoted to the important
fVeld of jet "ntirference on the rear end with emphasis being on thrust-minus-drag optimization. It has

become comrn'on practice to separate the forces of the afterbody from those on the forebody in most

test set-ups. Fo." the better understanding of the afterbody drag problem it is useful to recall some
fundamental interrelations between forebody and afterbody with respect to pressure distribution and
forces for the case without jet. Fig. 5 shows, in the left half, bodies of diferent relative thickness in
inviscid flow: though the total axial force is zero the "separating" forces, i.e. the drag on forebody
and afterbody respectively, may attain large values, depending on their relative thickness. When the
pressure at the maximum cross section reaches ambient pressure, which is the case with long slender
bodies, the separating forces disappear. The right half of fig. 5 shows the influence of viscosity
(boundary layer) on afterbody pressure distribution. Stronger boattaillng reduces the amount of
recompression and thus increases afterbody pressure drag.

Apart from friction the effects of boundary layer are negligible on practical forebodies.
Only for long bodies are the pressure changes on the afterbody not felt on the forebody. from which it
may be concluded that for slender bodies the rear end is the primary source of pressure drag. When
thick fuselages with larger variations in afterbody shape are tested, measurement of afterbody forces
alone yields wrong results. That is, by developing an afteroody of optimum shape one may succeed
only in transferring the problem to the forward end.

4. DEFINITION OF MAIN PARAMETERS

The conventional definition of afterbody geometry and -drag is presented in fig. 6 The
afterbody starts from the maximum cross section and comprises boattail and base. The total afterbody
pressure drag is the sum of cD, a and cD. b. These two drag components are functions of the parameters
as shown in the figure. The number of parameters gradually increases, going from an axisymmetric
body without jet to a twin jet configuration. Of course, there are still additional parameters defining
the exact lines and local pressure- and temperature profiles,up to now considered less important.

5. AFTERBODY DRAG OF AXISYMMETRIC BODIES

In fig. 7 the effect of jet pressure ratio on base- and boattail drag is shown for
axisymmetric bodies with various base sizes and given maximum cross smction, jet diameter, boattail
angle and with a convergent nozzle having a short cylindrical thro-.A. Depending on base size,
increasing jet pressure ratio has opposite effects on pressure drag: for small base areas, increasing

jet pressure ratio produces a favorable interference in contrast to the large bases. This applies to
base and boattail drag as well: at higher pressure ratios the increasing expansion of the jet 'auses the
external and internal stream to meet at a steeper angle resulting in an increase in base- (and boattail-)
pressure. For larger bases this interaction occurs only at very high jet pressure ratios beyond those
shown in the diagram. As long as the external and internal stream do not impinge on each other, the
aspirating effect of both flows on the body is predominant. With jet pressure ratios above 6 and the
smallest base the jet interference resul's in a negative total pressture drag.

F is a cross-plot of the previous diagram at a jet pressure ratio of 3, 0 and shows the effect of base
size on bace-,boattail- and total drag. Although there exists an optimum base size if base drag alone is
considered, the total afterbouy drag increases steadily with base size. As a consequence, integrating

the nozzle into the rear fu.•selage, base areas should be avoided for moderate pressure ratios.

6. AIRPLANE DRAG ASSESSMENT

So far, sizgie jet installations have been treated. For twin jet installations it. the rear
fuselage as in modern fighter airplanes, fig. 9, right half, the assessment of drag becomes more
difficult. It is convenient to compare the twin jet configuration with an ideal single jet fuselage of same
maximum cross section and equivalent nozzle size (ref. 2), however, of slender boattail lines in order
to avoid possible flow separation. This reference afterbody has nearly zero pressure drag and is so
slender that it cannot house an afterburning jet pipe (see fig. 9, left side).

The reference afterbody gains its importance by the fact that it is accessable to

computation and thus allows the proper linking of experimental afterbody drag data with theoretical.y
computed aircraft drag da:a. This procedure is depicted in the left half of fg. 10: Number (I) on top
represents the aircraft design, the fuselage of which is transferred into an equivalent body of same
cross section distributiorn, number (2). If, however, the aircraft afterbody is relatively short then
number (2) is extended so that the co-nvutation method need not account for separation. The profile
drag of this body is a function of" is-number, Mach nember, relative thickness and wetted surface
and can easily be computed by st. -ird methods. Particularly for twin engine installations the wetted
surface may be larger than for the &xisymmetric body. To obtain the correct friction drag for the
aircraft, of course, this larger wetted surface has to be used. The lack of reliable afterbody drag
computation methods requires special afterbody tests shown as number (3) and (4): number (3) has the
same afterbody as number (2) and the forebody of the aircraft, however, reduced in length in order to
better simulate the boundary layer thickness over the afterbody. Naturally, this is a compromise
between correct s;mulation of boundary layer thicknets and potential flow fieid. Ideally, the correct

I:
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forebody line should be duplicated with proper boundary layer control. Number (4) has the correct

aircraft afterbody with proper jet simulation and with the same forebody as number (3).

The difference in afterbody plus forebody drag between (4) and (3) yields ACD- which is
then corrected for the difference in friction drag betweer. the same models. This corrected&cD
consists of the inetremental pressure drag with the correct jet effect and the change in thrust due to
external flow affecting the jet. To obtain total airplane drag, the corrected AcD is --dded besides
other drag terms to the computed profile drag of the axisymmetric body (number (Z)).

Whilo the drag assessment method described above is mostly applied during the early
phase of a project when a large nutmber of configurations usually has to be considered, a different
method will be applied later in the project definition phase: that method yields airplane drag purely by
testing and is shown on the right half -f fig. 10: number (5) shows the complete aifcraft model,
normally mounted by a rear sting via an internal balance. In nearly all cases the afterbody geometry
has to be modified to accomodate the sting. Intake and nozzle flow is generally unreprcsentatively
simulated by ram-air flowing through the ducts. The drag results obtained from the complete model
must be corrected for the effects of the modified afterbody, the sting and the jet interference. These
corrections may be obtained by conducting tests with afterbody models (6) and (7): model (6) duplicates
the afterbody of the complete model, number (5), and has a dummy sting. Model (7) is identical to
model (4), i. e by comparing it with number (6) the required corrections for jet effect, effect of
exter•al flow on thrust, effect of sting and modified afterbody geometry are obtained. Adding the other
drag terms in the upper part of the figure yields total airplane drag, which ideally gives the same value
as obtainod by the method described in the left side of the figure (computation plus testing).

An aircrzft manufacturer who is specialized in a few particular types of engine

installations normally has accumulated a large numbet of typical afterbody drag test data which enables
him to look into many configurations to find the optimum aircraft without any further testing (fig. 10,
left half). Of course, there are tests to follow later for the purpose of confirmation, increase in

accuracy and more detailed investigation (fig. 10, right half).

7. EXHAUST NOZZLES

An aircraft with supersonic capabilities normally has an afterburning engine. Fig. I1
shows typical jet presaure ratios for straight jet- and bypass engines versus flight Mach number, the
straight jets being near the upper limit of the band. Two extreme engine operating conditions are
shown: for cruise in the subsonic flight regime nozzle pressure ratio is low requiring little or no
divergence. For maximum acceleration, i.e. full afterburning, the throat area is increased by a
factor of about two (depending on bypass ratio). The required nozzle divergence increases gradually
with increasing flight speed and reaches a value of Ae/Attw 2, 6 at nozzle pressures of 14. Besides
cruise and maximum acceleration all intermediate operating conditions are possible (military, partial
reheat). This squires in the ideal case a fully variable nozzle with independent variation of throat
size and divergence. In many practical cases more simple systems with either purely convergent
nozzles or a fixed relation in throat-to-divergence are chosen as a compromise.

On fig. 12 typical nozzle concepts are depicted.
Short convergent nozzle: This concept represents a mechanically simple lightweight

nozzle. The major disadvantage from the aerodynamic point of view is the larger base in the closed
position.

Iris-nozzle. With the mechanically more complex iris nozzle annular bases are avoided
in all positions. As with the short convergent nozzle, large thrust losses occur at high pressure ratios
since no divergence is provided.

Plui-nozzle. The necessary variation in throat area is accompl~shed by variation of the
plug position or -geometry. As a consequence, a fixed lightweight shroud can be used. Large cooling
air flows, however, are necessary for reheat operation.

The con-di iris nozzle provides some divergence in the reheat position. The variation
in throat size and in divergence is coupled. Thus the con-di iris is a compromise between the simple
iris and a fully variable con-di nozzle.

The simple ejector is a frequently chosen nozzle concept. Primary and secondary flaps
are mechanically linked. Relatively large secondary airflows are required associated with drag penalties.

Fully variable ejector. This design yields near-optimum aerodynamic performance:
throat area and divergence are independently variable, the required second.-y mass flows can be kept
low. Heigh weights and complex design are associated with this nozzle concept.

The isentropic ramp is. difficult to adapt to varying operating conditions, which normally
results in undesirable changes in pitching moment.

Blow-in-door ejector. This nozzle concept provides similar good performance as the
ordinary ejector in the reheat position. In the closed position, large quantities of tertiary air are taken
aboard through spring loaded flaps in order to fill the large annular base of the short primary nozzle.
Large quantities of air, however, require careful handling in order to avoid losses in the sharp turnings
of the secondary and tertiary flow passages. Especially this nozzle represents a highly integrated
concept with respect to merging of internal and external flows. Peripheral non-uniformities (blockage)
of the external flow may cause unfavorable interferences, which in particularly true with closely spaced
twin jet installations.

rj
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8. AFTERBODY DRAG TEST RIGS

Inflight performa.nce of the different nozzle concepts need to be tested in the surrounding
flow field, which requires duplicating the aircraft lines at least to some extent. In the past, various
afterbody drag test rigs have been developed by dificrent groups. In fig. 13 some of these facilities are
shown. The test rigs A. B. C and D measure thrust-minus-drag. Only with syetem A the drag of thn.
forebody and strut is also on the balance. As may be seen from the equations on fig. 9 drag is obtained
by subtracting the static gross thrust from the thrust-minus-drag term. In addition to the thrust-
minus-drag measurement, system E determines the drag of the afterbody shell separately. Nozzle
drag 12 included in the thrust-minus-drag term. System F measures forebody and afterbody drag
separately in order to resolve possible changes of forebody drag caused by larger changes in afterbody
geometry. So far, thrust is not measured but envisaged for a later development phase.

9. MAGNITUDE OF AFTERBODY DRAG

Fig. 14 shows the large number of models tested within a period of five years in order to
develop the optimum afterbody for a twin-jet fighter aircraft. Most of these tests relate to a joint
US/FRG program conducted in close cooperation between Messerschmitt-Btslkow-Blohm (MBB) and
Boeing. Later some of the tested models were transferred to Pratt & Whitney and General Electric for
comparative tests in the wind tunnel facilities in Hartford and San Diego respectively. Similar
development work was done for different projects by others. Presented is the total airplane drag
divided by the drag of the total airplane with an ideal afterbody. The ideal afterbody here again is that
described in fig. 9 and 10. The worst afterbody tested in the various test series had an additional drag
as high as 4; % of the total airplane drag. Nearly all of the models were twin jet installations. Large
reductions of this additional drag are possible, the best coming very closc to the ideal. Although soon
after the early test series it became evident how a low-drag installation should ba3ically look like,
nevertheless in later tent series configurations with high drag levels were tested. This was necessary
in order to optimize an afterbody not only from the aerodynamic point of view but also from other
considerations like weight, length. etc. These tests were conducted in different test facilities as shown
in the previous figure. In some of the test facilities identical models were tested, yielding the same
trends. The quintessential features of the experience obtained from the large number of investigations
for optimum nozzle-airframe integration will be presented in the following diagrams.

10. AFTERBODY DRAG TEST RESULTS

10. 1 Investigated Geometric Parameters

Out of the many test series those parameters which had the greatest influence on after-
body drag are listed in fig 1.

o Nozzle types: the various nozzle concepts are explained in fig. 12 and 16.
o Boattail angle: the boattail angle representing the most critical parameter regarding flow separation

was variý-d from 100 to 200.
o Base area: size and relative axial location of bases were investigated together with various nozzle

concepts.
o Nozzle spacing: nozzle spacing was varied from"extra narrow"to"extra wide" correspondinag to

values of s/d. from mero(double-D) to 4,7.
o Interfairing length: especially for narrow engine spacings, flow separation (effective bases) cannot

be avoided except by extending fuselage portions by various am.unts downstream of the nozzle exit
plane.

o Excrescences: when integrating the nozzle into the rear of the fuselage in practice many concessions
from the aerodynamic side have to be made for installations like tailplane actuator, thrust reverser,
levers etc. Those "excrescences" can be very detrimental in a flow field liable to separation.

Fig. 16 shows details of some nozzle- and fairing types on the models as tested in the wind tunnel.
Starting from the simple short convergent nozzle, complexity gradually increases when proceeding to
the complicated D-shape nozzle with its minimum engine spacing. O.a the right half of the figure the
reduction of base areas by various types of interfairings is given.

10. 2 Effect of Nozzle Type

The same nozzle concepts, in some cases even identical models, have been tested in four
different test facilities (fIg. 17, 'eheat-off). Fairly good agreement has been achieved for the short

convergent nozzle. The incremental afterbody drag is about AcDv0, 04 which is explained by the large
annular bases. In contrast, the blow-in-door ejector gives a larger scatter in drag. The lowest value
corresponds to an idealized blow-in-door ejector with a low-drag primary nozzle and with minimum
blockage in the tertiary flow passages. The following nozzle concepts have lower drag levels. Two

drag levels are given for the iris nozzle, the lower value corresponding to a low boattail angle of less0

than 15 . The higher levels were obtained for larger boattail angles. A similar influence of boattail
angle was experienced for the fully variable ejector.

I ~95
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It should be noted that some scatter is to be expected due to the fact that different wind
tunnels with entirely different test rigs were used. Alan, not always the same reference model served
as a .atum.

10. 3 Effect of Boattail Angle

In Efg 8 the incremental drag over the drag of the single jet reference model is shown
as function uf boattail angle for a twin engine installation. The presence of the interfairing reduces
drag by a larger amount than by reducing the boattail angle from 200 to 100. Optimum boattail angleslie between 100 and 120. Still lower boattail angles would result in an inres ofda-. t rae
friction. The interfairing was of the type FG-3 described in chapter 10. 6.

10. 4 Effect of Base Area

In the wind tunnel test the largest changes in drag occurred for the variation in base size
(fi. 19). Geometric bases located upstream of the nozzle exit plane normally introduce flow separation,
i.e. additional effective bases on adjacent surfaces, resulting in very high incremental drag levels of
about 45 % of total airplane drag. The beet configuration shown on the bottom of this figure has a long
interfairing extending downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The additional afterbody drag i only about
4 % of the airplane total drag. Still lower values of about 2 %* were achieved with a more slender
boattail of 100 to 120 (see fig. 18), which represents the optimum configuration from drag point of view.
This optimum shape was found after the completion of only two test series. This quick approach is
largely attributed to the comparative method of the idealized single jet reference model. The certainty
o: being close to the physical optimum was given by the fact'that the measured drag of the reference
model was practically equal to the computed friction drag. Also, no configuration in any later test
experienced lower drag than the reference model. The wetted surfaces of the models were comparable,
i.e. equal or slightly bigger than that of the reference model

10. 5 Effect of Engine Spacing

Engine spacing is one of the key parameters which define the lay-out of a new aircraft.
Once a value is selected, the basic shape of the fuselage can be changed only within limits. Thorough
knowledge of the associated interference effects is therefore required at an early state. In reference
3 these interference effects have been studied for various engine spacings with a newly definecl interference
drag lug. 20): This interference drag is the sum of

a) change in boattail pressure dragAD due to presence of nozzle and jet
relative to a reference end cap

b) nozzle drag DN
c) change in engine gross thrust AF due to the presence of the external

flow fields.
The carpet in fig. Z0 shows this interference effect for various nozzle concepts and fuselage types.
F-I, F-2 and F-3 have the same engine spacing but decreasing peripheral blockage (tail booms).
Fuselages r-3, F.4 and F-5 had zero peripheral blockage but increasing engine spacing. The carpet
plot shows that the interference drag becomes smaller with increasing engine spacing (F-3 to F-5).
Considering interference drag DINT by itself could lead to the wrong conclusion that the widest engine
spacing (F-5) yields the optimum fuselage from performance point of view. An optimum drag
configuration of course is obtained by minimizing total drag (DBE + DINT).

(al Taking the values from the carpet and adding tha backend drag DBE the next diagram
(fl. .) is obtained. In addition, similar engine spacing tests, conducted by Boeing for MBB in the Boeing
test facilities, have been added in the lower part of the figure (ref. 4 and 5). In this type of diagram the
minimum drag is shown for engine spacings as close as about s/de = 2. 5. For smaller engine spacings
MBB tests show a steady drag rise down to an engine spacing of 1, 5. F,-r still smaller spacings the
drag levels off to a value of about 0, 01 at zero engine spacing. The dotted lines for these extremely
narrow spacings indicate that jet pipes and the iris nozzles are squeezed together, to form the double-D
concept for zero Ppacing.

In these Grumman tests no results are given for engine spacings lower than about 2, 7.
For higher engine spacings both, MBB and Grumman tests show a clear drag rise. In the Grumman
tests the maximum fuselage cross section had to be increased when engine spacing was increased.
Referring the drag to the actual maximum cross section yields the dotted lines. For optimization
purposes, however, drag should rather be referred to the same reference area (solid lines). Here,
in contrast to the MBB tests, forebody drag was not measured. Depending on relative thickness, this
drag is different (see also fig. 5). Taking this effect into account the drag data for engine spacings of
4,7 should be slightly reduced.

10. 6 Effect of Interfairing

As discussed already in chapter 10.4 large bases cause high drag levels. The interfairing
represents a proper means to avoid such base drags. Fig. 22 shows these reductions for two different
engine spacings (ref. 4 and 5). FG-I had a base upstreiim ofithe nozzle exit of constant length IF. With
FG-Z the base was always located in the nozzle exit plane (IF = IAB). FG-3 and FG-4 were protruding
downstream of the nozzle e::it plane. With decreasing boattail angle 11 the length of these fairings (IF)
increases more quickly than the length of the afterbody (IAB). The diagram for an engine spacing of 2. 69
gives the minimum drag with a relatively long interfairing of IF/lAB -- 1,2.

S. .. ''"i ' '
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In reforence 3 the effect of interfairing was investigated in a slightly different way (fig. 23):
Here, base areas were kept constant for various fairing lengths. This diagram shows again that base
areas should be avoidwt or at least not be located upstream of the nozzle exit plane.

10.7 Comparison Tr ntonic/Supersonic

In orde. to ..ompare transonic with supersonic afterbody drag in fig. 24, the results are
presented as AcF, which. is roughly the incremental drag referred to ideal gross thrust. While in the
transonic zegime all mrtodels of one test series had A cF-values within tk.e wide band, in the supersonic
range the same models had much lower drag levels with a A cF below 0, %3. This is explained by th3
fact that the nozzles here were in the maximum reheat position: the ideal gross thrust is considerably

h;gher and the projected areas of boattail and base are reduced due to the large. exit diameter of the
matched convergent/divergent nozzles. The only model with a simple convergent nozzle ("cony. cusp")
experienced a higher AcF. This id explained by the relatively high thrust losses of the convergent
nozzle at high jet pressure ratios (= 10, 0 at MO = 1, 9). Subtracting those losses from the AcF of the
"cony. cusp" yields a negative value, which will be explained as post exit thrust in the next two figures.

10.8 Post Exit Thrust

If a jet cannot fully expand inside a nozzle, it doom so immediately downstream of the

nozzle exit plane. Thereby the outer flow field is displaced which in turn causes the pressu-es on the
outer surface to rise. Increasing jet pressure ratios cause the terminal shock to move forward with a

separated region downstream. Thus, the boattail pressure drag is reduced. F illustrates this
interference effect in a supersonic stream for a conical afterbody having a 5, 6 cone half angle and a
convergent nozzle: the higher the jet pressure ratio the higher the pressure coefficients on the boattail.
This effect sometimes is referred to as 'post exit thrust" indicating that some of the "lost' pres!ure
energy is regained by the reduction in aiterbody drag (ref. 6).

At supersonic flight speeds the jet pressure ratio of a turbo engine normally is high
enough to require a convergent/divergent nozzle. If. however, subsonic cruise is the most important
mission, the question arises whether or not the weight and complexity of a convergent/divergent nozzle
in justified. Fig.2 tries to answer this question for the aeroeynamic side and in principle only (X=]J, 4).

using the data from reference 6: the upper bar gives the afterbody drag of a convergent nozzle with a

small base and the jet off. The second bar shows the reduction in afterbody drag due to the presence of
a highly underexpanded jet ("jet effect", jet pressure ratio = 10): the boattail drag is reduced ane the
base drag becomes base thrust. The thrust loss due to the undere:.panded jet, however, ic quite large
and amounts to about 7 % of the ideal gross thrust. The lowest bar gives !he performance of the matched
convergent/divergent nozzle with zero base. the base drag and the thrust losses, of course, are zero.
Here, the boattail drag is somewhat higher than for the convergent nozzle with the underexpanded jet
(middle bar). Comparing the middle and the lowest bar, gives the net difference in propulsive force
divided by gross thrust, i.e. about 6, 7 %. Regarding aerodynamic aspects only, the conclusions to be
drawn from the above statements are that for optimunm supersonic pesrformance a (near) fully expanded
nozzle is required since the gain in afterbocy drag reduction cannot make up for the thrust losses of an
u.,nderexpanded nozzle. In this comparison different base sizes were chosen: zero base for the con-di
nozzle and a small base with a ratio db/de = 1,25 for the convergent nozzle. This is the optimum
geometry for each nozzle type according to reference 6.

11. VARIABLE GEOMETRY

As shown above, a twin :et afterbody requires small boattail angles and slender inter-
fairings between the nozzles. Depending on engine spacing these fairings may have to extend downstream
of the nozzle exit plane. For the optimum engine spacings of about 2, 5 these extensions are as long as
about two nozzle diameters (reheat off). In fi. such a fairing is shown in combination with iris nozzles
in the reheat off and maximum reheat position. In the rehert condition parts of the interfairing have to
be retracted or folded away to give room for the thicker jet. The diagram shows one of the many
layouts investigated for such a folding mechanism. The temperature and pressure loads of course are
the particular problems with such a part of airframe structure.

12. DRAG/WEIGHT TRADE-OFF

Sor far only aerodynamic drag of the afterbody optimization was considered. A complete
trade-off study, however, requires taking into account a great number of additional aspects likte weight,
complexity, development risk, reliability, infrared suppression, acoustics etc. To a great extent the
main missions of the aircraft determine how strongly these parameters are to be weighted. For short
range missions and high energy manoeuvrability requirements, reduction in structural weight is more
important than reduction in drag. For long range missions, however, drag usually is the most
important parameter. 8 shows how changes in nozzle weight and changes in drag affect total
airplane weight. A weight growth factor of 3, 1 has been used for this diagram. As an example two
nozzle concepts are compared: although nozzle B is about (0, 5 + 0, 1) % heavier than nozzle A, the
overall airplane weight is about 1, 5 0/. reduced, due to the lower drag of nozzle B. The carpet diagram
is, of course, just an example and may be largely different for other missions or other aircraft.
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13. CON3CLUDING REMARKS

Test results presented in this lecture were obtained from facilities in which the correct
simulation of jet temperature, potential flow field and external boundary layer had to be compromised.
Further development of afterbody test rigs should try to aliminate these shortcomings.

It has been shown that airplano drag can be considerably reduced by providing an after-
body of optimum shape. For afterburning engines this may require the proviaion of variable geometry
with all its associated problems of integration into the airframe.
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SUMMARY

First an outline is given under which circumstances certain jet flow and nozzli parametern
should be simulated in the wind tunnel for both installed thrust and drag determination. The circumstances
relate to the flight regimes, nozzle types and engine installation configurations (iategrreced or podded).
Next the technical requirements for the wind tunnel and the model are given and the diff.oulties in ful-
filling these requirements are discussed. The techniques and schemes ac used by the verious groups in the
AGARD countries is reviewed and a discussion is made how these -eohniques mett the rmquirements. Some
special attention is given to miniature turbo engine simulators.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a speed of sound

A (S) arqa

c specific heat at constant preisureP

c specific heat at constant volume
v

CA area coefficient

Cd discharge coefficients

CD drag coefficient

CL lift coefficiezit

CM pitching moment coefficient

C pressure coefficient
C ' thrust coefficient

C velocity coefficient

D drag or diameter

d diam~eter

F measured, actual thrust

FN net thrust

h throat radius

L length

m mass flow

M Mach number

n 3et mixing ratio (mates)

p pressure

r radius

R gas constant

Re Reynolds number
S° entropy of species i

1

T temperature

v velocity

x axial coordinate

xi mole fraction of species i

Xid ideal, isentropic thrust

y radial ccordinate

a angle of incidence

ongie of yaw or boattail angle

v ratio of sppcific heats, isentropio exponent

b boundary ia,;er thickness

p density

0 tangential coordinate

4 viscosity

SUBSCRIPTS

AB afterboly a secondary

b base st static

boattail t total, reservour
conditions

ex exhaust
0 undisturbed infinity

g gross

i enterirg fluid a at throat

inst installed

int interference

3 jet

L local

m model

n nozzle

p primary
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1. INTRODUCTION

Once the airframe manufacturer has chosen an engine "or his aircraft design he is in fact free
to choose the nozzle system best suitable for the required mission. He can make a choice between ejector
nozzles, variable flap ejector nozzles, blow-in-door ejector nozzles, iris nozzles, plug nozzles, short
convergent nozzles or two dimensional variable throat nozzles. In this lecture no emphasis will be given
to the relative performance and short comings of various nozzle designs and installations under certain
conditions. These aspects will be treated in che lecture by Mr. Aulehla. Here the attention will be focus.-
e' on the methods used to predict the nozzle performance from wind tunnel measurements and the methods
used to determine jet interference effects at transonic and supersonic speeds. This review will closely
follow the information that has been gathered from a recen6 AGARD ad-hoo study and is reported ilL refer-
ence 1. Sumaeies of this study are given in references 2 - 4.

As indicated in figure 1 the complete or aeroforce model tests are completed by a special
afterbody and jet interference tests in the wind tunnel as is done with special inlet models. If optimum
nozzle-afterbody match:ng is not achieved a considerable penalty on aircraft performance may result, as
has been the case in many inatances in the past. The actual afterbody drag, may be as large as 20 /o to
40 0/o of the complete aircraft d.rag (Ref. 5). Therefore most 2ttentlon of afterbody-nozzle tests
particularly at transonic speeds concerns the nozzle gross thrust minus the nozzle and afterbody drag. The
flight conditions to which the aircraft can be subjected to and which should be tested transonically are
(a) cruise, (b) transonic acceleration, (c) transonic deceleration, and (d) high-g manoeuvre. These

conditions yield various values to the nozzle area ratio, temperature ratio and pressure ratio. Figure 2
gives typical exhaust conditions at transonic speeds! other engines give different envelopes.

At aupersoniv speeds the drag penalties are usually less, but at supersonic cruise conditions
the overall aircraft drag is very critical for flight economic reasons hence yielding a strong require-
ment for accurate drag assassment.

As indicated before a large variety of nozzle systems exists now-a-days, each having its
particular features. Figure 3 gives a survey of various designs, since in thic lecture reference will ie
made many times to a particular nozzle system. The fixed convergent nozzle is used with airplares for sub-
sonic flight, only without thrubt augw.antation by afterburning, such as with civil transports. Early jet
fighter aircraft placed heavy emphasis on ejector nozzles. Turbojets needed a flow of secondary cooling
air which could be obtained from the ejector action of the primary jet. This is still true for turbojet
cngines for supersonic transports. A later development was the introductior, of extra tertiary air intakes
at the nozzle location. These blow-in-door ejector nozzle gave performance gaines at transonic flight.
The introduction of the fan and bypass engines made the nozzle design easier with respect to cooling
since sufficient cooling air from. the fan at the same pressure ratio as the turbine flow, came available
which can be ducted to the nozzle, making the other nozzle designs possible. However for optimum use, the
fan engines ask for larger nozzle area variations with afterburning. Hence, in the past literature most
attention was paid to the ejector nozzle installation requirirg secondary flows, whereas in the recent
literature more experiments are described concerning the other nozzle systems, particularly the iris and
plug nozzles. Further information on nozzles can be found in references 5 - 8 for example,

In this lecture the jet parameters will be briefly described and it will be indicated as far
as possible when these parameters should be simulated in the wind tunnel. 'urther the various testing
schemes and techniques as used will be described both for the t)rust-drag assessment and other jet inter-
ference problems.

In reference I an extensive bibliography on jet interference testing is given. That biblio-
graphy follows a convenient nozzle parameter code and may therefor be of assistance in establishing wind
tunnel prograjs for the various speed regimes.

2. ACCURACY
The required accuracy of determination of the thrust should be compatible with the accuracy

of measurement of the drag (i.e. the net thrust) of the basic airframe. Hence, the accuracy required for
the gross thrust measurement depends cn the ratio of the net to grc a thrust, which in general will be a

function of the engine bypass ratio. The following set of values can be regarded as typical as obtainable
from wind tunnel tests.

Subsonic transport Fighters Supersonic transport

Cruise CD 0,023 0,030 0,018
Overall accuracy of cruise drag + 0,0001 + 0,0003 + 0,0005
0/0 " " " i 0,45 + 1,0 + ±0,3

Average oet.thr.t 3 2,5 2,5net thrust

Required 0/o gross thrust accuracy ± 0,15 ± 0,4 ± 0,12

This survey shows that overall accuracy of better than + 1/2 °/o of the cruise or critical
transonic gross thrust value is desired. Achievable accuracy is difficult to assess because overall
accuracy includes the combination of many instruments such as force balances, pressure transducers,
thermocouples and mass flow meters, in addition to wind tunnel speed and model attitude indicators. Each
model test apparatus presents individual problems in sizing, restricted internal space, pressure tares,
metric break seal restraint, thermal e -snsion, clearances and other items which make any general state-
ment on achievable acciracy impossible.

3. JET SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS

Before initiating nozzle and afterbody tests with or without jot simulation in the wind
tunnel, questions mast be answered first concerning the variables involved related the nozzle conditions.
Tabel 1 gives a review of these variables and their possible values or features. After the latter have
been established the next step is to define which jet and nozzle parameters should be simulated in the

a Drag values of components can be obtained more accurate.
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wind tunnel experiments. Usru)ly a compromise is found between what is desirable and what is feasible in
practice. From this part on the wind tunnel model can be designed based on local possibilities, on past
experiince and on coats.

3.1. MODEL CONFIO.RATION

The degree of necessary external flow simulation and the aircraft oonfiguration involved
strongly determine the model oonfiguration and model support system.

Also the degree of expected mutual interference has an influence on the model configuration
to be chosen. (does the external flow affect the rozzle coefficients and/or does the jet influence the
external flow?). Usually the answer for choosing the model configuration involves three possibilities.
The first possibility is to simulate the external floe field as good as possible by testing the after-
body and nozzle together with the complete aircraft representation for which the inlet is usually
completely faired and fort which the rodel support system causes little interference at the exhaust. The
second possibility is to simulate only the afterbody geometry and determine from the relative differences
the nozzle-afterbody performance. The latter test procedure is usually applied to determine nozzle-after-
bod; performances regardless of aircraft fore-body shape. It is performed in an early stage of aircraft
d'velopment in order to obtain an early estimate of the nozzle-afterbody performance. The complete model
nozzle test is usually accomplished for final checks. The third possibility is to test only the nozzle in
an axisymmetric afterbody without tail planes and other (inter ) fairings. This method is usually referred
to an isolated nozzle teat.It gives rather ideal performance. This testing is performed to establish the
nozzle performance under ideal external flow conditions.

Table II gives the advantages and disadvantageu of both test procedures. Figure 4 shows a
typical isolated nozzle test rig for subsonic Mach numbers as it is used in the U.K. If the inlets and
exhausts are far removed from the aircraft centreline, for example for podded underwint installations, it
is also possible to use the halfmodel reflection plane technique, This tecnnique is only allowed if no
reflection plate boundary layer - jet interference are expected. Figure 5 is such a set-up as it is used
in Prance for exhaust testing of the Concorde. Reference 9 gives a r6view of the various model support
systems and the accompaning techniques.

Table 1 VARIABLES RELATED TO EXHAUSTS OF JET AIRCRAFT MODELS

Parameter Possible value or feature

Configuration Number of nozzles single, dual, multiple
Spacing of nozzles narrow, wide
Mounting podded, integrated in fuselage
Nozzle type area ratio Conv CondiPlug,BIDE,Ejeotor. Iris
Geometry of afterbody axisymmetrio,non-..xisymmsetrc,taiI planes
Direction of jet parallel with main flow,acute

angle.

External flow Mach number subsonic, transonic, supersonic, hyper-
sonic

Characteristic Reynolds number ) laminar, turbulent
boundary layer at exhaust ) thickness
Flow field at exhaust basically attached, basically separated.
Angles of incidences and yaw.

Jet flow Zean pressure ratio over exp&ended, optimun, under expanded
Mean temperature ratio ) dry, *fterburning
ratio of specific heats
Number of nozzle streams primary, primary+secondary, p.-imary +

secondary + tertiary
Total pressure distortion negligible, important
Total temperature distortions negligible, important
S9wirl negligible, important
Turbulence negligible, important

3.2. EXTERNAL FLOW FIELD

The primary flow field parameter, the undisturbed Mach number in duplicated in all wind
turnnel tests. The local flow field close to the nozzle is however generally highly three dimensional as
may be seen in figure 6. This loial inviscid field might be disturbed by the model support system and
hence the results of the tests might be misinterpreted.

The viscous flow field is however of greatest concern for the wind tunnel experimentalist,
because the exhausts always operate within the relatively thick boundary layer of the forebody or inlet.
The nozzle tests in the wind tunnel are performed at reduced scale and hence at reduced Reynolds number.
The degree of scaling depends on the available tunnel and testing rigs as well an on the degree of extern-
al flow field simulation. Complete external flow field simulation requires small scales, whereas large
scales can be obtained with isolated afterbody tests. Boundary thiakness reduction at the nozzle station
towards flight conditions can be obtained in the wind tunnel by shortening the forebody, hence losing
inviscid flou field simulation. The effect of the approaching boundary layer on the afterbody performance
is however ve:y large. The important *non-dimensional parameters is '.i. boundary layer thickness (b)
relative to a reference nozzle radius (rn) (or diameter). The increase of b/r , as is the came for test-
ing a complete model et reduced Reynolds number, implies that the nozzle is ilmereed in a larger boundary
layer field, making the viscous effects larger. An example of how this parameter affects the total after-
body and nozzle drag is shown in figure 7 for two nozzle systems (Ref. 10). It is seen that the effect of
the boundary layer depends largely on the nozzle type.

Apart from the afterbody drag, the nozzle gross thrust coefficient can be also sensitive to
the external flow. Figure 8 gives some nozzles which are basically sensitive to external flow and which
nozzles are basically immune to the external conditions. The sensitivety is generally due to altering
sonic line shapes, due to wave reflections and due to altered ejector characteric.tics. The internal flow
fAeld of a condi nozzlew is very immune to the external conditions.
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Table II ADVANTACES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ISOLATED AND COMPLETE MODEL TESTS

ISOLATED TESTS CCMPLETE MODEL TESTS
Advantages

-For a given size test facility, isolated nozzle -Complete model tests providi better external flow
tests permit larger scale models to be used with simulation and provide a more exact duplication of
correspondingly higher Reycold's numbers. the nozzle environment that will exist on the

-Due to a possible reduced length of the forebody, full scale airplane (generally except for boundary
the relative external boundary layer thickness at layer thickness).
the nozzle can be properly scaled with respect to -Complete model tests are the only means of pro-
full scale. dioting installed nozzle performance since mutual

-Higher degree of accuracy as complete model nozzle airframe-nozzle interference exists and forebody-
tests. wing influences on the afterbody-nozzle configurat-

- Larger models make the design easier and allow ion are simulated.
more instrumentation (pressures) to be included and -Installation of the isolated nozzle in an airframe
secondary airflow systems are more easily acoomodated, may produce either favourable or unfavourable

- More exact detailing of the nozzle shaping is effects depending on the type of nozzle and the
possible, i.e., roughuess of variable geometry flight speed. Results such as these .re strongly
leaves and joints can be simulated and nozzle base dependent on the overall aircraft design.
thickness can be scaled. -Complete mcdel investigations of generalized

-Isolated nozzle tests are better for basic invest- research configurations with exhaust and sllp-
igations, e.g., effect of jet temperature ratjo, stream simulation permit evaluation of effects on
specific heat ratio, internal flow distortions, aircraft aerodynamics ants installed nozzle

- Isolated nozzle investigations are a necessary step performance such as exhaust nozzle axial and
in the development of new exhaust system concepts. lateral location, effect of afterbody angle to

- Parametric studies can be conducted at les cost on nozzle, engine interfairing shape, and effects of
external geometric variables, internal performance empenn-gs on nozzle performance.
and initial thrust reverser and noise suppressor '-The additional effect cf the exhaust plumes on
designs. uontrol surface effectiveness and loading can be

- The isolated nozzle test apparatus may be used by determined.
engine manufacturers to provide the baseline for the -Plume interference on adjacent surfaces may be
nozzle "uninstalled performance" presented in his evaluated including both pressure and temperature
engine performance deck. increments if hot jet exhausts are employed.

- The pressure and force data obtained from isolated -Flow visualization studies (e.g., shadowgraph or
data can be used to substantiate or improve schlieren methods) can be conducted on the
theoretical and empirical calculation methods, complete model to aid in the analyeis of results.

Disadvantages

-A cylindrical approach section to the nozzle (near -For a given size facility the complete model
free stream flow conditions) which hardly ever nozzle size will be much umaller than the isola'-
occurs in practice. ed nozzle, eking detailed scaling more difficult

-Airframe installation effects can be very large so (lower Reynolds number etc.).
that a redesign of the nozzle may be required to -Complete models generally require more instrument-
obtsin the desired installed performance. ation, including perhaps more than one strain

- Because of the wide variety of nozzle locations gauge balance, pressure instrumentation on the
possible in an aircraft design, mutual nczzle-air- afterbody and other portions as tell as the
fraes interactions cannot be predicted from isolat- nozzle, requiring careful design to provide the
ed nozzle tests. propulsion simulation without interference of the

- In many large wind tunnel facilities, it is measuring instruments of the metric section
difficult to obtain the true isolated performance of (fouling).
the nozzle since the model requires support -Space requirements in a complete model make the
structure and ducting to supply the exhaust gas. simulation of secondary and tartiam flows in the

nozzle or base regions tcre ddffioult.
-Model size is limited by the test section avail-

able length and cross section at the most critic-
al Mach operating condition and also by the
propulsion system flow capacity.

-Support system interference must be ovaluated for
the complete model in order not to invalidate all
of portions of the results (Effect at all Mach
numbers).

For afterbodies onlyreference 11 indicates also a large external boundary layer "t'fect.
Figure 9ashows the boattail pressure drag reduction with increasing boundary layer thickness. It is
stated that the thicker boundary lasyer appeared to effectively roiutd the boattail corner, thus reducing
drag. However, if the flow is separated an increased Reynolds number (henoe reduced boundary layer
thickness) reduces dragi figure 9b from reference 11. It is therefor necessary to determine the detailed
flow field causing drag before conclusions can be drawn how Reynolds number (or boundary layer thickness)
will affect the afterbody drag.

The importance of correct external flow field simulation is clearly illustrated in reference
12. Figure 10 is an example of this work for an variable ejector nozzle. A comparison is made between
isolated nozzle tests, half-model reflection plane testing and complete model testing. From these
results it is indicated that nozzle installation will increase the afterbod4y and external nos".le drag.
The saw conclusions are drawn for blow-in-door ejector nozzles and for those nozzles in supersonic
extornal Mach numbers.

In conclusion in general a compromise mat be made regarding model configuration and support

considering inviscid flow field si aulation \complete or partial modol) and viscous flow fie.d simulation
(relative boundary layer thickness, reduced forebody, boundary layer blowing or suction). No rules can be
given for optimum model design. Each airo..aft configuration requires its own consideration.

- - •• • a " . ... ' .• ,,, . ,,,• L i
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3.3. JET FLO

As has been indirectly indicated in the former section in the wind tunnel tests two items
must be considered, namely the ohange in afterbody drag due to jet effects and the change in nozzle
thrust and discharge coefficients due to installation in airframe. This section considers the influence
of the jet flow parameters on the afterbody drag and nozzle characteristics.

The jet flow parameters of a turbojet or turbofan ansine are shcwn in table I. From the
fluid dynamical point of view the jets should be tully simulated.

From the practical wind tunnel point of view the jets should be simulated as uimple as
possible. Laws of fluid dynamics quite precisely define the scaling rules and the necessary conditions
for similitude. Reference 13 given an excellent review of the scaling rules for inviscid flows. However,
the problem i3 to determine the consequences when some of the conditions are violated. Furthermore

little is knort about the similarity laws for the mixing phenomena between the jet and the main streamthe it effects the flow at the exhaust.

INTERNAA TlU•U COEFFICIENT

The static thrust coefficient of a particular nozzle depends primarily on the nozzle
pressure ratio and on ratio of specific heats as well as on the total temperature and total pressure
distortion upstream of the nozzle. In the case of a conical nozzle CT depends also on the jet boundary
contour just downstream of the nozzle edge. As is seen in figure 3, conical convergent nozzles are
frequently used requiring proper simulation of mixing at the downstream boundary between the jet and the
external flow in case of a simple convergent nozzle, and between the primary jet and secondary flow in
case of ejector nozzles. However little is known about the actual influence of mixing downstream of a
convergent (primary) nozzle on the nozzle thrust and discharge coefficients; more analytical and ex-
perimental work is needed how scaling laws should be applied. The rate of mixing depends on the ratio of
the mass density flows (pv)1 on both sides of the mixing boundary and o.a the initial upstream turbulence.
In the case of ejector nozzles this means also that the secondary mass flow must be simulated. This
simulation is hard to achieve for blow-in-door ejectors since the secondary macc flow depends pri-arily
on the outer boundary layer and flow field conditions as is seen in the previous section. To a lesser
extent this can also be said for plug nozzles.

In present wind tunnel nozzle test rigs the internal flow distortions and turbulence are not

simulated. It is noticed in figure 11 that the total pressure distortions play an important role in the
location of the sonic lins and hence in the discharge coefficient and pressure distribution on the
internal nozzle surface. How much the external flow field will influence the location of the sonic lines
when it iu already disturbed by internal flow field distortions is by now unknown. Hence, more informat-
ion is needed on when (at which nozzle types and installations) these distortions can be omitted in the
nozzle performance assessment in wind tunnel&, when analytical or experimental corrections can be used
(and how) and when these distortion should be simulated in the wind tunnel. Information is needed on the
applicability of specific snaling laws.

For nozzles with internal supersonic expansion the ratio of specific heats has an influence
on the characteristic lines, which means, for example, that for an ejector nozzle the initial inclinat-
ion angle of the primary jet is different if P-is not simulated. (See for example Ref. 13 and 14). The
primary jet centour can be siwzulated oy adjusting the nozzle pressure ratio, resulting in an incorrect
simulation of jet momentum. Therefore p. should be simulated as close as possible. If this condition
can not be satisfied the nozzle for the3 wind tunnel model should be designed in a similar manner as the
real nozzle nas been designed. However, in that case off-design conditions will yield difficulties
regarding interpretation of %he results.

EXTERNAL NOZZLE, DRAG, BASE DRAMG, 1OAT-TAIL DRAG

Besides the external flow field parameters, as discussed in the previous section, these drag
terms are also dependent upon tne jet properties. If the outer flow separates, as it often does near the
nozzle exit, the caparation point and pressure level in the separated region is fully determined by the
viscous interaction between the jet and the ambient flow and hence on the jet boundary (shape) and
mixing process (see Fig. 12). The inviscid jet shape is fully determined by the nozzle pressure ratio

pj/p,, F:and Mach number at the ehit M. The jet shape (initial inclination angle) is approximately

constant for convergent nozzles if p"/p )//"J . constant. This relation is given in figure 13, for
M.- 1 which showsthat D /p. must be appr. 10 '/o higr if a jet with Y' - 1,3 is simulated with

cold air (0- 1,4). (If the n.p.r. is less, the corrections become relatively smaller). The base

pressure or the pressure in the separated region is a function among others of the jet momentum. This

quantity is determined by the nozzle pressure ratio and yoj also. Two limiting cases can be consideredi

jet momentum per unit area at the exit and jet momentum per unit area along the boundary (fully expand-

ed). The first yields (pw/p") Pj constant, the second case gives No5 un da p.' is constant. Both

criteria are shown in figure 12 also. It is concluded from this figure that correction in P•/P(, for

correct momentum simulakion is opposite from correct jet shape simulation if y jmodal / Pjturbo-jet" Few

experiments are known which verify a base pressure dependence on y.. However figure 14 (from Ref. 13)

given a clear indication of the influence y on the base pressure of a sonic jet exhausting in a super-
sonic flow. ThG predicted base pressure at Y, = 1,3 from the experimental results from r'! 1.4 is

entirely computed on the basis of similar jut boundary inclin..tion angles (see Ref. 14). Comparison

with figure 13 shows that in this came jet contour simulation, henme adjusting the nozzle pressure ratio

along the solid line of figure 13, yields the best results.
The mixing process along the jet boundary is determined by the jet properties at the boundary

ann by the external boundary layer characteristics at the nozzle exit. The jet properties depend on the
nozzle used, particularly on the cooling system and the secondary air flow, if presentL Pi .12)N.Ifsmooth uniform jet flows &rs assumedl, the mixing paru~tm s (p~ p•RfX. 5• • •7.•i
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mixing process alters the effective jet boundary shape so that the inviscid flow is affected, particular-
ly at transonio speeds. At a given nozzle pressure ratio the mixing parameter is primarily dependent on
R Ttj/RoTto (see also section 6.1.1). The entrainment effect of a cold jet on the drag of a smooth

Safterbody at M. .85 is of the order of 20 0/o of the jet plume shape effect (Ref. 18) for a convergent

nozzle. Hence changes in jet entrainment, due to distortions, turbulence, jet temperature will show a
strong influence on the afterbody drag.

In came of a separated flow the pressure level in the dead-air region is determined to a
large extend by the condition of the external and internal mixing layers just upstream of the point of
reattachment. If the external flow is transonic and the engine is of the by-pacs type what means that the
nozzle pressure ratio is low, the viscous layer surrounding the jet is also very dependent on the
turbulence level and distortions of the jet flow just upstream of the nozzle, since these properties do
not damp sufficiently during the expansion. If the outer flow is supersonic the pressure in a separated
region, which is also strongly determined by the flow properties near the reattachment point, determines
where the boat-tail terminal shock wave is located. A short review of this separation phenomenon is given
in reference 19 for example.

However, no experiments and/or analysis are available in tho open literature which consider
the influence of the jet distortion and turbulence properties on the exhaust flow field, and hence on the
external drag. On the contrary some experiments and analysis are known which show a strong dependance of
bleeding small amounts of air in the separated base region on the 1.rse pressure. This bleed disturbes the
effective stagnation point in the flow reattachment region and hence the streamline total pressure that
just can overcome the pressure rise in order to flow downstream. Figure 15 shows this effect (Ref. 20).
If can be concluded from this figure that leakage through the nczle leaves will strongly affect the
effective thrust minus drag of the exhaust system. Usually these oonditionu are not simulated in the
wind tunnel in order to determine the sensitivity of the nozzle performance due to ieakage,which varies
between the production nozzles and which is generally unknown.

Some experiments are available on the influence of the jet temperature on base pressure
using hot air (so ), = 1.4)at transonic speeds. Figure 16 is deduced from reference 21 yielding base

pressure (C pb) base drag (CD ) and boattail drag (CD ) for a typical afterbody shape at X•:= 0,9 versus

the total jet pressure Pt . It is clearly seen that the afterbody drae (CD + CD b) is same 20 °/o

decreased if a hot jet is used for jet simulation instead of a cold jet. A similar conclusion is reached
in reference 22, where it is found that the base drag at a toeperature ratio of 2,8 is 25 O/o leas than
it is with an unheated jet at MC V 0,9 utilizing a propane-air combustion system with a convergent
nozzle at a pressure ratio of 2. At supersonic external speeds the influence of the jet temperature seems
to be substantially legaa typically the base dreg differs less than 5 o/o.

It should be noted that turbulent jet mixing is little influenced by Peynclde number effects
since the characteristic mixing length is in first approximation proportional to the characteristic jet
dimensions.

Summarizing the followkng can be concluded regarding the degree of jet aim.xlation in
transonic wind tunnels.

a) For nozzle thrust coeffigient assessment (internal and static) the geometry, nozzle
pressure ratio and ratio of specific heats should be simulated as first parameters. This
is also true for the secondary mass flow in case of eJector nozzles or nozzles with
substantial cooling air. The secondary parameters are the total temperature, and internal
flow distortions, also swirl, upstream of the nozzle if the nozzle contraction is large
(AEng -A/ % 1,8). For small nozzle contraction ratios these parameters become also primary.

b) For almost i where mixing has a secondary importance, that is at subsonic and
at supersonic speeds, the wave structure and stream line shapes, that is the initial in-
clination angle and wave reflection coerficients (both determining the plume shape) should
be simulated regarding the influence on the external flow field. These parameters are

determined by pt 3 /pac Y ', N as weei as by the free stream condition. The jet temperature

and upstream distortions yield corrections on the jet boundar-y due to mixing.

•- :-. cases where jet Zixing plays an important role on the external flow field, that is at
transonic speeds and if the flow separates at all speed re•nmes, nozzle geometry and ratio
of specific heats, the nozzle temperature ratio, secondary "lows (if present), external
boundary layer thickness, jet distortion and turbulence should be simulated also. Scale
effects due to turbulent mixing can be ignored.

4. WIND TUNNEL TESTING SCHEKES 'OR T•HU3T NIMUS DRAG ASSESSWNT

The wind tunnel testing coheme for nozzle-afterbody performance assessment that one chooses
to employ for a particular aircraft design depends primarily on the available test rigs avd systems in
the wind tunnel and on the stage of aerodynamic testing. In recent jeera the main transonic mind tur.nel
facilities have been equiped to perform powered nozzle testing. Usually each laboratory designed its own
particular system that is flexible enough to test a variety of nozzle-afterbody combinations. These test
rig designs were based on ,et and nozzle parameters which were thought to be of first importance, as
discussed in the previous section, on the other technical requirements, as will be discussed in the next
section, and on the apparatus achievable in the wind tunnel within practical limits.

The next discussion concerns primarily the engine-nirframe integrated systems (e.g. fighters).
Similar techniques can be used for podded subsonic installations, but in those cases the jet influence
on the wing or aftfuselage is of equal importance.

The nozzle-afterbody performance must be determined from wind tunnel measurements starting
from aeroforce model drag data and the engine gross static thrust. Tho Lutual inatalled afterbody
performance can be expressed as the difference between the installed gross engine thrust (Finut) minus

Sthe installed afterbody drag (DAB ). This quantity (P-DAE)ns should be as large as possible for

" -- :"...I" " '~~th instlle afebd dra (DAB.. lin AB),in|st•... " '
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* maximum performance. It depends on the external parameters, such as Mach number (M.) and angle of
attack (a) as well as on internal parameters such as engine r.p.m., degree of afterburning and exhaust

* area ratio. The engine parameters can be expressed in terms of the nozzle pressure ratio, temperature
ratio, ratio of specific heats, geometry, etc. The engine statio test bench gross thrust can in many
instances be considered as the reference thrust Fref, Fat. The reference afterbody drag (DAB ref) can be

determined by ma model similar to the aeroforce model but with the afterbody only being metric. The
afterbody drag is the drag on those parts of the afterbody which can be afteoted by the presence of the
exhausting jet(s), such as inter-and outerfairings, tailplanes, fuselage boattail and base (if present).
The split line between the forebody and afterbody is generally somewhat halfway between the inlets and
exhausts. Usually the drag on the external nozzle parts (Dn) is not included in the afterbody drag bui in
added to the nozzle losses. The external flow can also effect the internal nozzle thrust resulting ir a
thrust losa (AFinst), also called the internal nozzle drag due to the external flow (see 3.3). The inter-

ference drag is now generally defined as the difference between the net reference performance and the net
installed performance of the nozzle and afterbody combination (Ref. 10 foi exaple), that is

D.int (F - DAB)ref - (F DAB)inst

or Dint = "Fint + Dn + ADAB

since A'int + Dn = Fref - Fint,

and ADAB = DAB - D AB
inat ref

Sometimes Pf - Dint * Fref - (AFint + D + ADA) is ualled the equivalent thrust.

Overall installed performance (thrust minus drag) is:

(F-D) inst F ref " Dref - D nt"

"This quantity should have a maximum value.
In an ideal testing scheme AP int , D n and AD AB s~ould be determined independently, as, hat the optimization
(min.Dint) can be performed efficiently.

Figure 17 illustrates the usual bookkeeping procedure for integrated nozzle-airframe systesm
where at the aeroforce model is supported by a sting located at the nozzles. Before the actual powered
afterbody tests are performed, an intermediate step is done at which the rodel in split into a forebody
and an afterbody, the latter only being metric. The forebody is grounded and may be supported by a
separate sting under the fuselage or at the wing tips. Also a half model support may be used if the
exhausts are sufficiently free from the tunnel walls. For these tests the inlet is closed. In other
schemes with complete engine simulation the inlet flow may be completely or partially duplicated.

In figure 17 the afterbody tests are performed with the complete exhaust model. However,
these tests can also be performed with an iiolated afterbody model, if the powered test of the geometric
sieiilar afterbody is preceeded by a reference afterbody test. For this test the afterbody must have the
sae shape as the aeroforce model and must use a non--metric ducmm sting at the location of the aeroforce
model sting. This test yields the new reference afterbody drag DAB for the actual powered afterbody/

ref
nozzle tests. The advantage and disadvantages of isolated tests have been described in the previous
chapter.

The powered afterbody tests may use various schemes as is indicated in figure 18. The first
scheme (A) is the simpliest one and requires only one balance. The main disadvantages of this scheme are
that optimization of the afterbody-nozzle combination is hard to achieve and that the afterbody drag is
overshadowed by the large installed gross thrust which is an order of magnitude larger. The accuracy must
be appropriate to the net thrust level while measuring gross thrust. This diffinulty is overcome by the
scheme in D where the entering jet momentum is subtracted from the total measured force of A, making
possible the use of a more sensitive balance. However, in this case the effective flow area (Ai) can be
assessed only with difficulty and also a sealing problem exicte at this high pressure location. The
schemes of figure 18-B and -C are identical in practice and measure separate'.y the installed gross thrust
force and installed afterbody drag in series or in tandem respectively. The afterbody drag balance can be
made more sensitive.

An alternate method to obtain the afterbody drag of simple models (e.g. axisyytetric) is to
pressure tap the afterbody, which might also include a base. These pressures are integrated to obtain
DABit.p Adding the calculated akin friction to this quantity yields D *nThis procedure, is not

inst .p. Aint
recommended for the external drag of complicated afterbody shapes since in these cap-cr" large pressure
gradients might exist yielding inaccurate date. However, some measurements of local pressure plotting and
flow visualisation on afterbodie* is useful in order to detect areas of drag increase and to make
possible comparison with theoretical analysis.

In figure 18 only the primary mass flow is indicated. If necessary secondary flow can also be
introduced in a similar manner leading to less difficulties as the primary flow since the secondary mass
flow is only a few percent of the total mass flow.

The mass flow can be controlled and metered outside the tunnel test section with a high degree
of accuracy. Figure 19 gives the sonic orifice method generally used and most accurate for gaseous jet
fluids. The dischorge coefficients for sonic line curvature, boundary layer displacement effect and virial
effect which aro uned, nre elee riven in figure 19. The former two discharge coefficients are well cover-
ed in the literature (see for example references 19, 23, 24), but not the discharge coefficient for the
virial effect. This effect is usually neglected, but should be taken into account if the sonic orifice is
operating at high pressures as it generally is the case (Refs. 24,25). If the jet fluid or one of its
components is a liquid an easy and accurate technique to control and meter the flow rate is the use of a
cavitating venturi, which can be accurately calibrated. The flow rate of a cavitating venturi is
proportional to the square root of the product of upstream pressure times the liquid density as long as
the venturi back pressure is les than the maximum venturi recovery pressure.
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The nozzle gross isentropic thrust (Xid) can be corputed based on the measuied mass flow rate

and the nozzle one dimensional ideal expansion from Pt to the ambient static pressure p , * In fact any

of the tLeoretical isentrovic thrust computations based on measured mass flow mkr be used as described in
reference 1 ,chapter 3 of Part II . In the real engine isentropic thrust computations the thermal real gas
effects (p - ZpRT) are usually neglected, which can be justified, but the caloric real gas effects (C and
C / constant) are taken into account. However the model tests are sometimes performed at high pressui~e
level in order to inorease the model Reynolds number. In these cases the virial effect can not be ignored,
particularly if a cold jet simulating fluid in used (see fig. 20 from Ref. 26).

The gross thrust coefficient may be defined as
F

Xid

where F is the measured installed or static thrust and Xid the isentropic thrust for which the analytical

procedure should be indicated. If secondary flow is supplied, the isentropic gross thrust is the sum of
both isentropic thrusts, (Xidj Xid

Cs F
Xidj + Xide

where Xidj and Xids are calculated from the primary nozzle pressure ratio plus ijV/T tj and the secondary

nozzle pressure ratio plus £.V/Tto respectively. F is again the measured total thrust.

In practice it is convenient to work with primary flows only in the bookkeeping procedure
even though secondary flows are present. This can be done by subtracting from the measured thrust with
primary and secondary flows the ram drag of the secondary flow &,Vc and base the thrust coefficient on
the isentropic gross thrust of the primary flow only:

Xidj

The computed net thrust of the engine is then equal to

FN = 0T Xidj 0j

taking only into account the primary engine flows.
This procedure is also useful for direct comparison of the actual engine thrust with single

nozzles on the static test bench.
Values of the model static thrust, which can be considered as the model reference thrust

(Fat model' Fraf.modeF) can be directly obtained from tunnel-off, jet-on measurements for the different

nozzle operating conditions for purpose of determining the absolute installation effects:

CfTref.model X id.motel
ref.model ' Fst.model C Tref.engine Xid.engine t~ongine

F (F 5 t.eng Xg)
where C which should be the same for the model nozzle and the engine nozzle (attention must bewhr Tref 1 id

exercised that Xid is computed in the same manner) or the difference must be traced by analytical

procedures (Refs. 19,20). The condition of obtaining identical thrust coefficients for the actual engine
nozzle and for the model is very difficult to achieve (see Ref. 28 for example). If i --

jengine Yjmodel
and ( p model (P/ engine for both primary and secondary flows than

id.model - (scale) 2 timodel

Xid.engina Ptj.angine

If ycannot be simulated in the wind tunnel than a small correction is recuired. The correction depends
on whether the jet plume shape is correctly simulnted but not the jet momentum, or the jet momentum is
simulated yielding a non-matched plume shape (Ref. 271.

The difference between (jet-on, tunnel-off) and (jet-on, tunnel-on) thrust measurements
yields: (Frof - Finadtmodel = (Finst + Dn)model

i.e. the absolute nozzle installation drag, if the afterbody is measu-ed separately. Since mt some Mach
numbers and simulated engine setting (r.p.m., A ), the ideal thrust and dynamic pressure are bothex
proportional to the pressure level (for example, static pressure pc ), the internal and external thrust
losses (AFint and D.) can be correlated with the ideal thrust. Therefore Finst/Xid - C Unst is a meaning-

ful. quantity.If the purpose of the afterbody tests is to compare the performance of difforent nozzle

designs in the aircraft flow field, or even in an isolated test flow field, the simulatitu requirements
for the jet properties are less pronounced. This method depends upon the difference between two tests on
different nozzle configurations at the same free stream Mach number, nozzle expansion ratio and secondary
air flow ratio. Then the comparison of installed gross thrust can be written as

AFint T' (Cinst - Tinst )Xid,

the primes referring to the two different configurations.
For CT lso C T can be wriIsn.
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If the reference model utilizes a flow through inlet and exhaust, or a flow through nacelle,
the reference afterbody drag or reference aft nacelle drag with natural flow must be determined including
the natural flow jet effects on the afterbody and the natural flow thrust. This natural flow thrust minus
drag term, as a function of Mach number and angle of incidence must be subtracted from the aeroforoe
model drag. This can be accomplished by measuring the forebody drag separately, as might be done in the
inlet tests, or by measuring those values directly with a blowing reference afterbody and nozzle fed from
the outside (inlet closed) for which the mass flow (cold cir) is equal to the natural flow as might be
done with one of the schemes of figure 18. The actual afterbody or nacelle aft configuration replaces in
the next step th• aeroforce configurations, at which the actual thrust and drag term are determined
utilizing the proper jet simulation technique and one of the schemes of figure 18.

In case of a fan engine with a podded installation the drag acting on the turbine cowl is
sometimes called the scrubbing drag. This drag term can be compared with the external nozzle drag of an
integrated system. In case of under-wing engine mounting the change in drag of the wing due to jet
effects should be included in the bookkeeping procedure of thrust minus drag, same as the trim drag as
resulting from lift distribution changes on the wing due to the jets.

In many publications the term base drag is found. This term is generally used if the drag oi
the base is determined by pressure plotting, as is done with aeroforoe model or inlet model drag correct-
ions. Since the base, if present, can either be considered as part of the afterbody or part of the nozzle,
the base drag will be contained in tha afterbody drag or nozzle drag term.t if these terms are determined
by force balance measurements.

5. JET SIMULATION TECHNIQUES FOR THRUST MINUS DRAG ASSESSMENT

5.1. GENE"RA EQUIMOMT
Apart from the jet parameter simulaticn recuirements, as described in chapter 3, other

general requirements exists with respect to model construction and wind tunnel operation. These require-
ments are as followes

a) The feed pipes of the jet simulating fluid should be as thin as possible in order to avoid
large aerodynamic interference of the snpplj duct and/or support system. This requiremnt
calls for a dense fluid in the supply duct.

b) If a thrust balance is used the system to bypass the balance without interference on the
balance, should be as small as possible andor operate at low pressures. This also calls
for a dense fluid supply along the balance and/or low pressures.

o) In order to keep the possible influence of the momentum of the entering fluid on the
thrust balance reading as small as possible, this momentum should be normr' to the thrust
axis and should be a small fraction of the momentum of the exhaust jet. This calls for a
dense fluid again.

d) Within the balanres, no temperature gradients should be generated due to heat flow from
hot jet simulators, nor should the model deform by thermal stresses.

e) The operation of the simulator should be easily controllable, adjustable and accurately
repeatable.

f) The model and simulator design should be simple and cheap.

g) The operation costs should be low.

h) The operation should be safe, therefore the number of systems should be kept small.

i) The jet flow should not contaminate the tunnel air of closed circuit tunnels, nor should
explosive gas mixtures be accumulated in t:b's tunnel.

5.2. TECHNIQUES, ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS

5.2.1. TECHNIQUES WITH FAIRED INLET

The techniques for nozzle tests in wind tunnels, with closed inlets which have been utilized
or suggested can be sub-divided in the following order according to the fluids used%

- Cold gases

Air or nitrogen are commonly used because of low nests, easy handling properties and reason-
able gas properties for non-augmented engines (except for temperature). Cold gases give clean and
continuous operation, and even with secondary flow simulation the plenum chamber of the simulator can be
easily designed. However, the jet plume or jet momentum can not exactly be simulated. Nor can the sixing
process of ejeotor nozzles and along the jet boundary be simulated. Several exhaust nozzles may be re-
quired to obtain the desired entire range of pressure ratios at high jet prossure ratios. Scaling the
real nozzle for complete ex-neisiOn will result in over-expanded scaled nozzle operation. Table III shows
the non-matched nozzle properties (Pef. 4).

Table I1I. COMPARISON OF NOZZLE FLOWS FOR DIFFERENT RATIOS OF SPECIFIC HEATS

Ratio of Specific Nozzle Pressure Area Mach number
Heats Ratio, NPR RatioAx/•A, pex" pc KaM

1.3 5.0 1.41 1.74
1.4 5.0 1.34 1.71
1.4 5.5 1.41 1.77

In order to keep the oeed lines small the gas is supplied at high pressures, consequently
large pressure drops in the ducts can be tolerated. The balance bypass system is generally quite
voluminous and mut be designed properly for detailed balancing if thie system sust be located inside the
model. If the balance byps os sbtem can be located outside the test section this problem can be avoided
for example by utilizing long flexible hoses or pipes having a spring constant many orders of magnitude
less than the spring constant of the be aance. The gas must be supplied at right angles to the thrust
axis. Right angle feed systems are mainly used for isolated model tests.



Figure 21 (NASA-Lewis) shows an isolated nozzle system (Ref. 29) for whi-h the neoessary
flexure in the axial direction is obtained by a number of feed pipes in the support strut, using the
measuring arrangement of figure 18A, inoorporating scoondary air. In many models the stiffness
perpendicular to the thrust axis is a hard requirement to met. Therefore often extra support bearings or
flexures are incorporated as seen in this figure.

In figure 22 (NAsA-Langloy) a tandem arrangement is aketched (Fig. 18c) for a twin nozzle
isolated afterbody model arrangement where the balance bypass is within the model (Ref. 30). However in
this case no secoondary air is provided.

A very popular arrangement for isolated nozzle (tr afterbody) support at transonic and super-
sonio speeds is the shaft method for which the nozzle is at the end of the shaft extending from the
tunnel plenum chamber into the test section. The advantage Is the complete omission of side supportas the
limitation is the large boundary layer build up along the shaft in front of the nozzle and the impossibil-
ity of incidence variation. The influenoo of the shaft boundary layer can however be reduced by blowing
or suction just upstream of the sensitive portion of the afterbody. Figure 23 show such installations
with three act fluxes available, as they are used in various wind tunnels in France, ONERA (see Ref. 26
for example).

The sealing in obtained by balancing rubber bellows. Also details on data reduction and lay-
out are given.

The nozzle test shown in figure 4 is also of this type as used at Rolls Royce. The rig is
used primarily for the purpose of gatheriný.. oomparitive information useful to select a configuration
rather than obtaining absolute datum. The tests are carried out:

a) without external flow to measure nozzle internal performance.

b) with external flow to measure installed thrust minus drag.

The latter teats are made with all the significant items which might contribute to the jet interference
effects - boattail, base area, tail surfaces, in the case of an afterbody - a wing and pylon in the case
of a wing pod.

Figure 24 represents another afterbody shaft mounted study rig in a transonic test section
which is small with respect to the scale of the model (ONERA Ref. 31). The aim of this rig is to study
the afterbody performance of a podded fan engine installation by pressure plotting rather than by weighing,
and to compare the results for the fan cowl with the pressure coefficients obtained from the inlet tests.
In order to obtain a representative flow around the model and provide a simulated reference upstream
flow, the cylindrical shaft support has been smoothly faired to the external boattail shape. However, as
is shown in the lower half of this figure the common portion in the pressure coefficient is present only
at the lower Nach numbers, which is probably due to the fact that the flow field induced by the lip of
tne inlet is not reproduced in the afterbody test. Therefore the data should not be interpreted as an
absolute value of the afterbody drag as determined from pressure integration and estimated skin friction
drag. Consequeatly improvements of this test procedure must be made, for instance by a better representat-
ion of the shape of the streamline at the leading edge and by boundary layer control (as is done in
Ref. 47).

Figure 25a gives a layout of a side supported twin nozzle afterbody rig which can be installed
in the traneonic as wall as in thu supersonic wind tunnal of the Aircraft Research Association U.K.
Ref. 32. The rig, which carries models of 1/10 to 1/20 scale and uses air stored at 11 atmospheres, can
be used to investigate nozzle-afterbody performance over a nozyle expansion range representative of turbo-
jet and bypass engines. The scheme used is that of figure 18A, incorporating secondary flow and tail
planes at the metrio afterbody. The forebody is non-maetric and the strut is located at a typical wing
location. The forebody is of reduced length just as figure 22 making representative boundary layer thick-
nesms simulation possible at the metric line location as is indicated in the figure 25bThis requireshowever,
a careful design of theforebody contour. Detailed drawings of this test facility are given in figure 25c.
The instrumsntation layout is shown in figure 25d along with the line diagram for data reduction in
figure 25.. The data reduction scheme results in various thrust coefficients (underlined) which depend
each on the definition for the iventropic thrust and the associated deduced actual model thrust. Special
attention has been directed to the mass flow arod discharge ooefficient determination. The mass flow is
measured at a special discharge chamber in the supply line as indicated in figure 25d where the total
pressure (p ) end the bell mouth depression Ap are measured and used to define an accurate value for
iVIT. The dMsohargs coefficient relates to thaoball mouth Reynolds number and has been accurately
determined against a known standard nozzle. The values of &T for use in the nozzle requires correction
for any total temperature ohange between the measuring bell mouth and nozzle plane. This can be an
important item in relation to the required accuracy as 1 o/o temperature variation between the two
stations gives 1/2 °/o variation in C . The secondary flow is measured teparately in each duct by orifice
plates. As is stated before, the signifioance of absolute discharge coefficients and thrust coefficients
is subject to doubt since the rig values must be based on a defined nozzle pressure head. Also the flow
distribution approaching the nozzle is likely to be very different.

If the engines are located in separate nacelles under the wings or at the aft-fuselage the
semi-model test technique may be used sothat the air can be supplied through the wings and pylon* to the
nozzle. In this case the inlets will be faired if direct blowing is provided. Using engine simulators,
such as small turbine-driven compressors. the inlet flow is also simulated partially. This technique will
be discussed later. figure 5 gives a layout of a semi-model of a supersonic transport with a half-width of
0,5 a in a 1.7 x 1.7 ma tunnel.

Coid gases other than compressed air or nitrogen for jet simulation in wind tunnels are
proposed, since mixing air with multi-atomatic gases, such as carbon dioxide or freon, the ratio of
specific heats can be adjusted (Ref. 33). By mixing a third light weight component such as He and/or H2 ,
the Jet density can be simulated also. However, these techniques have not been used extensively due to

costs, tunnel contamination and the possible accumulation of explosive or otherwise dangerous mixtures.

- Hot gases
In practice the simulation of the exhaust jets by hot gas is performed using the decomposit-

ion of hydrogen peroxide, or by burning a liquid or gaseous fuel with air. The latter method can be used
in conjunction with simple cold air simulation but is of course much more complicated since an additional
ignition, fuel flow and control system mist be provided. In order to keep the oooling provisions and
thermal flux requirestnts to a mininue, the heat suet be generated just upstream of the nozzle,
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prefeTrably -at the actual engine location. This will mean that the loading of the burner must be rather
high, resulting in inoomplete combustion and hence in unpredictable simulator perforUanno. For this
reason gaseous fuels, particularly H , are favourable, but are more dangerous with respect to leaks, then
liquid fuels and will result in rathir thick fuel lines. The fuels used are generally hydrogen, methane,
propane, ethylene and liquid hydrocarbons, such as kerosine. The oxidizer in Vsually air or oXygen, with
air being more favou:"able due to less costs and the requireA moderate temperatures. Usually the problem is
not to meet the highest jet temperature requirements but rather the lower jet temperature. For lower
temperatures the oombustor must be designed such that burning takes place in the primar.v tone after which

cooling air is added.
The main advantage of hot gases is the correct jet simulation properties, bo~h R j./Ro T

and V.. Some advantage is obtained duo to the reduced required mass flow and heace, reduced supply ducts.

For oLosed circuit wind tunnels good intermittent jet operation is required, or else an exhaust gas
collector must be provided for continuous operation.

Figure 26a depicts an axisyimetrio hct isolated nozzle test rig of the shaft type in a
transonic/supersonic wind tunnel (RAE Ref. 22). Also norn-axisymmetric nozzle and afterbodies may be
attached to the shaft which extends from the tunnel plenum chamber. The shaft is IC cm in diameter and
contains a propane burner and a downstream mixer for uniform temperature distribution at the nozzle
entrance. The nozzle is fed by dry compressed air heated to 6000 C maximum by propane burning. The range
of obtainable jet temperature and ratio of specific heats is given in figure 26. The combustion
efficiency varies between 70 0/0 and 90 0 /, the highest at the highest obtainable fuel-air ratio. The
temperature distortion is leas than 10 /70. This rig has been developed and refined continuously over a
period of years and, apart from Reynolds number effects, simulates flight conditions very cosely. The
approach boundary lsy7r on to the afterbody is, however, tco thick; no boundary layer control is provided.
This means for example that the efficiency of blow-in-door-ejectorsean not be determined reliably by this
means.

For data reduction a thrust-minue-drag balance is provided together with pressure plotting
along the afterbody and base. The primary pre-determined parameters (MX,, Ptj/p. I Ttj/Tto ) then yields

data on jet thrust, boattail drag, skin friction drag, pressure drag and base drag of which the latter two
terms can be obtained by pressure integration. The jet thrust and skin friction drag can be then determin-
ed after appropriate assumptions (for example estimation of skin friction drag, or assumed independence of
erternal flow on jet thrust in choked nozzle operation).

The other way frequently used to eererate hot exhaust gases is by decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide in a catalyst pack producing hot ateam/oxygen mixtures for which the temperature and composition
depends on the peroxide concentration. It has the advantage that the ratio of specific heats and tempera-
ture of the decomposition products follow closely the values for turbojet engines as may be seen in
figure 27. Peroxide decomposition yislds therefore good plume shape and jet momentum simulation as well as
simulation of the mixing process (Ref. 34). The silver screen catalyst pack can generally be designed small
enough to be located in the model and does not require more space than a scaled eonine should. Thersfore

this method is very suitable for jet simulation at complete aircraft-models with faired inlets. Due to
the feed of cold peroxide the thermal effects have little influence on upstream components (i.e. balances).
Compared to the use of cold air the following numerical values show the use of hydrogen peroxide in very
attractive from a model testing requirements point of view

Density ratio PH20Pair 14 (assumed 90 °/o H2 02 and compressed air at 80 atm.)

Supply mass ratio A.0./ r 0.46.

Supply line diambter ratio DH02/D 0.43.

Supply line ultimate diameter ratio DHd 0 /D 0.26.
2 2 air

Supply line stiffness ratio 3 /D3 0.08.
202__ir

Supply momentum ratio (Avi)H20 = 0.08.

Momentum ratio supply/exhaust H 202 : Avi/vj . 0.023.

air : &vlitvj • 0.28.
This makes the use in complete afterbody model tests particularly suitable when incorporating thrust and

drag balances in the model. The operation can easily be intermittent by opening and closing the supply

valve.MAse low control is easily and accurately achieved by a cavtating venturi, which also prevents
chugging.

Since the feed lines are small, apace is also available for secondary air flow supply as may
be seen in figure 28 for an isolated nozzle test (Ref. 35), using a two-balance syciem. Another balance
system ia shown in figure 29 where the thrust balance and supply line to the simulator catalyst pack are

integrated (N.L.R., The Netherlands). The afterbody Jrag balance is concentric with the thrust balance,
yielding a testing scheme similar to figure )8 B. The balances of the system, so called ring balances, are

very stiff with respect to side foroes and axial forces, sothat small split lines be.ween components of
the model can be obtained. In spite of small displacement due to axial forces the output of this ring
balance is relative large. Proved accuracy of this balance, electronic equipment included, is 0,5 °/o

full scale. Temperature effects on the balance accuracy, caused by the hot simulator, are eliminated by
cooling the contact surface between balance and simulator with water. During firing of the simulator. the
balance and the front plate of the simulator are intensivel. cooled by the liquid hydrogen peroxide, which
has an entrance temperature equal to the stagnation temperature of the tunnel air.

Though this technique has several advantages from the wind tunnel testing point of view it also

has drawbacks, of which the main drawback is the cleaning and passivation procedure of components in
direct contact with the hydrogen peroxide in order to operate the facility savely. This requires a skillad

JZj
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operation team and a well-designed system. Fortunately dilution with only small amounts of water rapidly
redusce the cocurance of fire and explosion hazards. The liquid and fumes are non-toxic. In closed
circuit tunnels the humidity increases due to the large amount of steam in the jet and the tunnel air
will rise in temperature. Therefore intermittent operation is requiredl blowing times between 4 sec. and
40 sec. are generally used. Several intermittent runs can be made before tunnel air exchange or tunnel
drying is necessary ".ue to inoreased hr-rmidity. Also short firing time is required due to limitedS:• catalyst pack life (one to five hours, depending on pack loading and peroxide conoentration), which

means in practice that the oatalyst pack must be replaced a few times in a wind tunnel program. Another
draw back rAr be the costs of H 0 , which is about S l,O0/kg. Consequently this system will only be
used in high quality wind tunnes aand in wind tunnel programs for advanced aircraft design.

5.2.2. TECHNIQUES WITH COMPLETE ENGINE SIMULATION

In the previous section the exhausts are treated separately from the inlet flow, following
the usual procedure as performed in the wind tunnel testing program. However, the mutual possible inter-
ference between the inlets and exhausts has been mentioned occasionally, and doubt has been expressed if
seperate testing is allowed.

If a wind tunnel testing scheme is set-up at which both the inlets and exhausts are simulated
wifiultaneously, provision should be provided to energy to the inlet air flow in the form of total
preesure rise and preferably also in the form of a timperature rise (temperature rise only would yield
ramjet conditions). This addition of energy can be either outside the wind tunnel test section or inside
the model. Depending on the inlet mass flow and required pressure rise, it can nerally be stated that
the recuired power for pumping is very large (typically between 10 and 100 h.p. which means that the
locati on of the pumping system inside the model would be a considerable task, though not completely
impossible. Dr. Fuhs computes the power requirement for a typical example (Ref. 4) and concludes on this
itemt "This is like stuffing two VW engines in a three-inch pipe". Two techniques are now available,
ejectors and miniature gas turbine driven engine simulators, both based on gaseous driving fluids (air
or nitroge.) which is expelled through the nezsle also or which is again partially extracted from the
turbine flow (Fig. 30). To obtain correct pressure ratio having a reasonable number of stages in the
compressor, the speed mist typically be of the order of 60.000 to 80.000 r.p.m. Use of electric power
will yield too voluminous motors.

The system for which the pump system is located outside the tunnel test section can only be
used if the air passages of the inlet flow can be made large enough to provide for the complete inlet
mass flow particularly at transonic speeds where pvis maximum. This means that this system cannot be
used with podded engine installations since the pylon ornss-sectional area is much less than the inlet
area.

A. SYSTEMS WITH IIhTERNAL ADDITION OF ENERGY

The accompaning sketch depicts schematically the system with internal addition of energy
where the primary driving fluid in expelled through the exhaust also, either mixed with the secondary
flow or separated from the secondary flow in case of a fan engine simulator. If the tests a-a -erformed
for thrust-drag determination or for engine-airframe interference determination, in both oases the
secondary air flow must be measured (assuming the primary mass flow in measured adequately outside the
test section) for correct inlet spillage and jet properties assessment. This means that careful calibrat-
ion of the secondary mass flow (inlet mass flow) must be provided since the precise measurement of this
quantity under wind tunnel model conditions is generally not possible. As an intermediate step in the
thrust minus drag assessment sometimes also the nacelle with engine simulator is measured under isolated
conditions (e.g. free from the wing) at which the interference drag can then be defined as the different,,
in the isolated (nacelle free) wing or airplane drag plus the net nacelle force and the complete (with
powered nacelles) aircraft drag.

MINIATURE TURBINE DRIVEN ENGINE SIMUTORS
For a high bypass engine installed on a wing or rear fuselage in subsonic flow the performonce

engineer generally needs to know (a) the effect of the inlet and exhaust flow on the airframe aerodynamics,
and (b) the effects of the wing flow field on the gposs thrust of the nozsles and mast flow. Pressure
ratios of the order of 1.7 are required to be simulated within the nacelle and this is not easily simulat-
ed by ejectors. Therefore miniature turbine driven engine simulators have recently been developed for
wind tunnel use. These engine simulator units operate with a primary drive turbine using air (or N ) at
25 atmospheres. This turbine drives a secondary duct fan (msx. r.p.m. 80.000) which gives a geometrio-
ally representative secondary air flow at the correct pressure ratio. The model is usually correctly
scaled and only the unrepresentative features are Y, T and actual mass flow ratio. The inlet flow is
less Lhan the flight requirement but only about 15 - 25 °/o (for a7 tol bypass ratio fan) loes and in
within an acceptable limit above the spill drag margin. The primary ga generator flow in unrepresent-
ative but is probably of little importance when surrounded by the secondary flow. Figure 31 shows such
a unit installed in a nacelle under the wing (Ref. 36,37).

flexibility in the controlling of jet plume parameters of multistep turbojet simulators. This feature

is not common currently, however new simulators incorporate this feature. See for performance details of

such simulators reference 38.
The degree of simulation can be described as followst

a) Fan pressure ratio is representative of full scale.
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b) Fan (seoondery) nozzle can be sized correctly. thus with (a) fan nozzle exit conditions
are correct in flow conditions and geometry. Distortion screens, detail struts and
fairings can be incorporated within the nozzle in order to duplicate, as far as
possible the exhaust flow oharacteristios of the full scale engine. In retrospect, it is

• evident that the failure to duplicate the nozzlo radial total pressure profile,

contributed to a discrepancy noted between model scale and full scale evaluat'ons of the
fan nozzle coefficients. At take-off power, for instance, the total pressure distortiou

S(Pt - Pt )/(Pt - P ) can typically be some 30 °/o for large bypass ratio engines= ma in av at

S~(Ref. 39).

o) The whole of the inlet flow feeds the fan nozzle, thus the inlet is wrongly matched an,)
therefore the performance and/or the geometry must be compromised, usually by cowl
modifications, in order to keep the spill margin equal.

d) Primary nozzle is geometrically near correct, ,:-i pressure ratio is close to correct but
very cold. This might have consequences regardi-g the effects due to mixing. Bypasw ratio
in 2:1 instead of 5:1. As the primary jet is shielded by the fan jet these effects should
probably be unimportant as far as jtt interference is concerned.

Usually the following Testing is performed:

a) Isolated engine on a balance without external flow with beilmouth for secondary mass flow
aliblration and some checks on (b).

b) Isolated nacelle on balance with external flow for thrust calibration,and

o) Nacelle(s) in position on metric model with balance measuring net forces on model,
usually semi-span (Fig. 32 from Ref. 40).

The tests (a) or (a) and (b) can be replaced by "test bed" type calibration.

With respect to isolated tests it should be noted that the nacelle should be axisymmetric
since a contoured nacelle in a uniform flow field would give unrealistic nacelle drag, that would not
exist in the air plane flow field. This would result in apparent favourable interference effects. The
installation criteria should be that the contoured nacelle operating in the airplane flow field should
have essentially the same drag as an axisymmetric nacelle operating in the uniform field of the wind
tunnel. Any drag increment due to improper contouring appears as interference drag and should be con-
sidered as an installation effect (Ref. 41). In teat b and o the momentum of the incoming driving fluid,
(air or N2 ) must be perpendicular to the drag direction if the model plus simulator is metric. In test(bi
care must be taken where to locate the metric line along the support strut. If the metric line is too
close to the nacelle-pylon combination the measured force is unrealistic since part of the mutual inter-
ference (equal but opposite) is not measured. The distances of the metric line must be such that the
pressure disturbances produced by the nacelle on the non-metric (grounded) part of the support shotld be
small relative to the balance accuracy. In reference 41 it is considered that a distance of the metric
line 1,25 nacelle diameters from the engine centerline is sufficient in this respect.

In both tests(b and(o it is necessary the trip the boundary layer at a fixed point in order
to make the data comparable since the tests(b)and(c~will generally be performed in different wind
tunnels usually having different noise intensities in the test section,

The test (c)ehould be done relative to the flow through nacelle, hence the compressor should
be run first at such a speed that the total pressure ratio accross the fan Is equal to the flow-through
nacelle. This gives the reference values as obtained similarly with the &eroforce model. The overall
bookkeeping procedure is than usually such that the installation drag ADint is defined as:

dinst = [(T-D)model, full blowing (a,p,n) - (T-D)model, ref.blowing (a,p) I -

- i(T-D)isolated,full blowing(n) - (T-D)isolated,ref.blowing) f,

The terms in the first brackets are obtained from test(cl and the terms in the last brackets from test(b.
Comparison with test (a)gives break down in the various thrust and drag terms,

A typical method in use with these currently available simulators will be described

next. This method for fan simulators is perhaps the most advanced and logical which has been attempted
with these simulated engines, in that the thrust of the individual nozzles is relatbd to the conditions
in that nozzle in the correct environment. Certain assumptions are made of necessity, and the value of
any absolute answers is dependent upon prediction methods for external drag.

Since the author does not have experience with those simulators, the method that will
be described is due to the contribution of the U.K. on the AGARD cuestionaire as euoted in the

introduction (Ref. 1).
The following methods can be used to calculate thrust.

A. In this case an attempt is made to calculate the net standard installed thrust of the engines when
installed on the "complete" model. Addition of this term to the balance measured overall drag gives an
aircraft external drag. As the net standard definition of thrust is used any post exit thrust ie in the
extarnal drag term.

The static test (a) yields a mass flow calibration of the fan face instrumentation
(typically 28 pitota, 12 statics). A flow coefficient Cd, is calculated such that

Cd x • (see sketch)
Aa 1 d

SO
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UPSTREAM ENGINE FACE FAN NOZZLE PRIMARY NOZZLE
1 2 3

SMASS FLOW
V VELOCITY

CA A.EA COEFFICIENT
CV VELOCITY COEFFICIENT
X| GROSS THRUST
Pt TOTAL PRESSURE

SSTATIC PRESSURE FROM AREA WEIGHTED MEANS
Tt TOTAL TEMPERATURE

Cd1 INLET MASS FLOW COEFFICIENT I (%|/P I ONLY )

SUBSCRIPTS
NOTATION$ AS AaOVE

*ACTUAL*
MEASURED AT PARTICULAR STATICOi

where l is obtained from a calibrated ,ellmouth and ft from area weighted mean total and static
a s

pressures and freestream total temperatura at the fan.
When the nacelle is tested in isolation (test b) with external flow pressure measurements

can be made at the inlet, nozzle exits and on cowl external surfaces. The actual gross standard thrust
for each nozzle is defined asx -- +•CAc (peox - poo )A,

g = SvCAC+

mm, vm are deter:tined from area weighted pressures (total and static) and total temperatures at the

nozzle exit. CA and Cv are area and velocity coefficients respectively. Obviously accurate mass flows

must be used for the thrust calculations but it is also important that the same mass flow is used for the
ram drag calculation ap for the fan gross thrust. The inlet instrumentation is the best available
(being more uniform than the nozzle)and so

= Cd x i is taken (cd being taken for the relevant value ofP
ila 2a = m I1I p

An accurate determination of the primary mass flow can be made external to the model by a
standurd flow meter. In order to force the correct mass flow into the groes thrusteqvation above the flow
coefficient can be written as

A v I'm

in other words

X= V C + (P - p )A.g a mva, ex
In order to determine thezi nozzle coefficients separately the primary nozzle C is taken

from separate nozzle tests. Thus from the pressure, temperature and mass flow meamurementb the primary
gross thrust X3 can be calculated. The measured balance drag DBAL with the isolated nacelle model is
given 1ry

%AL DEXT+DRAM4 -X -Xg 3
g2 g3

where the external DEXT contains all terms such as axial pr..sure integrals, forebody spillage drag, skin

friction drag and scrubbing drag. The RAN drag can be calculated from freestream conditions and i
a *

Thus the secondary gross thrust X in determined if all the terms in DEXT are *stimablu or calculable.

SBee, for this procedure reference 42 for ezampie.

* -
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In the equations

CA 2XCv 2 6
2 v2 =

"m

Xg: ' &m x v2 . x CA x C. +(Pex2 -Po) A 2

CA and C. are the only two unknons. Only one of these coefficients can be used to calculate thrust in the

aircraft oonfiguration (test o) and CA is chosen as it is conjectured that this is likely to vary the

least. It is used as a function of fan pressure ratio and Mach number.
Then the net standard thrust can be calculated when the engines are used in the installed

condition and this valu3 added to the overall measured balance drag to give model external drag. This ex-
ternal drag value will contain all the interference terms associated with both inlet and exhaust flows.
It will also include the airframe on nacelle effects as well as the converse.

B. A similar series of tests can be conducted as in A, but interpreted differently. The static calibration
(test a) is used to give i mass flow calibration but because no inlet instrumentation is available the
fan nozzle instrumentation is used for the main fun mass flow measurement. The calibration is thus done
in a test cell with the correct exit nressure. The calibration of the instrumentation is taken as a
function not only of pressure ratio but also of correctcd r.p.m., the latter because of swirl effects.

The thrust calibrat'on wit!h external flow (test b) is reduced as a thrust coefficient CT
defined as -(•BA - DRAM)

CT = X + X 2 and 3 referring to fan and gas generator flows respectively,
g2  g3

where the gross thrusts are calculated using corrected mass flows and are of the fully expanded type
(isentropic thrust).

This thrust coefficient is used (as a function of power and MV )to correct full-model balance
measurementi (test c). As the thrust coefficient contains the isolated nacelle external drag the model
data obtai,.id only shows differences in relation to an isolated nacelle X - D definition. Any adaptation
to full scale results must make allowance for the change in nacelle extergal drag between model and full
scale.

C. An alternative apthod would be to use an altitude test cell type technique and measuring thrust with a
balance (test a). The thrust in the installed condition could then be calculated in exactly the same way
as the engine manufacturer guarantees thrust. In this way the effects of the engine are determined in a
"legal" sense as long as the model e-gine behaves aimilarly from test bed to installed condition. This is
basically similar to A, but does not allow for changes of thrust of the model engine in the airframe
environment. There is evidence that this assumption is incorrect.

In all these methods it i, necessary to measure "somewhere" the full scale engine performance
ln the airframe environment. Evidence on the model scale shows the fan nozzle flow distribution to be
considerably influenced by the wing flow since in many instances the flight envelope of the airplane
results in engine operation at jet pressure ratios less than critical for both the primary (turbine) and
far nozzles. Undar these conditions the external pressures in the area local to the particular nozzle can
alter the flow characteristics upstream of tha nozzle. This can also occur for above critical nozzle
operations for conical convergent nozzles dte to sonic line locations as influenced by the external
pressure field. These external pressures can be significantly different when the engine is installed
cloas to the wing. When this happens tht engine can be affected in two ways:

a) The local pressure, if diffnrent from ambient at each nozzle exit plane, can cause the
engine cycle to shift, and

b) The local back pressure can be affected.

Though this technique is very promising with the main features:

a) Yielding high degree of simulation, except for some increased inlet spillage and non-
representative primary (turbine) jet temperature, and

b) Similar installation procedures can be followed in the wind tunnel as the actual engine in
the actual airplane, it has the main draw-backs that (a) is expensive to operate, (b) it
needs extensive control instrumentation for each engine, (c) it has little flexibility,
each actual engine would require a different miniature turbine simulator, (d) the bear-
ings have only limited life, (e) the repeatability is limited,o(f) two equally maufact-
ured simulators show diffe.ent characteristics (as large as 5 /o in net thrust, (refer-
ence 41) and (g) the separation of various drag and thrust terms is very difficult and
sometimes speculative, mainly due to the inaccurate assessment of the nozzle oafficients.

In general it can be stated that, using emall turbine driven simulators, one gains in the
dcgree of engine simulation with respect of techniques utilizing direct nozzle blowing and direct inlet
suction, bu• is adverae in obtainable accuracy of data assessment of each component. However, the use of
these simulators is rather new, and could and will be much improved by further work.

EJECTORS

Ejectors do not contain rotating parts and are therefore much easier to manufacture and more
flexible (not scale dependent) than t,,•i4 -- dri'en simulators. However, the secondary inlet mass flow is
much )ess and the pressure ratio obtfinable at the nozzle is usually limted. Furthermore large un-

representative Lotal pressure distortions due to the primary jets are hard to prevent. Since the ejector
is a pure flow device its performance depends largely on the upstream and downptream conditions. The
characteristics are usually quite different 1.rom the real engine. For these reasons the ejector is little
used for thrust engine simulation! however, it Is becoming popular for lif% engine simulation in VTOL-
aircraft, mainly due to the required lw totAl pres,"re ratios in these cases. Figure 33 shows a typical
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ejector unit for this purpose (Ref. 38), whereas in reference 43 a static calibration procedure is given
of such a unit. Since the ejector scheme is simple and cheap to operate it seems worthwhile to do more
work in oreir to improve its characteristics.

Due to the large flow distortions in the exhaust jet caused by the primary jets, thrust
measurements with ejectors are very unrepresentative and hence usually not performed. The system is how-
ever sometimes used for assessment of jet interference offsects other than thrust minus drag. For example
figur•e 34 shown an ejector sywtem (U.K.) for inlet and exhaust f~low simulation on a fighter type model.

The model in mounted on a special 6-component balance. The high pressure blowing air is duoted below the
balance to a plenum box from which it feeds into a peripheral ejector in each side duct. This ejector
induces intake flow through the model boosting its total pressure and mass. This air in bifurcated to the

two blowing nozzles on each side with appropriate internal control to give reasonable distribution. The
final jet distribution is controlled by a splitter box. Special seals must be developed for use between
the metric air inlet and non-metric ejector box.

The shown ejector consists of an annular primary jet with an inner secondary inlet flow area.
At the chosen design condition when operating in quiescent air conditions for eanh duct the primary flow
was 1.65 lbe/sece, with a nozzle pressure of 4 atmospheres. The secondary or inlet flow was 0.85 lbe/seoes.
For the front engine the nozzle distribution was relatively poor due to the short length. The rear nozzle
distribution was good. The representation of total pressure ratio for the two nozzles was good and the
inlet area ratio was 0.8 ejectors off, 0.65 ejectors on.

B. SYSTEMS WITH EXTERNAL ADDITION OF ENERGY
As mentioned before the system for complete engine simulation with addition of energy outside

the test section can only be used if the air passages to the outside can be made large enough for the in-
let mass flow without deteriorating the external flow. In practice this scheme can only be used with
integrated engine-airframe systems, using the half model technique of a twin engine aircraft. Figure 35
depicts such a set up. However, the main problem is the deteriorating effect of the reflection plate
boundary layer, which probably can be kept under control for the inlet studies, but will have a dis-
ruptive effect on the phenomena looked for at the exhaust. From the point of view of engine interference
testing this scheme is very attractive, and if ways could be found to omit the reflection plate boundary
layer effects (shook wave-boundary layer interaction, separat ion, displacement, model boundary layer-plate
boundary layer interactions) this method would certainly be used in the future. No examples are known
which use this technique with good success. In fact these techniques would be similar to the method of
simulating only the exhaust from the exhaust testing point of view. The procedure at the inlet ie similar
as treated with inlets only, except that space downstream of the inlets is very limited.

Of course it is possible to use a combination of external and internal addition of energy,
such that the inlet maa& flow is scaled same as the temperature corrected exhaust flow, without the
necessary use of the semi-model technique. Though thiu combination of techniques might show good promise,
the complexity in manufacture, control and metering rises considerably. One example is known where this
method is used for interference studies of low subsonic speeds other than thrust minus drag.

6. "ETERMINATION OF JET-AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE (FXCEPT 'TRUST-DRAG)

In many aircraft configurations the propulsive jets may influence the flow on nearby or far
surfaces causing phenomena such as change in pressure distribution, shock-wave-boundary layer interaction,
flow separation, surface heating and unsteady loads. These interferences depend on the engine power
setting. If these phenomena are expected to occur, wind tunnel tests with ful nozzle blowing should be
performed for assessing the increments (in lift, moment, drag) due to the jet interference. Figure 36 gives
a general impression how moment and lift increments "us to jet effects can be determined. Normally the
testing schemes are similar or even identical to the schemes for interference and installation drag
determination. During these tests the complete external flow should be simulated, hence isolated tests are
not performed. This means that complete models or semi-models are used. Semi-models can be utilized if it
is certain that the reflection plate boundary layer does not deteriorate the phenomena to be examined.

Since no thrust terms are involved, the jet simulator can be non-metric (grounded) and the
surfaces at which the disturbances are studied metric to a balance. Also the phenomenon can detected by
pressure tapping (stationary and non-stationary if necessary) and. by heat transfer measurements (base
heating of launching vehicles) in which cases the complete model can be grounded. If the jet cannot be
simulated, due to the small scale for example the jets may be simulated by solid body simulators represent-
ing the comouted jet boundary contour, preferrably corrected for jet entrainment. However, there is a
strong interference between the pressure field near the jet and the jet contour. making reliable solid
body shaping for the jet very doubtful in many circumstances (Refs.44,45,46,18,11).

Since the jet interference phenomena and the testing techniques in the wind tunnel depend
primarily on the aircraft configuration, the discussion in the following sections will lake place accord-
ing to the configuration cataegory. In these sections the problems will be formulated, and the applied
techniques will be discussed.

6.1. SUBSONIC TRANSPORT

6.].1. WING MOUNTED FAN ENGINE
For these configurations the jet efflux. considerably affects the local wing circulation and

shook development due to the large mass flow and close position under the wing. Also the wing pressure
field has a remarked influence on the flow in which the effluxes operate, affecting the shape of the sonic
line and hence, altering the engind mass flow and net thrust. Therefore more attention must be paid now-a-
days to these installations, than the formerly uimilarly installed turbojets required.

The jet simulation parameters Generally are the same as discussed in section . The main para-
meters are the jet plume shape, jet cell structure and wave reflections, which can be expressed in terms of
nozzle pressure ratio and ratio of specific heats of the jet, assuming convergent nozzles only. However, for
these installations the far jet field is also impoitant. Since the engine mass flow is relatively large the
contraction or diversion of the effective jet stream as felt by the external flow due to the mixing
effect (jet environment) may have a marked influence on the pressure distribution on the wing and fuselage,
especially at transonic speeds. Simple analysis neglecting the kinetic energy of the flow with respect to
the sensible enthalpy as a first approximation, shows that +he jet mixing has a marked influence on the
effective stream tube area, as May be seen in figure 37. In th.e figure n is the ratio of the free stream
mass flow, that has been mixed with the jet flow, to this jet mass flow. It must be recognized, however,
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that at a given nozzle pressura ratio the nozzle mass flou (Avp). decreases as the square root of the
(RT). value at increasing jet temperature. This dependence on ( 3 RT). mainly reduces the effect of jet
tempgrature on the effective jet stream tube if the jet spreading welle to be the same. Furthermore, it
is well known that the temperature spreads faster due to turbulent mixing than the velocity (Ref. 16),
which means that n should be larger than concluded from equal spreading characteristics. In general it
can be stated that n depends on the detailed mixing of the jet with the external flow. Figure 37 can also
be used for the effective jet stream tube near the core region of the jet. In that case the areas must
be defined as indicated in the acoompaning sketch, and n has an approximate constant value of the order
unity, along the core region. Hence if Ax/Aj < 1 the jet acts as a suction region due to mixing. If

A/AA > 1 the external flow is deflected outward and the mixing acts as a -source distribution along thexj
jet boundary. In the latter case external gas heating is larger than external gas suction. The limit
which the effective stream tube of the jet will obtain at long distances behind the exhaust (n - oo
is indicated in figure 37 also.

Figure 38 gives results of a more detailed &nalysis by prof. Ferri of the influence of the
jet properties on the effective engine stream tube due to mixing. In this case the engine i,..et mass
flow is kept constant. The stream tubes have been calculated by assuming constant external pressure and
turbulent or laminar mixing. Cases 1-la, 2-3 represent tests where an engine simulator is used (section
5.2.2.). Case I represents a turbojet and turbulent flow; Case la, the same case, but with a region of
laminar mixing. Case 2 represents a bypass engine, and Case 3, an engine simulator where the mass flow
of the nozzle is increased to satisfy the condition of equal exhaust area and Mach number, but with
different temperature. Then the increase in mass balances the difference in temperature. The d.ta of the
engines are given in the figure. Case 4 is a through flow nacelle when the engine simulator is not used.
Then the geometry of the engine cannot be simu)ated and the exhaust is much larger than required for
simulation.

It can be concluded that the mixing along the fan jet boundary will influence the effective
channel between the lower surface of the wing and the jet boundary aied will therefore strongly influence
the transonic field in this region. This will have influence on the Mach reflections in the fan jet, as
it is a little under expanded in the convergent fan nozzle.

From preliminary studies (Ref. 47), utilizing a shaft mounted fan engine nozzle (similar to
Fig, 24), but with boundary layer suction, blowing under a two dimensional wing, it is shown that the
jet mainly influences the wing lower side pressure distribution. The differences in pressure distribut-
ion with respect to the isolated wing is, howov6r, very large at both sides. From these tests it can be
concluded that the reference aeroforce models tests should include the podded through flow nacelles
under the wing, either geometrically scaled such that the inlet mass flow is too small, or without in-
creased exhaust such that the inlet mass flow is scaled. The main difficulty is how to represent the
actual jet flow in the wind tunnel and not to disturb the effects of the inlet meas flow. Various
approaches are in use, of which the most renresentative one is that utilizing the small turbine driven
jet simulators as discussed in section 5.2.2.

If this facility is not available it is possible to utilize direct blowing of the jets and
do something with the inlet flcw such that the external flow around the fan cowl is best represented. In
general with fan engines the simulation of fan jet is much more important than the simulation of the
primary jet. This has led to the technique of reference 44 and shown in figure 39 (A.R.A., U.K.). The
bullet shaped body in the inlet simulates the approach stream line on the fan inlet lip. From the
results as determined by pressure plotting it appeared that with respect to the reference flow through
the nacelle the pressure distributions on the wing, pylon and fan and turbine cowl hardly changed by
inserting the bullet and by blowing the fan jet as reference. This means that decreasing the inlet
stream tube considerably did not disturbs the flow field in the wing and exhaust regions substantialli.
By full blowing of the fan jet t-- pressure d3 &tribution on the lower side of the wing was affected
markedly, as were the pressures . the turbine cowl. Or the fan cowl only the pressure distribtion at
the aft end was affected by blowing. (Also the inlet lip suction changed somewhat, but this must be du%
to static pressure changes at the free flow turt no exhaust resulting in increased spillage).

The method of direct blowing of the fan and turbine jets with complete inlet fairing has the
main advantage that both jets can be represented as accurately as possible, for example using for the fan
jet cold or slightly heated air and for the hot turbine jet hydrogen peroxide. Figure 40 depicts such a
simulator as used at N.L.R., The Netherlands, where, however, the purpose was to determin2 jet effects
(also hsating) on the -" planes of a small airliner with engine installation at the upper side of the
wing % F-Fokker 614)

In generai for podded fan engines particularly for wing installed engines, three components
can be distinguished, namely -
Inlet (I), Exhausts (E) and
Wing plus pylon (W) for the
mutual interference problem. W
The question for engine /
simulation in the wind tunnel E W I

can then generally -a written
as \I-"-E -

l(I+ E) - WIj ? I- WI +JE-WI
where [A -B] means the effect of component A on B with respect to the reference conditions. Although not
pre.)n this question can be answered positive with good accuracy if one interference term on the R.H.S.
is all with respect to the other one. From the testa as depicted in reference 44 and from unpublished
data at N.L.R. it can be concluded that the exhaust interference on the wing pressure distribution is
many times larger than interferenca from completely or partially fairing the inlet. This means that
addition of the interference effects is probably allowed, making wind tunnel programmes much more
easier if no miniature turbine driven simulators are available. For tha installed thrust-minus-drag
evaluation the similar questi •iz

l(W +I) - E W. I +- [.l I- El
must be anr~ered. Also in this case separation can be allowe4 since from some examples it is indicated
that [I- Elis very weak provided the inlet feiring shaltpo has leen carefully determined.

-. - ----- W - ' 14 Z -
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With 1ll these techniques semi-model measurements are more easily accomplished than complete,
sting mounted model toots, and better acouracy is achieved due to the higher Reynolds number. The
reflection plate boundary layer probably does not intefor signifioantly. Usually both pressure plotting
and balance measurements are used.

In order to determire the jet effects oa the tail plane of a large subsonic transport at low
subsonic speeds and larp angles of attack a rather unique complete simulator has been developed in
Oer%"u (Ref. 48). See t.gure 41. The engine simulators are separately mounted under a oomplcte aircraft
moýl and both the inlet flowe and corrected exhmaust flows are simulated. The bypass jet is produced by
an electric motor driven fan. The motor is located inside the nacelle driving the fan with a speed up to
30,000 r.p.m. For the turbine jet compressed air is used. In order to simulate the correct inlet mass
flow an adequate quantity of air is sucked through a slot at the inlet tip. However, for high subsonic
speeds the fan pressure ratio obtainable would not be suafioient dnd the hcavy engine mounting struts
could not be allowed.

HEAR FUMJSEL MOU!NTED ENGINES

The aurodynamios of the afterbody of a fuselage ovntaining the tail planes will bo influenced
by the jet efflux, either by direct impingement or by the constraint of the external flow. The influence
of the engine on the wing pressure distribution ia mainly caused by tho inlet flow. The msin phenomena
caused by the exhaust jets can be a ohang in aircraft drag change in angle of attack of the tail planes
(hence causing change in pitching moment), surface heating 4in case of direct impingement of the jets en
for example brake flaps) and nonstationary aerodynamics (acoustio fatigue).

The baaic uassuring •nd jet simulation techniques as discussed in A, also apply in this case,
but balance measurements seem to be more diffioult. Half model techniques are not recommended, because
the fuselage flow field is unrepresentative in the region of the Jet interference with the rear fuselage
due to the reflection plate boundary layer. Complete models require the use of wing stings and rear
fuselage balances or pressure plotting. The air or jet fluid required for the jet simulators must be fed
through the wings, fuselage and strut supports of the simulators to the nacelles, generall,-at high
pressures. If balances have to be bypassed by the jet fluid the system must be located in the fusclag,.
However, in most circumstances the simulators will be non-metric and the res:' 4'aelage, tail planes, and/
or tail brakes will be metric as far as the jet influence is expected.

Figure 42 yields a oroas-seotional view of a gasoline-air burner as used in a subsonic wind
tunnel of N.L.R., simulating a low bypass jet engine installed at the fuselage aftend. The aim of the
teots performed with this simulator was to determine the forces (stationary and non-stationary) and heat-
ing of aft fuselage brake flaps under descent conditions. The jet flow could be well represented.

6.2 INTEGRATED AIRFPkME-ENGINE SYSTEMS
The main jet effects on the airframe aerodynamic occurs if the jet nozzle(s) are located up-

atream of the fuselage aftend and/or tail planes. If the nozzles form the fuselage aftend, the jet may
cause effects on the fin and tail planes, for example separation due to pluming. The treatment of these
latter caoes is similar to that as discussed in the complete section 5. The jet simulation parameters are
similar and the technique whioh mtst be followed to determine the lift and pitching moment increments are
similar to those to determine the afterbody drag. In most cases the jet nozzle and engine dimulator will
be non-metric and the afterbody metric on a multi-component balance. Increment determination from
preosure plotting is not very attractive due to the large pressure graAients at th.: fuselage aftend.

If the nozzles are upstream of the fuselage aftend the jets -,an have important effects on the
afterbody and tail plane pressure distributions, and tail plane hinge moments and may cause acoustic
fatigue in the rear aircraft structure. These effects may be particularly important when the jets are not
aligned with the body axis. The jet parameter3 are similar as discussed beforen, jet plume shape and jet
mixing are probably the main jet characteristios to be simulated. For non-stationary phenomena and
surface heating, hot jet tests are raquired.

Figure 43 depicts a direct cold air blowing system for exhaust jet flow simulation on a
fishter type model as used in the U.K. The model is mounted on a standard 6-component balance. Air which
passes up the centre of the sting bypasses the balance through a parallel duct into a plenum chamber ahead
cf the balance. Prom this plenum chamber 4 ducts are fed rearwards into the exit nozzles of the model. The
whole of the blowing system is earthed and flexible seals are fitted between the model jet pipes and jet
shrouds, and also between the model rear fuselage and sting. The latter seals being necessary to eliminate
cross flows withh the model. Seal constraint interference is maasured by calibration with the model in-
stalled on the balance. Pressure oonat.-aints are obtained by section pressuring of the model. The direct
air flow quantities were about 5 lbs/seo. at maximum pressure ratio. A faired inlet was used for these
tests, with the effects of inlet spillage and a fully faired inlet being measured in a separate test. A
major problem in these tests is the definition of the allocation of seal area between netric and non-
metric model parts; small areas in this region can have significant effects on measured axial force.

In reference 49 some results are presented of a similar model at %ransonic speeds.
Figure 44 shows another very useful way to simulate the initial part of the propulsive jet

by cold air as it was used in the U.K. The jet flow is brought up to the model in long thin pipes from
behind the model of a strike-fighter aircraft. A nix component balance measures all the forces on thb
model in the presence of the jet flow except, of course, the jet thrust and the nozzle base force.
Pressures are measured in the balance cavity and in the cavity formed by the blanked-off intake duct. This
blanked-off d'i.t i,% ventilated to the annular "clearance" area between the earthed nozzles and the air-
craft afterbod3. 'his test was extended by measurements representing correct or partial inlet spillage
with natural blowing exhausts either increased ir. area or geometrically scaled respectively. The object
of this experiment was to obtain the effects of both intake spillage and jet pressure ratio on all the
forces (6 components) measured on the same model. Variation of inlet flow and of jet pressure ratio were
made separately. Core was taken to try to isolate the effect of variation of each of these and to mini-
size spurious effects caused by mis-representation of the other variable occurring at the same time.

7. NON-STATIONARY EFFECTS OF JET FLOW

The former seotiom all concerned steady flow phenomena .However fluctuating pressures often occur
in the exhaust environment.

In reference 50 large unsteaey pressures are observed on the baa. of a cylindrical model due to the
presence of a central jet (Fig. 45). Though the steady component is already.- effected by the jet temperat-
tu-*, the average unsteady part must be strongly depended on jet velocity and therefore on tempaerature,

,:i. + ' L' .... w''i , - • ..- n • . .. . . ,, - + n+ • ' • I - I :• " • "i : . ... I:L
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This is concluded by the authors of reference 50 and h÷o jet nimulation in wind tunnels is recommended
for similar oases. For many nozzle systems, particularly the ejector type nozzles, interaction occurs
between the internal flow. external flow, and the elastic nozzle resulting in destructive instabilities.

Fixes have been obtained by trial and error, using common sense, and must be accomplished by asro-
dynamic means without deterioration of the nozzle performance (Ref. 51 ). Little fundamental knowledge
exists on this phenomenon. The problem is very complex since mutval interaction exists between the

nerated sound pressure field., mixing, vortex formation, separation (internal and external), geometry
sound reflection) and structural dynamic characteristics. There are several ways in which time

dependent flow manlfest itself.
a) Naoh disc oscillations iit under-expanded jets due to the interaction of the generated

sound field and the vortex shedding at the nozzle lips at subsonic and transonic speeds
(often referred to as jet screech).

b) Shook wave oscillations in the external flow as the result of a large plume from an under-
expanded nozzle at supersonic speed.

a) Unsteady separation zones close to the nozzle in the external flowj buffet like phenomenon
that is amplified by the jet-mainstream interaction. In this case the flow reattachment
point between the jet and ambient is also oscillating in location.

d) Also the internal flow might separate if the nozzle is overexpanded.

e) For blow-in-door ejectors the flow into the doors might be time varying, either in phase
or out of phase.

f) The nozzle leaves can show flutter like oscillations, particularly for free floating
diverging leaves of ejector nozzles.

g) The secondary flow might pulsate due to non-stationary flow in the inlet duct.

Little wind tunnel data are available on unsteahy nozzle flow effects. Usually this
phenomenon is observed at the free flight trials of the aircraft and is then cured with the real hard-
ware.

8. CORRECTIONS FOR WIND TUNNEL DATA
The balance readings of the metric parts of wind tunnel models must be corrected for non-

representative pressures acting on non-representative surfaces. For example in order to determine the
forces acting on the external surface of the afterbody, the pressure forces at the inner side must be
subtracted. Therefore in order to keep the internal pressure constant a sealing must be applied along the
metric line and as close to outer surface as possible. Three methods are in use: the very narrow knife-
edge gap (Ref. 32) the teflon seal strip (Ref. 52.53) and the self rolling seal. The sealing system used
depends primarily on thelocal experience, the stiffness of the balance and the relative elasticity of
the metric ompoente. A difficulty for correcting the measured forces is the determination of the effect-
ive area on which the internal pressure is acting, hence where in the effective sealing line located.
If possible the determination of this effective sealing area should be done by calibrati.on.

The results determined with the test techniques and corrected for non-representative
pressure and friction forces are normally published as they -tand, either in the form of thrust and drag
coefficients (based on maximum cross-sectional area) or as efficiencies (referred to the thrust of an
isentropio nozzle tzith the same primary mass flow). Only those corrections, which have been established
firmly in other wind tunnel investigations should be applied. When such corrections are made, a second
set of data should also be compiled without the correction sothat a true repienentation of the particular
correction may be evaluated by the "experienced" user. In any case the correction procedure should be
clearly indicated.

If possible the experimental results should be compared with theoretical predictions. For the
I nozzle thrust predictions the methods as describod in references 19 and 27 for example may be
used if the ratio of specific heats are not matched in the wind vunnel test. If the nozzle in the wind
tunnel model is designed for the V. of the simulating fluid in a similar manner as the actual nozzle is
designed for the rear engine jet flow, the measured thrust coefficient as determined from the wind tunnel
tests iq directly applicable, except for a small correction for the discharge coefficient due to internal
boundary layel, effect. Consideration should however be paid to the fact that the ratio of specific heats
increases during expansion and the rate of increase depends on the gas composition end temperature.
Figure 46 giviws the increase in: V versus expansion ratio for actual turbine engine jets, the decomposit-
ion products cf H 0 and of cold hir. Also the computation of the ratio of specific heats at high

temperatures is not unique. The coefficient of isentropic expansion V (bln u (where p and p ares •in PIN

normalized values of the total pressure and density of the gav mixt'tre respectivwly, either frozen or in

equilibrium) and the ratio of specific heats V p/ov may be used as well as the computation from

1

1 1
n

d ln T

(where So entropy of species i, xi mole fraction of species i of the gas mixture and R is the

universal gas constant). The last equation is derived from the speed of sound definition. he latter
method of equating Yj is usea in figure 46. Computer programs for real gas properties are readily avail-
able.

For correction of the axternal afterbody dreg two cases can be distinguished$ namely,
separated and non-separated external faows. If the flow remains attached until the nozzle edge in the
w"nd tunnel test, it is not very likely that the flow will separate in flight, due to the relative thin--
inr boundary layer at full scale. In those acses bnd for axisynetric anA alean afterbodies the correct-

ion on the pressure contribution due the boundary layer displacement thickness can be oomyuttd with modern
transonic flow field analysis for the full scale and model case and compared with the experimental wind
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tunnel data, likewise the skin friction drag can be calculated. Such a technique in described in
reference 54 and 55 for transonic speeds antl is sucoessful. In these computations the plume is introduced
an a solid body for which corrections for mixing along the jet boundary can be applied.

The corrections give large confidence if the -- perimental results from the wind tunnel can
be correlated or predicted by theoretical analysis. Th" alysis is the easiest if the afterbody can be
considered as a slender body sothat small perturhation _..nniques can be used for the invisoid flow.
The corrections on the wind tunnel data than concern changes in siin friction due to the increase in
Reynolds number for the actual aircraft and changes due to reduced relative displacement thickness and
entrainment. The performance goals of afterbodies should be the drag of slender axisymmetrio bodies.
Figure 47 as given in refererre 49 shows how the computed afterbocy drag compares with the results from
wind tunnel tests. If this correlation can be achieved, proper determination of corrections for scale
effect should be possible.

In the case flow separation does occur in the wind tunnel at the afterbody no rules are
available for proper correction methods, since the extent of the separated region can not be correlated
with the scale and boundary layer characteristics (see Ref. 11). For separated flows isolated tests with
limited forebody length yielding simulated relative boundary layer thicknesses probably will yield the
best uncorrected results. If cpplioable the test data should be compared with the empirical afterbody
drag estimation as given in reference 56 for rspersonio speeds. If this estimation is close a hot jet
correction factor (change of Y.) may be computed for which the reliability should be checked.

In general it can Jbe stated that onl,. liztle is known of Reynolds number, boundary layer and
mixing effect on the afterbody drag and nozzle thrust, except for some schematic configurations and that
'ore work is needed in this area. In reference 57 a selection is made of the best suitable methods for
predicting the thrust and drag of isolated axisymmetrio nozzle installations at subsonic, transonic and
supersonic speeds, covering external flow problems, internal flow problems, exhaust plumes and base
pressures.
9. FINAL REMARKS

From the review as given in this lecture it can be concluded that there exists no unique
method which can be used to predict exhaust-airframe phenomena (and hence afterbody and nozzle
performances) from wind tunnel tests. The chosen wind tunnel set-up is strongly influenced by the re-
quired accuracy, phenomena looked for, existing wind tunnel facilities and local cxperience. Particular-
ly at high bypass ratio engine. and transonic speeds the existing testing techniques should be improved
and more Information is necessary on primary jet flow parameters to be simulated in the wind tunnel.
This lecture did not consider engine integration teesef V/S.T.O.L airplane models in the wind tunnel.
in the future when these aircraft come in a more development stage the wind tunnel test requirements will
probably be even more severe as they are now at the higher speed regimes, since other phenomena (such as re-
ingestion will be involved, and the data are- related more to safety rather than to economics and
performance.

Since much informatiun in this lecture has been taken from the AOARD Ad-Hoc study as mention-
ed in the introduction, the author expresses his gratitude to those groups which supplied information
that has been used.
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINE INLETS

Dr. Demetrius Zonars
Chief Scientist

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Air Force Systes Command

Wright-Patterson Air Force Bease, Ohio 45433

SUWItARY

This paper discusses the phenomenon of inlet random presetire fluatuations and its effects on
reducing the etall margin of turbojet engines. A review is accomplished of the TF-30/F-111 compatibility
study over the past several year.. The TF-30/F-111 portion of the paper assesses the practicality of
utilizing steady state and instantaneous distortion factors to determine inlet-engiue ompatibility. In
addition, recent advances in inlet research configurations with assoniated steady state and dynamic die-
tortions are presented. Finally, a complete random data acquisition, editing, and processing method •s
developed for accomplishing data analysis as an inlet diagnostic tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, t'.e engine inlet has played a secondary role in the design and development of
aircraft. However, recent flight vehicle operational experience has shown tlhe need for proper integra-
tion of the airframe and propulsion systems to achieve trouble free and effective flight performance.
Specifically, engine compressor stalls have been associated with comp.lex, distor'ed inlet flow fields.
Development emphasis of the inlet system cannot be overlooked since this ccmponent is of primary import-
ance in the thrust producing mechanism for transonic and supersonic flight. The details of tnlet systems
involve major geometrical variations which must function cfficiently in a complex, changing flow env.ron-
sent dependent upon Mach numbex and aircraft orientation. These circumstances have emphasized the need
for greater understanding of the airframe induced flow fields and how theae fields interact with inlet
systems.

In the past, the inlet and the engine have bieen developed on a component basis. Emphasis
was placed on the inlet system to generate the proper pressure recovery with an acceptable steady-state
distortion. The experience factor of current day aircraft clearly indicates that the flight vehicle per-
formance, including stability and control must be treated an an integrated basis with due consideration
for the large variations of inlet airflows. Experience haa also taught us that a substantial similarity
exists between the characteristics of the captured flow and the resultant flow to the compressor face.
Since the inlet operates in an external flow environment which , strongly dependent upon the shape of
the airframe, it behooves engineers to examine such influences as sensitivities of inlets to local flow
angularities and nonuniformities of the oncoming flow.

In. 1-Ill FLIGHT EXPERIENCES

Advanced tactical aircraft are required to perform a number of missions which demand a high
degree of airframe propulsion integration including low flow distortion over a much larger range of opera-
ting conditions (Mach number, altitude, angle of attack, engine mass flow) than previous supersonic tacti-
cal aircraft systems. Requirements for maneuvering flight in a low drag configuration necessarily implies
h.:Ih angle of attack flight attitudes from subsonic to supersonic speeds in excess of Mach number 2.0.

It has been,therefore, quite natural to utilize an inlet design for the F-111A which takes
advantage of the flight vehicle fuselage and wing to reduce the effects of angle of attack and angle of
yaw during maneuvering flight. The F-111A inlet shown in Figure 1 is an external compression 88 degree
segment of an axisymmetric inlet which is integrated with the airframe fuselage-wing root intersection.
Locating the inlet in the wing-fuselage flow field also provides precompression for the inlet flow in
supersonic flight which means that the inlet capture area is reduced from that required at free stream
conditions. Further, a significant vehicle weight savings is realized by integrating the supporting
structure of the Inlet and relatively short duct with the vehicle structure.

"The spike system of the inlet translates fore and aft and the second cone angle varies with
flight Mach number and angle of attack to vary the inlet throat area. Each of the inlets is matched to a
Pratt and Whitney TF-30-P-3 afterburning turbofan engine. The modulated afterburner improves the tactical
ability of the F-l11A by providing a variable thrust output in afterburner mode upon demand b- the throttle.
Therarore, in addition to baing closely integrated with the airframe, the F-l11A inlet system is closely
integrated with the engine to accommodate variations in airflow demand during engine trans.ent operation.

During prototype flight tests of the F-113A, it became apparent that the desired flight
envelope was restricted. Maueuverability of the aircraft at hi.1h subsonic speeds and supersonic speeds
was being limited by a rapid buildup of steady and dynamic inlet flow distortion resulting in engina cot-
pressor stall. This incompatibility of the inlet and engine in the F-1lIA aircraft was the impetus for a
comprehensive evaluation of flight test and wind tunnel data to identify the causes of the compressor
stalls and define modifications tu the inlet system to reduce the incidence of compressor stalls in both
steady state and maneuvering flight.

In order to identify problem areas and suggest modifications to improve the inlet system
and its compatibility with the engine, the inlet of a prototype airplane was equipped vith diagnostic
total and static pressure instrumentation in the inlet and engine. In addition, the engine compressor
face was equipped with 40 total pressure probes in centroids of equal areas to map the total pressure
pattern entering the fan and low pressure compressor of the engine. There were eight rakes with f.ve
probes per rake.

1t
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FIGURE 1. APT VIEW OF TYPICAL F-1lIA INLET

Initially, a theoret.ical study was undertaken to determine the anticipated steady state dis-
tortion at the compressor face during supersonic flight. The purpose of this study was to compare such
information with similar 1/6 scale wind tunnel and actual flight test data and thus provide insight as to
trouble areas resulting from specific theoretical-experimental differences. The conditions of Mach n=ber
2.2 and angle of attack of 5.5 degrees with an initial inlet cone angle of 12.5 dep-ees and second cone
angle of 24 degrees was chosen. The theoretical approach first consisted of estimA.Irg the Mach number
aft of the conical wave system resulting from the fuoelage-wing glove intersection. This yielded a Mach
number of 2.08 wherein the flow field was assumed to be uniform to the inlet. An exact Taylor-Maccoll
solution was develoned for the initial cone angle with subsequert use of the method of characteristics to
generate the flow finld about the second cone. A normal shock wvs then acaumed at the eutrance to the
cowl lip. The resulting isohars for this 88 degree iule'. segment were then uniformly exp-.nded into a
circumferential profile at the compressor face. A plane of symmetry was assumid half way between the
88 degree sector of the inlet system. The total pressures resulting from such calculations were plotted
and compared with those of the 1/6 scale wind tunnel and flight case. Figure 2 shows such a comparison.
The wind tunnel and flight data shomeJ a remarkably similar profile, howcver the compar-son with theory is
understandably different due to the absence of viscous effects. More importantly, the main difference
stem from a clearly identifiably low energy area on the inboard, lower portion of the compressor face
which is quite different than that predicted by the inviscid theory. It was therefore clear that an
investigation should be undertaken to survey the oncom nrid duct flow relating to this portion of the
entire airflow. Values of steady state distortion are .s presented as derived from the expression KA
as follows:

K.1 x 100 (1)

where
C - ratio of compressor inlet radius to ring redlus

I - number of ring

" largest continuous arc of the ring over which the total pressure is below the ring average
pressure

rt rimn average pressure

P t ring minimum total pressure

'in
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Here again, the low 'heoretical KDA value is due to the absence of the low, inboard impact pressures and
the inviscid assumptions.

In the analysis of the flight test data taken with this instrumentation, several approaches
were employed. First, compressor face total pressure maps were compared, which shoved the changes in
flow distortion as a compressor stall condition was approached. Although this analysis indicated a low

* total pressure region on tha Inboard side, the results were inconclusive and so time variations of data
from other sets of instrumentation further upstream in the duct were examined for many stall sequences In
order to identify problem areas in the inlet flow field as they developed. From the time sequence plots,
selected data for a particular time cut were used to define duct static pressure distributions or boundary
layer total pressure profiles. The static pressure distrJbutions were used to locate shock wave positions,
indicate boundary layer blaed effectivdness, estimate stream velocities, and indicate regions of separated
flow. Total pressure profiles ware used to define regions of low energy flow ahead of and in the inlet,
and to indicate regions of separated flow. In a parallel study coordinated with this quasi-steady data

evaluation, the dynamic pressure fluctuations indicated by traces from the flight telemetry and magnetic
tape output of the individual probes were being carefully analyzej. Under certain flight conlitions, the
traces indicated extreme "turbulence" at the compressor face. This wts known to cause a loss in engine
stability in other engines as reported by Gabriel, Wallner and Lubick and was felt to be a contributory
factor in the stall problems of the F-lIA. Although a complete correlation between quasi-steady flow
distortion and dynamic pressure fluctuations was not undertaken, it was realized that there was a cause
and effect relationship between these two types of distortion and the approach was to address the cause
of unsteady and non-uniform flow in the inlet and attempt to eliminate it. A corresponding reduction of
the severity of the dynamic-pressure fluctuations (dynamic distortion) would be expected, but it was
important to know the relationships between steady and dynamic flow to the limits of the instrumentation
signal available.

THEORY 1/6 SCALE WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT

91.. 8 :8' "84 85 "

.8 .7 84 . 6 7

818283 .8j-...1. 67
89.9 81

..- '.87
.900.7 89 9

. 90. 8

r• LEFT HAND ENGINE LOOKING AFT

PARAMETER THEORY WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT

AIR FLOW, LHS ISEC, 168 168 162
IAVF. RECOVERY PRESSURE RATIO 90.8 85 87

DISTORTION FACTOR, KDA 100 383 4C.

FIGURE Z. COMPARISON OF F.-111A COMPRESSOR FACE TOTAL PRESSURES FOR MACH NUMBER 2.2 ANLb AN ANCGLE OP
,ATTACK OF 5.5 DEGREES

III. F-l11 INLET 1IESSU1E FLUCTUATION EFFECTS

The effects of transient disturbances, or more specifically, the fluctuating nature of the
measured totnl pressures at the compreswor face were considered to have a strong influence in the stall
properties of the engine. This influence and ccrresponding effect were considered to be above the accept-
able steady-state distortion which could be accoumodeted by the engine. The flight regime in which this
phenomenon commenced was found to be at low supersonic speeds, with increasing disturban'.e inte.l•ity as
a function of increasing Mach nu& ber. These disturbances exhibited a wide range of amplitude-frequency
conten• showing both slow and rapid transients. The slow transients could possibly be compensated for by
inlet and engine controls. For such low frequency diaturbancss, engine performance is basically similar
to steady-state operation since normally, the outlet pressures will follow the inlet flow variatio~a in
magitude and phase such that th over-all compressor pressure ratio will remin the same. However, the
m-Jority of actual transient diaturhan~lea and total pressure fluctuations were found to be significantly
faster than any of the aforementioned control cepabilitie•z. Under these circumstances, specific outlet
pressures lag the inlet pressure variations in both amplitude and phase. Consequently, the pressure ratin
across the compxessor can differ considerably fici the steady-state value on the operating line, and con-
ditions can ba reached wherein compressor stall margin reduction and even stall will be experienced. Data
from reference 1 has shown this to be the case for a simply induced sinusoidal pressure variation input

.o a comp9essor.

It is important to note here that the orig;.al compressor face total pressure instru~metation
on the prototype test aircraft was never intended for the accurate measuremnt and analy.4.s of transient

S.... .. .. i r ' ' .. . < " " -' - l .. ..26 89 .. . .80< ' • I 1 • • < ' - : '•:. . . . . . . . .. . . . ........
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disturbances. Hence, an effort to correlate transient disturbances with the lower frequency average
values of the measured total pressures to the compressor face required special data reduction methods.
Total pressure readout from flight magnetic tapes at conditions appropriate to engine stall were first
identified and then processed through narrow band pass filters by the Field Measurements Group of the
Air Force Ylight Dynamics Laboratory. Figure 3 shows two typical frequency spectrums obtained from the
filtering process of the flight test data wherein 85.55 inch long pressure carrying lines were provided

Vbetween the pressure probes 8W the transducers. At first glance, the higher amplitude data would appear
to occur at the lower frequencics; however, the utilization of 85.55 inch lines (tubulation) for steady-
state pressure measurements suggested the possibilities of transient signal attenuation to the transducer
due to classical acoustic type dissipation. In order to correct for this tubulation effect, an experi-
mental program was undertaken by the Aero-Acoustics Branch of the Air Force Flight Dynamic' Laboratory to
apply corrections to the measured pressure variations for conditions just prior to engine stall.
Theoretical predictions were provided by Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory personnel. Figure 4 shows
the nature of the amplitude corrections as a function of frequency when examined for an average pressure

of 14.7 psi and varying temperature. The experimental data taken at room temperature showed excellent
areeent with theory.100
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Many supersonic flight conditions associated with engine stall were examined with specific
emphasis on the high frequency a-pects of the transient disturbances. Multiplexing of the instrumentstion,
as is normally accomplished on t.-jt aircraft for measuring steady-state parameters, was found to have a
strong influence on the high frequency transient data. In an effort to isolate these effects, several
flights were performed involving a minimum of multiplexing with a 15 inch line replacing one of the 85.55
inch lines for reduced tubulation eZfects. A comparison of pressure transients in a 85.55 inch line with
multiplexing versus a 15 inch length tubing with minimal multiplexing is shown in Figure 5. Above
approximately 250 cps it can be seen that the high frequency transients recorded with the 85.55 inch line
were due to multiplexing, and not present except for some disturbances in the 525-660 cps range. It was,
therefore, decided to utilize 0 - 250 cps frequency range for data analysis when transient data was sub-
ject to multiplexing, and 0 - 1000 cps for the data with minimal multiplexing.Q ~ AlxcIAF ND. 1, .- 19, OtL4e W*' arUK. AUTIPUMZ

PP03 AIRCRAFT NO. K M,.?- . Co.5., IS" 5MlE. SI•AI CCWAKL

0.2-
OSCIL.
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0.1

10 100 1000
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FIGURE 5. COATARISON OF F-211A TUBULATION

A specific comparison of steady-state compressor face recovery pressures with corresponding
transient disturbance values obtained from flight is shown in Figure 6. The oscillatory or transiert
pressure data is based on 0 to 250 cps as discussed above. Figure 6 showb, generally, that the high,
steady-state recovery pressures corresponded to areas of reduced transient or oscillatory pressures,
whereas low recovery pressures related to regions of higher transient values. The region in the lower
left-hand corner of the oscillatory pressure map was of particular interest. This area of highest tron-
saient disturbance -alues corresponded directly to the lower left-hand portion of the inlet which was osat
susceptible to boundary layer ingestion. In addition, the steady state analysis from flight demonstrated
the upward spreading of low total pressures from the bottom of the sharp cowl lip with increasing angle of
attack. The data of Figure 6 would indicate that,in addition to being of a very low recovery nature, this
portion of the flow possessed a high degree of flow unsteadiness sufficient to cause engine stall.
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FIGURE 6. F-l1lA COMPRESSOR FACE STEADY-STATE AND OSCILLATORY PRESSURES

The transit.nt disturbance analysis for all 40 compressor face pressure measurements for 6
particular stall condition would have required a prohibited expenditure of manhours and it was, therefore,
decided to use an available single pitot tube of 15 inch tubulation to examine the flucruating nature of
th2 duct flow. Figure 7 shows the effect of angle of attack on the dynamic characteristics of this prcbe
at a constant Ho - 0.77. Although many dijcrete frequencies were identified from the spectrum analyzer
output, specific frequencies of 130, 230, and 525 cps appeared to persist with relatively high ,eplitude
for this test condition, which was at a military power engine setting. The amplitudes of these particular
frequencies appeared to be fairly constant up to moderate angle of attack with a tendency to converge and
further increase in amplitude at higher anglcs of attack until engine compressor stall was experienced.
Also shown on Figure 7 Pre the effects of first zone afterburner operation for cruise angle of attack.
Ihe amplitude associated with 130 cps was found to change a small amount, however, there was a substantial
amplitude, increase in the 230 and 525 cps frequencies.

The condition of aircraft acceleration for cruise angle of attack at maximum afterburner power
was examined with results as presented in Figure 8. Here again, the influence of afterburner operation is
shown in the amplitudes of the 240 and 525 cps frequencies for transonic flight conditions. However,
amplitudes at these frequencies decreased with increasing Mach number and corresponding decreases in
corrected air flow up to approximately Mach number 2. Beyond Mach number 2, there was a dramatic increase
in all three amplitudes up to Mach number 2.2 where engine stall was experienced.

From the quasi-steady and transient distutrbance data studied during 1967, it was clear that the
engine compreasor stall characteristics were strongly influenced by inlet pressure pulsations at high fre-
quencies and this effect must be considered in conjunction with the "steady state" distortion.
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SIV. DETAILED STUDIES OF P-1liA INLET AND ENGINE AIR FLOW FvLUCTUATION EFFECTS

Subsequent to the initial study of the F-lIlA inlet-engine incompatibility effort discussed in
Section III, a limited number of investigations 2-6 have been carried out in order to shed light on this
important problem area. A typical example of one of tb- more significant and recent programs was reported
by Plourde and Brimelow7. in this effort a fan and low pressure compressor of the Pratt and Whitney Air-
craft TF-30 turbofan engir.e was selected as the test article to study the effects of "turbulence" on
engine stall margin. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the TF-30 3-stage fan and 6-stage low pressure com-
pressor system. The forward section of the compressor was sonnected to a "turbulence" generator duct
utiliz4ng a convergent-divezgent device. Figure 10 shows a cutaway of this "turbulence" generator which
included a movable plug i...zer-body followed by a constant area duct. The purpose of this plug was to
develop a sonic throat followed by supersonic flow and a normal shock system. The interaction of the
shockwave with the duct boundary layer generated the fluctuating or "turbulent flow" conditions. The
"turbulence" generator included a section just ahead of the compressor wherein a variety of stream
obstructions such as 1/2 inch rods or 3 inch pipes could be placed in front of the compressor face to
further increase or change the "turbulence" spectrum. Figure 11 shows the 3 inch rod system.

High frequency response pressure transducers-were used to measure both static and total pressures
at the compressor face. A typical inlet rake and total pressure probe utilizing Kistler transducers and
low frequency response sensing tubes is shown in Figure 12. These total pressure rakes were positioned
around the '.ompressor inlet at 00, 45, 135', 225', 292.5%, and 315' w0hen facing upstream.

STATION 2
STATION 2.5

ST'ATION STATION

3 EG 3 RIG.

'I

INLET -AIRFLOW __ _

DIST ISTATION STATION
L ISCREEN 3 UNG 3 RIG

LOCATION -: STA71O"---N

2 FAN BYPASS 2.5 LOW COMPRESSOR
STATION 2 AIRFLOW DISCHARGE AIRFLOW

TO HIGH COMPRESSOR j
Pratt & U
Whitney .......
Plrcraft

FIGURE 9. TF-30 FAN AND LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SYSTEM

The power spectral densities resulting from the turbulence generators along with the spectra
produced by the 1/2 inch and 3 inch rods is shown in Figure 12. The installation of the 1/2 inch grill
system generated a fairly flat spectrum over the entire compressor face. The spectrum established from
the 3 inch rods contained discrete frequencies as a result of shed vortices which were not yet dissipated
to small scale "turbulence."

The effects of unsteady flow on compressor performance is now assessed. Gabriel, Wollner, and
Lubick first showed that a sinusoidal varying plane flow displayed detrimental effects on the compressor
stall characteristics. In addition, their analog simulation of a turbo-jet axial flow compressor utiliz-ing volumetric dynamics and steady-state total pressure air flow relationships was sufficient to estab-

lish the unsteady flow characteristics through an engine. A comparison of the analytical procedure with
experiment shoved excellent agreement. Now, the effects of "turbulence" can be described by an instan-
taneous spatial pressure distortion which is a function of pressure variation in amplitude and geometric
location of the peak to peak pressure regions over the compressor face. The effects of this "turbulence"
on the compressor performance, is shown in Figure 14. Base line characteristics for the compressor per-
formance were determined from bellmouth tests and are so indicated. The unmodified "turbulence" generator
characteristics (in other words, without. the 1/2 inch and 3 inch pipe or other grill installations) showed
a reduction in primary airflow, and more importantly a reduction in the stall line. Figure 14 also shows
the effects of 1/4 inch and 3 iuch pipe installations. As expected, further decreases in primary flow
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were experienced along with some reduction in the operating stall line. Figure 15 shows the loss of
compressor surge line as a function of "turbulence" level intensity. Here it is clearly shown that

mpressor stall is related to instantaneous spatial distortion.
z4

FAN ON OPERATING LINE N. -. 9500

o EG CRATE
24 VANE SUPPORT & 360e SCREEN
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12 FAN o ONPMTTI•G LINE ./ . 950
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FIGURE 15. SURGE LI&E REDUCTION VS ".TURBULENCE" FIGURE 16. SURGE LINE LOSS VS INSTANTANEOUS
LEVEL SPATIAL DISTORTION

Today, there are a number of different theories advanced by numerous investigators to predict
compressor stall. One effective method of describing the phenomenon is an instantaneous spatial distor-
tion pattern. That is, although the time dependence of tite fluctuations at a point is important, this
effect may be approximated by the instantaneous spatial variation. With this assumption, Zhe description
of "turbulence" reduces to a weighted spatial integrL.ion producing an instantaneo~is distortion parame er
which can be used to correlate the effects of "turbulence." The instantaneous distortion parameter K8 "
is expressed as follows:

A [iým.]1 t av_
n~ jnIaji av Di

Ke - (2)
Dm i

where

i - number of pressure instrumented ring

D - diameter of the pressure instrumented ring

Qa' average inlet velocity head at compressor face
A-" a

O - circumferencial angle

7T P (9)

t

-it ah

b 1 *-sin n+od0

vith

T n+ialcoa 0+ a2C02 26 +* ancos ne + bisin 9
it nav b2sin 2e + ... bnsin nO
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d 
pt a impact pressure

pt a average impact pressure

Correlation of the computed instantaneous circumferential distorti.on parameter with experiment is shown
in Figure 16. This figure shows reasonably good agreement between computation and the various configura-
tions employed to develop "turbulence".

Recently. Burcham and Hughes8 have modified and utilized the Pratt and Whitney K. distortion
factor fov predicting surge. The engine compressor face was sub-divided into 5 equal areas through con-
centric circles or rings. Probes were placed on rings which were maintained at a constant radii from
the compressor centerline. The modified •D distortion paraweter was defined as follows:r -2

1 [max miT ~ L Pt ev ý,i
So100 

(3)

where

C - ratio of compressor inlet radius to ring radius

i - number of ring
8- largest continuous arc of the ring over which the total pressure is below the ring averagepressure

P ring maximum total pressure
MAX

Pt. r.ng average pressure
av

Pt" ring minimtm total pressure

Ptav 0. 8 3  Ptav *0 .83=in,

.86 8 8

90

86Surge initiation-\. Surge . A'. 8

Pressure recovery map Pressure recovery map
KDA Time averaged Instantaneou. at surge initiation
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F IGIRE 17. COMPARISON OF HIGH AND LOA' RESPONSE KDA FIG&RE 18. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE RFCOVrRY AND"WITH UHIGH RESPONSE XDM. P-Il1A FLIGHT CONDITIONS; INSTANTANEOUS RECOVERY MAPS WlTTH i. F-lI1A
MACH NMER - 1.6, ALTITUDE - 45,000 FEET AND OFF- FLIGHT CONDITIONS: MACH NUMBER = 2 .7, ALTITUDE-
DES rTC SPIKE POSITION 44,000 FEET'
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In this specific effort a flight test F-1lIA aircraft was utilized to determine the dynamic nature of
inlet pvessure fluctuations related to engine operational stability. Derived steady state flow distor-
tion patterns as developed from low response pressure instrumentation weie compared with both the 4 A and
KDMcaistortion parameters calculated from high response instramentation. A typical comparison is shown
inHFigure 17 for the flight case of Mach number 1.6 at an altitude of 45,000 feet with off.design inlet
spike position. Here it is clearly seen that the low response data technique functioning at a sampling
rate of 50 cuts per second did not yield information indicative of the compressor stall. On the other
hand, utilizing the higher response data technique and calculating either the Kn. or m distortion
parametz.r at 400 samples per second did yield a substantial peak approximatelyI• mill seconds prior to
surge. Figure 18 shows a time history of the probe data and distortioa factor for Mach number 2.17 and
an altitadu of 44,000 feet.1 Probes A and B show increases in pressure as the stall condition is
approached whereas probes A and B1 are decreasing and hence result in a maximum distortion value. It is
internsting to note that the instantaneous pressure recovery map shows a largar high pressure area along
with a more intense low pressure area.

Figure 19 shows the surge characteristics for transonic flight at Mach number 0.9 and
30,000 feet altittide. This particular stall occurred as a result of the off-design conditions of the
inlet cone and is generally recognized as a "drift" type of surge. This is demonstrated by the fact
that peak values of the distortion factor occurred several times during the time period examined.

The modified distortion parameter as developed by ltircham and Hughes 8 was found to be
approximately CO percent effectivte in identifying surge %hen dyne=ic conditions prevailed within approxi-
mately 90 percent of the maximum sceady state distortion value. Needless to say, additional information
9,10 and more ccacting methods must be developed to predict engfne instability due to dynamic inlet
conditions.

.o87 %v 0.o8.7
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7

Pressure recovery Pressure recovery
Time averaged Instantaneous atsurge initiation

1400 -Surge Surge

1200

KDA 8co

60D
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FIGUJE 19. CCMPARISON OF AVERAGE RECOVERY AND INSTAN-
TANEOUS RECOVERY MAPS WITH KDA. F-111A FLIGHT COND1-
TIONS; MACH NUMBER - 0.9, ALTITUDE = 30,000 FEET AND
OFF-DES1IG SPIKE POSITIONV

V. ADVANCED CONFTGURATION STUDIES

Airframe-propulsion compatibility has become a critical problem area for both commercial and
military high performance aircraft. Classically the solution to overcoming the problem of compressor
stall has been through reduction of the pressure distortion generated by the inlet and increased distor-
tion tolerance of the engine. Intensive effnrts are presently underway in ground and flight test facili-
ties to understand the effects of coupled steady-state and dynamic inlet distortion. Also, considerable
re.earch is being directed toward the cause and effect relationship of non-uni'orm flow fields entering
the inlet system of turbo-jet engines. Many of these flow field examinations show lccal angles of attack
and yaw which far exceed aircraft attitude values. Inlet designers arc presently faced with a very diffi-
cult task to match inlet geometry with the large variations in flow conditions developed about many
reasonable airframe geometries. dlow field studies will continue on many airframe configurations to
determine optimum i.ilet positioring.
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FIGURE •Oa. MYICAL 113 SCALE TAILOR.4MTE WIN D TUNNEL MODEL

C-31 B-4

FIGURE 20b. PXPRESENTATTRE CURFIGUVR4TIONS FOR FOREBODY FLOW FIELD TESTS

More recently the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has undertaken a numter of programs to
investigate flows about fuselage and wing-fuselage combinations throughout the subsonic, transonic and
supersonic speed regimes. The objectives of these programs are to develop a clear understanding of inlet-
airframe interactions and,more Importantlytto attain an experimental data batik and corresponding analytI.-
cal approach for assessing the dynamic phenomena associated with engines and inlets. The Laboratory has
initiated project Tailor-Mate in order to examine the effects of configurstion variations on flow field
dynamics tund re'lated effects to the engine system. Figures 20a and 20b show a typical 1/3 scale wind
tunnel model along with various aircraft configurations studied. Configurations A-1 and A-2 are examples
of side mounted type inlets whereas 4-3 is an example of a fuselage shielded inlet, and wing shielded
inlets are shown by c~mfigurstions B-3 and B-4. one quarter scale !usalaje models were construzted for

Swind tumnel testing purposes with appropriate fuselnge static pressure distributions, boundary layer
measurements and more importantly, the dynamic nature of the flow fields at the proposed inlet stations.

S~In addition to the flow field measurements made in the area of the entrance to the inlet, two side
S~mounted and two ahielded external compression inleta were taxlored for the flow fields defined by the

forebody as shown in Figure 21. The detailed lnstruzientat!ons fer such a duct system is showrn in
S. Figure 22. Instrumentation was utilizea to document ,!;a inlet performance and included static pressure

rakes near the cowl lip, in the diffuser and at the simulated compres.f=r face. It is important to note
S~that the compressor face instrum~entation contained high response type traneducera to identify the fluctua-
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tion nature of the inlet flow. Figure 23 shows the results of wind tunnel tests for the four configura-
tions mentioned. These tests were performed at Mach number 2.2 with varying angle o: attack. Figure 23
shows both wing shielded inlet systems experienced lower distortion as indicaLed by the simple distortion
index along with low "turbulenLe" as a function of angle of attack. As might be expected the side
mounted type of inlets experienced higher distortion with correspondingly higher indices of "turbulence."
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The importance of the flo ?; nierated ',y the forebody of the fuselage has been pointed out

by Surber and Stava~l and Zonars 1 2 I I ple of such sensitivity is shown in Figure 24 wherein the
side mounted 2-dimensional inlet ot ,. A-i was examined in conjunction with body A-2. This figure
shows the vastly differant characteri.t.c of distortion vs "turbulence." Surprisingly enough, the small
change in contour of the A-2 fuselagn was found to have a substantially better characteristic than A-1.
This is undoubtedly due to a lower local outvash a.d hence a reduced tendency toward flow separation on
the inboard sit of the inlet. In the evenL the desiner is confined to the A-i inlet configuration and
cannot readjust _.. body contour as shown by'the &-2 characteristics, he must then look for other means
by which he can suppress both the stea 'y state and "turbulent" digtortion. A longer `nlet duct has a
surprisingly favorable characteristic ao denoter in Figure 25. There is a considerabl reduction in both
distortion parametera which puts the operational mode of the inlet well within the stable bounds of
engine operation.
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FIGURE 24. INFLUENCE OF FOREBODY CONTOUR ON FIGURE 25. EFFECT OF LONGER DUCT ON VLPPEESSING
ENGINE STABILITY AT MACH NUMBER 2.2 STEADY STATE AND "TURBULENT" DISTORTIO:;

V!. DYNAMIC DATA HANDLING TECHNIQUE

Among the problems that exist in handling dynamic data are the tremendous quantities of analog
data tapes generatea during inlet development programs and that past efforts to atalyze dynamic data has
depended heavily upon what has been seen relative to the behavior of the steady state or average compon-
ent of compressor face total pressure. As a coxheqnence, only abort one percent of the data is actually
examined since considerable digitization is required to review one case. More specifically, the area of
iuterest centers on the analysis of the dynamic or fluctuating component of total pressure measured at
the compressor face plane of a trisonic type inlet. The pressures are measured by means of fast response
instrumenLation located in rakes radiating from the hub. This dita is recorded on analog tape and repre-
sents the beginning of our problem.

The solution to this prablem has been to develop ev analog editing system for screening and
editing inlet dynamic data based on the -ise of engine distortion parameters. As a result, "arge quanti-
ties of talB can be screened and those parts cý the data identified which would have adverse effects on
airframa-pr pulsion compatibility.

A typical Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory inlet program consists of 5000 data points
wherein one Mach number, angle of attack and yaw, and capture area ratio comprises a single data point.
At least 200 feet of tape are used for each data point and as a result, it can be seen that about 10 reels
of tape are required for a pros sm of this magnitu!?. For a more extensive inlet devlopment program,
such as associated with advanci, flight vehicles, as many as 500 tapes are :equired. In any event, the
data of interest i contained on only about one iercent of the tape which is not necessazily •he same
one percent of ta.ý mentioned previousl/. The sinciple cestion that arises is how Coes one expeditious-
ly and economici...y locate the data of interest?

In the development of the analog editing systemcertain poals were established. First, it was
desirable to utilize parameters involving all the compressor face steady-state and dynamic data which had
a direct relationsnip to engine stability. Second, a scheme was desired that would identify high levels
of dynamic flo.; activity on the tapes and where this event occurred. rhire, a fast response cppability
was a requirement In order to ;ccount for model scale. Fc'r example, if a particular engine is sensitive
to pressure fluctuations up to 200 cvcles/iecond. and the inlet wind tunnel model is one-tenth scale
then valid data out to 2000 cyclci/second ii required fror the model. Model scaling characteristic', have
been hypothesized by Shernaa and Motycia 1 3 . Fourth, a desirous capability was to use more than orz para-
meter in the screening process to determlie which was most meaningful and acceptable and hence avoid tape
ra-runs. Fifth, the system shoild be flexible to permit digitization of data and possess a data playback
capability at the recorded speed.

Among the parametcrs selected for dnta screening was tl1e Pratt & Whitney engine dir.tortion
parameters Ke, KpRp and KA which have beer formil. - on the bl ., of experimental date. The expressions
shown below, ,rhich in part relates to Equation 2, describe the level of uistortion associated with a
particular compressor face pattern.
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KA K a + bK RA (4)

r [D. i - (5 )

I tav Iiav

L i-i 
Ji l

where
b constant depending on engine design and entrance Mach number

x - weighting frator depending on distortion sensitivity

K9 describes the influences associated with a circumferential distortion pattern while KRAD describes the
pattern variation associated with raiial distortica. When a combined pattern exists, which is typically

the case, K and K are added together in a weighted manner to form KA* in addition to the Pratt and
Whitney parameters, a set of General Electric engine distortion parameters have been programmed. These

expressions are used to identify high levels of dynamic activity in the air flow process. These data are
subsequently subjected to further analysis which in turn aids in determining the necessary modifications
required to alleviate the compatibility problem.

The dynamic data screening device or system was developed jointly between the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory and the Aeronautical Systems Division Cogputer Center using a h>yrxd computer. This
program was initiated in January 1970 by Sedlock and Marou. twith the acquisition of a 72 channel multi-
plex discriminator system, a 14 track direct playback tape transport, tape search unic peak detectors,
and a 48 channel data filtering system. The complete system shown in Figure 26 became opurational in
July 1971. The system described above is similar to that developed by Crites and HeckartI 5 , Critesl 6 ,
Lynch and Slade1 7 except for the added flexibility due to a hybrid computer capability.

The current status of the Air Force FlIght Dynamics Laboratory system is that both General
Electric sad Pratt and Whitney engine distortion parameters have been programmed on the computer and up

to live parameters can be tracked simultaneously with an order of priority established for each paramecer.
The primary requirement of the system is to identify dynamic peaks and the time of occurrence. The reso-
lution of the tape search unit permits identification of the peak value within one millisecond. Center
frequencies used in the discriminators have been selected for greatest compatibility with those being
used by USAF and contractor facilities. The dynamic data can be filtered from 125 to 9000 cycles/second

in six discrete increments in order to account for model scale and filtering of any unwanted high
frequency information such as probe resonance. Both the engine distortion parameters and pressure data
can be digitlz~a at various saipling rates.

HYBRID COMPUTERFM MULTIPLEX [._.•ANALOG DIGITAL ._ [

DISCRIMINATOR F I LTER S ANAOGD-GTA
SYSTEM LINE

PRINTER

I PEAK 'l
JTAPE DECK DETECTOR S

MAG

fAE TAPE

UN I T
FIGURE 26. DYNAMIC DATA EENING AND EDITING SYS'EM

Our past and current efforts have included revie! of the compatibility points in the B-1 Inter-
face Control Document and the Arnold Engineering Development Center 1/10 scale inlet test data. In addi-
tion to continued support of the B-1 program, data from the RA-SC wind tunnel-flight test correlation and
Tailor-Hate prigrams will be reviewed.

16
McDonnell-Douglas personnel b~ve developed a screening system for use during the F-iS inlet

development program. In examining this capability o review dynamic data based on conventional means, it
was estimated that six manyears and one million dollars wei. required to review one percent of a 250 date
point program which represented some four million pressure distributions. The development of an analog
editing system reduce" this task to six weeks with lcss than 1000 feet of tape to be examined. Our own
experience has shown ..i.at ot.e reel of tape eontaining 30 data points can be examined in approximately one
hour. To accomplish the samd task with a digital compuzter would require 15 hours to digitize the data
and approximately 20 hours of computer time to process the Jnfoimation. Thii estimate is besed on 200
samples per data point. She development described above represents a major step in handling the extreme-
l large amcunt of data associated •,ith au, inlet development program.
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A description of how the engine distortion parametcre are implemented on the analog/digital
computer to accomplish the goal of ediling and screening the data will now be addressed. This can be
accomplished by relating the expression for Ke to a particular configuration of total pressure probes
at the compressor face. In this particular case, consider a configuration that consists of 48 probes
with six rings and eight rakes. The implementation of Equation (2) on the analog computer is quite
simple. The steady state and gain adjusted fluctuating pressure are summed together to form the total
component of pressure. Each pressure is multiplied by its respective sine 0 and cosine 0, summed around
each ring, and then squared. These two terms are added together and then the square root is taken of
this stmmation. Finally, this value is multiplied by the value of the leading term to attain Ka for one
ring. This process is repeated for each ring and then the individual ring K are summed together to form
the total K . While the value of this expression is being calculated, a simhlar process is occurring
simultaneoutly for the other parameters.

The editing process is accomplished by considering the time history of the parameter Ke . K0
can be generated as a continuous :unction since an analog computer is a continuous type rf machine.
The operator has the ability to Eat a threshold level for each of the parameters such -'tat only informa-
tion occurring about that level will be examined. The engineer must know when a peak in Ke has been
experienced and the time of this occurrence. In additionhe is interested in the valua of Ka w1en it
exceeds a given threshold level and when it returns to a lower value. Special peak detector nezworks are
uitilized to accomplish these objectives. These peak detectors track an increasing signal to the peak
level and maintain that levw.l until it is reset. The peak detectors are normally reset when the value of
the parameter drops below the threshold level in order that successive peaks can be detected even though
such peaks may be of a lower value than a preced ,g peak. In addition, the peak detectors can be used as
a signal generator that signifies a peak has been detected. Judgement mtst be made as to identifying
both threst, ýd crossings and peaks or peak values alone. When a 'hreshold crossing occurs, an interrupt
signal is generated, and the information is transferred from the analog to the digital computer. No
on-line manipulation of this information is permitted in order to transfer the data as quickly as
possible. The current response time from signal interrupt thru iniormation transfer is 300 microseconds.
An important feature of the program is the identification cf which pazameters triggered the interrupt
signal. Whenever the interrupt signal occurs, the peak value of the parameter is stored as well as the
value of the other parameters at this particular instant. Th3 next output from the editor is the time
when the peak was detected. The time resolution is to within one millisecond.

MRny electronic components make up the editing system. A 14 track tape transport is used to
p.L oack the dynamic data through the discriminator system which de-multiplexes the Individual signals.
Each pressure signal is filtered before it is sent to the ann±og computer. Coupled with the tape deck
and hybrid computer is the tape search unit. The search unit allows one to find a particular time-
pressure histoiy on the tape while it also serves as the time reference frame for the hybrid computer.
The peak detectors, mentioned earlier, are coupled to the analog computer. The information stored in thL
digital computer can be print'.d a.t on the line printer or stored on magnetic tape.

VII. CONCLUSION

The effects of "turbulence," or specifically, the fluctuating nature of the measured total

pressures at the compressor face have been found to have a strong influence on the stall margin of most
engines. This phenomano. normally commences at low supersonic speeds with increasing disturbance inten-
sity as a function of increasing Mach number. This "turbulence" exhibits a wide range of amplitude-
frequence content. For low frequency disturbances, engine performance is basically similar to steady
state operation since the engine outlet pressures will follow the inlet flow variations in magnitude and
phase, such that overall compressor pressure ratio will remain the sa":. However, the majority of time
dependent total pressure fluctuations are found to be signifi,antly faster than the aforementioned flow
properties. Under these circumstances, ou2let pressures lag the inlet pressure variations in both ampli-
tude and phase. Consequently, the pressure ratio across the compressor can differ considerably froL a
steady-state value, and conditions can develop wherein compressor stall margin is completely negated.
For years the use of a frequently referred to "turbulence factor", (A P )rms/Pt , averaged over the

AV
compressor face has raised many doubts concerning its usefulness. The results of the study presented in
this paper clearly indicates that instantaneous spatial distortion calculations are necessary to judge
the perfortmance characteristics of the ducted flow as caused by a number of physical phenomenon such as
shock wave-boundary layer interaction and flow separation. The development of small-scale powered simu-
lators for wind tunnel use can be very beneficial in establishing inlet-engine compatibility. Although
only the effects of "turbulence" on engine stability have been addressed, future efforts should be
directed toward identifying unsteady flow infl':ences on the vitally important thrust aspects of the
inlet.
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Careful attention is giver to various definitions relating to thrust and drag. Since thrust
minus drag is of primary interest, the background on drag determination is discusred. This is followed
by testing techniques for full scale propulrion system. Many of the testing techniques yield unin-
stalled engine thrust levels significantly greeter than installed values. Sources of installation losses
are, hence, of ,znoiderable ir -. rest. Several different methods have evolved to account for various
term in a *ag/thrus' determination. Bookkeeping of forces and momentum flux is described. Any air-
craft development ic entrolled by schedules and fixed resourc-es. Influence of these constraints on
engine-airframe integration is discused. Some special integration problems, e.g., engine bleed air, are
considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent time there have been examples of aircraft, both military and comercial, with
inaccurate prediction of perform.nce during development. The aircraft are committed to production without
knowledge of substandard performance. The consequence is a non-competitive aircraft. Prediction of
aircraft performance 13 based mainly on static tests of the aircraft engine end wind tunnel tests on
subecale models 4f" the aircraft. Sources of inaccuracy in the prediction are the changes of thrust

from uninstalled to the installed condition and the mutual interaction between engine and airframe.

As a result of past rierne with faulty predictions, there has been greater emphasis on
accurate testing and consistent vookkeeping procedures. Some of these tiste and procedures are
described.

After defining many of the forces associated with an sircraft, the determination of aircraft
drag in a wind tunnel is discussed. Tese tests are almost solely aubecale. It is not practical to
build subecale models of aircraft engines. As a result, full scale engines are tested starting with
demonstrator engines. Methods and techniques for testing full scale engines and propulsion systems are
presented.

A critical component in a propulsion installation is the exhaust system. External flow and
aerodynamic interference add complexity to the determination of exhaust performance. Isolated and com-
plete model test' of noazles are discussed. A method for estimating installed gross thrust knowing un-
installed grosa thrust and subecale nozzle data is presented.

Many of the factors that cause losses when an engine is installed in an aircraft are briefly
-amined. This is followed by a discussion of a thrust and drag bookkeeping system. Certain aspect.
of system management are included to amphasire the fact that any test program is constrainei by
rasources and schedules.

II. DEFINITIONS

A series of definitions will be stated before the main discussion of engine integration.
Definitions, which are quite uninteresting, should appear perhaps in a remote appendix; howevur, due to
the fact that the definitions are essential to the underetandir the paper, they appear in this
prominent location.

Some quantities, e.g., ram drag, are defined much the same throughout the propulsion
commnity. As a result of the diversity of aircraft typse and different powerplant installations, there
are many specially defined drag and thrust quantities wh:l.ch are not universall' defined. This is
another motivation for providing a definitions chapter.

Notation and nomenclature differ wideri with different symbols for the same concept or the
snae symbols for different concepts. Additive 'rag end pre-entzy drag are identical quantities with
4iffer-ut nomenclature. In view of the different symbols in use, a more efficient set of symbols is
suggested and used herein. A capital subscript is used to denote an increment while a lower case sub-
script indicates the q'antity Itself and not an increment.

A. Drag Associated with Inlets

Do drag of the *xternal surfaces of inlet exte ling from stagnation point on inlet l ip aft to
an sapropriate point on nacelle or fuselage. Alternate names are forebo.y draM, especially
for .acelles and cowl drag.

DL drag on the internal surfaces of inlet extending from stagnation T-int tt f" or comproscor
face. Thportant for flow-through uacelle. in wind tune -odale. Usually xjqt& with engine
internal iet thrust when engine is installed.
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Dd  diverter drag due to the spacer which moves inlet outvard so as to avoid ingestion of

boundary layer along aircraft forebody.

DA Idditive drag, which is equal to integral of gage pressure along streamtube from a point far
ahead of inlet to the entrance of inlet; also equal to change in momentum in freestream to
momentum at inlet entrance. Note this is an increment. D1 is a term resulting from desire
to use freestream conditions to define ram drag. 11

DS ppillage drag equal to difference of DA and the change in external drag. The charge in Dodue to spillage of air is often termed cowl suction.

DB increment of drag due to boundary layer bleed somewhere along inlet compression surfaces.

Dy increment of drag due to air which is taken on board via the inlet but which bzjassem the
engine and is dumped overboard.

Dr _am drag equal to product of mass flow rate entering inlet and flight velocity.

Di Inlet dreg equal to aL of Do and Dd.

DI increment in inlet drag equal to increments DAt DB. D., and D8 .

B. Drag Associated with Nozzles and Exhausts

Dt boa tail drag is force on external surfaces of fuselage or nacelle that decrease cross
sectional area from maximum area to nozzle exit srea.

Db kase drag is force due to the annular region between nozzle and boattail.

Dn jnozle external drag due to forces on nozzle external surfaces extending beyond nacelle or
boattail. Variable geometry nozzles usually extend beyond boattail to permit changes in
nozzle exit area.

a Ifterbody drag is sun of boattail drag and drag due to fairings, rudder, and elevators.

D increment of txhaust system drag due to changes in Dt, Db, Dno and D.-

Dot Iting drag is force on sting which supports model in the wind tunnel.

C. Engine Thrust Definitions

F gross thrust is force produced by mcmentum flux across exit plane and by gage pressure
g over exit area.

Fe net thru :t is gross thrust less ran drag.

Ft net internal thrust (sometimes termed internal thrust) is equal to stress tensor integral
over all internal surfaces wetted by engine air streamtube. Net thrust and net internal
thrust differ by additive drag.

Fu uninstalled gross thrust is gross thrust measured in engine test facilities using referencenozzle without external flow.

Ff flange thrust is force obtained by an ideal expansion of actual flow of gases at some
station downstream of turbine; the flow includes distortions or profiles in or TT present
in actual engine.

t thrust is force obtained by one-dimensional isentropic expansion of gases from and

Ds scrubbing drag is force due to skin friction on pylon and nacelle surfaces wetted by fan
discharge streamtube.

)6 subscript to denote the nozzle charging station.

In addition to the various drag and thrust terms, there are related coefficients defined, e.g., gross
thrust coefficient. These will be discussed later.

III. AIRFRAME DRAG DETERMINATION IN WIND TUNNEL

A. Scope of Testing

There ar many different kinds of aircraft ranging from supersonic transports, supersonic
fighters, VTOL, to piston powered sport planes. To provide propulsion for the gamut of aircraft, there
are a wide variety of propulsion systems. A major v2riable for aircraft gas turbines is bypass ratio.
Supersonic aircraft tend to have zero or sual. bypass ratio (less than unity). High subsonic cruise
aircraft tend to have large bypass ratio up to 8 or so. Lower Mach number cruise yields higher bypass
vatio as the optimum, thus transforming the turbofan to a turboprop. Large bypass engines *e mounted in
nacalles, whereas turbojeto may be buried within the fuenlage. In this lecture ve limit the discussion
to burisd and larg3 bypass ratio podded engines.
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T'here are at least three mounting locations for jet vngines in nacelles on high subsonic
cruise aircraft: below the wing, above the wing, and rearward on the fuselage. For low pressure ratio
fans the loc' issure distribution due to wing or fuselage can altar fan performance.

The scope and kinds of testing are determined by the point in the development cycle.
Figure I illustrates schematically the engine/airframe integration process for an engine mounted in a

ENGINE COMPANYO UNINSTALLED ENGINE
NET THRUST

1. INLET TESTS(RECOVERY, FOREBCD'iO DRAG)

2. EXHAUST NOZZLE TESTS (NOZZLE
COEFF'S)

5. POWER EXTRACTION ETC...
4. NACELLE EXTERNAL AERODYNAMICS

O "ISOLATED POWER PACKAGE _

PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM

PREDICTED WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON PREDICTED
MODEL 5 ( 0 COMPLETE FREE FLOW f6Q FULL SCALE
LE (ý> N A L O NACELLE
PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE

FREE FLOW & POWEREDO MSEMI-SPAN AIRCRAFT
M#ODEL TESTS +
,.OLATED NACELLE
TESTS NACELLE / PYLON

.. • / WING

INTERFERENCE
DRAG

AIRPLANE COMPUTER MODEL OPERATED
OVER REQUIRED MISSIONS TO DEVELOP
PERFORMANCE DATA

REFINEMENTS BASED ON FULL SCALE ENGINE /
NACELLE TEST RESULTS

Figure 1. Kgins/Airframe Integration Process.

nacelle. Figure 2 shows major elements of wing/pylon/n,.cefle flow field. Figures and 2 are reproduced
from the Lockheed-Georgia respo)nse to the AGARD ad hoc study on tranaunic testing. (1) For the procedures
shown in Figure 1, the aircraft preliminary design and configuration layout is couplete. The work that
remains ie the verification of design calculations, accumulation of wind tunnl data to predict per-
formance, and specification of many of the details not part of initial design.

For an aircraft with the engine buried in the fuselage, a bookkeeping system is illustrated
in Figure 3. Figure 3 vas -eproduced from Reference 1. The various models necessary to obtaia drag and
thrust increment@ are also shown. Figure 3 represents the same span of development cycle illustrated by
Figure 1.

189
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WING STAGNATION B. Variables
POINT 8 PRESSURE LEADING WING

FIW /HIn addition to the flight or opera-
tional variables, e.g., Mach number and altitude,

INLET SPILLAGE there are many geomltrioal varitble.. For key
FOREBODY FL S operational points a reference configuration Is,

chosen from among the possibilities. A change in
geometry gives rise to a drag or thrust increment.

- CHANNEL FLO S EGON--+ Sose of the geometrical variables are nozx'O exit
area, nozzle throat area, wheels up or down, wing
sweep angle, flap position, control position,

NACELLE AFTERBODY bleed door position, bypass door positioa, and
FLW inlet throat area. If the flight condition is

defined, then many of these variables become
fixed. For example, oruise of a supersonic air-

PRIMARY JET craft at a supersonic Mach number, which is aFAN JET FLOW key operational point, has wing sweep at maximim
PRE-ENTRY FLOW angle, wheels and flap. up, etc. A model io

STREAMTUBE built with these geometric variable, fixed at an
NACELLE appropriate value. For transonic cruisme of a
INTERNAL supersonic aircraft zt tha triarAoic drag rise,

.:LCWS the geometrical variables have changed compared
to supersonic cruise. Another model is needed.

Figure 2. Major Element, of Wing/Pylon/Nacelle
nlow Field.

AERO FORCE AND MOMENT MODEL &R

AAI

STING EFFECTS MODEL

EFFECTS INTERFERENCE COA. TLOWMX

INLET DRAG MODEL

AIRCRAFT

ED A PERFOR-
MAN CE

JET EFFECTS AFT BODY CORR. TO

DRAG OPERATING

INLET1 "TRS

PRESSURE ECRECOVERYNET THRUST - DELIVERED

RCVRPEFigRMNE .TrsanDrgAcmin yt.

DATA,, ,

POWER INLET

EXTRACTION, ENIEBLEED&•
COMPRESSOR BYPASS LEAKAGE

BLEED ORA;

Fig~ure 3. Thrust and Drag Accountitng $ystma

Propulsion variables, other than geometry, that influence drag and thrust are usea flow ratio
for the inlet, exhaust nozzle pressure ratio, and afterburner operation. These propulsion related
variables mot be duplicated in the inlet or afterbody models to obtain thrust mimas drag throughout the
operating envelope.

C. Subscale Testing

For each test Mach number there is a reference geometrical configuration. A model of the
aircraft is made for that configuration. '7sua)ly it Is too difficult to manufacture a variable geometry
model so that additional models are needed for each reference geometry. The aircraft mission specifies
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performance for certain key points within the operating envelope. Models will be built as appropriateS~for these key points.

fScale of the model is determined to a large extent by wind tunnel size. Transonic testing"
is the most complex within the Mach number range from subsonic through supersonic. Transonic wLnd tunnel
blockage restrictions, expressed as ratio of model cross sectional area normal to mainstream to wind
tunnel flow area in teat section, yield small models. Blockage of 0.5 per cent to 1 per cent are common.
Izale has an influence not only on Reynolds number but also on model construction. It is not possible
to duplicate surface roughness or small details in a small model. Models less than 1/20 scale usually
have so many ctmpromises relative to geometric detail and Reynolds number that tests are not attempted.
There are exc I, of course, with sonic boom models being an example.

:.lized models such as the inlet model or the jet effect model shown in Figure 3 can be
of relatively large scale, e.g., 1/6 scale. Only part of the airframe needs to be duplicated for
inlet or exhaust models.

There are special tests which are conducted subacale. Spin teats are an example. These i .o

not discunsed here.

D. Propulsion System Representation

There are three common techniques for representing the propulgioU system as part of' a wind
tunnel models faired over inlets, flow through nacetea, ansd powered simulators. With fuired over
inlets, there is, of course, no flow entering the model. If exhaust gases are piped into the model
with faired inlet, the exhaust p0ume can be simulated. Without an exhaust gas supply, neither inlet
nor exhaust flow is simulated.

Flow through nacelles, alan called free flow nacelles, give partial simulation of inlet and
exhaust flows. The nozzle pressure ratio is usually 4n error. Figure 4 compares the nozzle pressure
ratio for an optimum, ideal turbojet with the flow
through nacelle. At a Mach number of 1 the turbo-
jet has NPR •,ut two and one half times greater MAXIMUM POWER OPTIMUM
than flow through nacelle. IDEAL TURBOJET TURBINE

To obtain the aircraft drag using a 25 INLET TEMPERATURE
flow through nacelle, it is necessary to sub- 2000OF_ _/

txa't the drag of the internal surfaces of the
nacelle. The internal drag can be obtained by
flo'j surveys at the exit plane of the nacelle. 0 2 0

Figure 3 indicates separate models < I
to obtain inlet forces and to obtain exhaust/ FLOW THROUGH NACELLE
afterbody interference. Powered simulators L
permit simultaneous simulation of both inlet
and exhaust flows. If it is possible to ob- (I
tain the desired information from a single I/Ld
m odel with a powered sixula.or, why are the I
separate inlet and exhaust models employed? LI 01
Simulators for supersonic aircraft are W
currently being det eloped. Simulators for I
large bypass turbofans have been in use for N
some time. Figure 1 indicates that these 0 r
sifmlators play an important role in the
engine/airframe integration of a high bypass
ratio engine. Figure 5a is a photograph of a
supersonic propulsion simulator. Figure 5b F
is a photograph of the simulator undergoing 0
tests; this bears a striking similarity to a 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
real gas turbine under test: MACH NUMBER

R. Summary
Figure 4. Nozzle Pressure Ratio VS Mach Number

To summarize Section III, an aore- for an Optimum, ideal Turbojet and a
force model is used to obtain airframe drag Flow Througb: Nacelle.
polar at specified reference conditions.
Propulsion may be simulated in several ways as discussed above. A specialized inlet model, usually of
larger scale than aeroforce model, is used to obtain drag increments for varying mass flow ratio, anPgle
of attack, and angle of yaw. Another specialized exhaust model, also called jet effects model in
Figure 3, is used to obtain thrust minus drag increments due to varying nozzle pressure ratio, mass flow
ratio, and nozzle geometry. For podded engines a large scale, at least large abtle relative to acre-
force model, powered simulator is used to determine propulsion characteristics and interference with
drframs.

IV. ENGINE THRUST--FULL SCALE PROPULSION TESTING TECHNIQUES

There are four testing techniques applicable to full scale enginest sea level statue,
altitude, wind tunnel with inlet and partial airframe, and flight testing. Altitude testing is described
as direct connect testing. In direct connect testing all the air supplied passes through the engine. In
the wind tunnel tests, spillage of air can occur. This is called free jet testing. Sea level static and
altitude testing give the internal or uninotalled thrust. Wind tunnel testing with inlet, exhaust, and
partial airfrt ws becomes a reasonable approximation for installed thrust. Flight testing provides
installed thrust.

S . . . .. ... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. _ • . . • . .. • . . . . . • .... . . . . .. .. . . . ... ..
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JILI

SUPERSONIC PROPULSION SIMULATOR
CONTRACT NO. F33 IeOS • -C.1609

TO 610

TECH D tVLLOPMENT. INC.

DAYVON , OHIO b Oe ), 0•'Y"

a. Exploded View.

i
b. Simulator on Test Stand.

Figure 5. Supersonic Propulsion Simulator.
(Figure 5 was nupplied to the author by Captain Steve Piller o' USIF AeroPropulsion Lcboratory.)
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hn dngine companies specify that their engines will have a certain magnitude of gross thrust

vhen tested sea level static unaer certain conditions. When the customer buys an engine, the specifica-
tion usually indicates a definite value of gross thrust d'iring sea level static or altitude testing.
Thrust is a function of many variables including the followings (a) cltitude, which determines free-
stream pressure and temperature, (b) flight Mach number, (c) inlet pressure recovery, (d) distortion of
flow into compressor, (o) power level angle or throttle position, (f) power extraction by bleed air or
torque at accessory pad, (gi secondary airflov, and (h) exhaust nozzle position (when nozzle geometry is
varlable). As can be seen in Figure 6, a major problem is the conversion e uninstalled thr-st to in-
stalled thrust. Conditions at Station( the compressor face, may be only .ý-tially simulated. The
nozzle differs. There is external
flow over the nozzle. For static
testing a simple convergent n-,zzle Bleed Air
may be used, whereas I more com-
plicated nozzle, e.g., blow in
dcor ejector, may be used in the
aircraft. Subsequent. discussion
should answer some of the ques-
tions posed in this paragraph.

A. Sea Level Static Testing

Sea level static test-
ing is the most economical, by a
wide margin, of all the tech-
niques. The engine is mounted on
a base plate supported by flexure
atlips. A bell mouth is bolted to
the engine face, and a reference
nozzle is installed. Thrust of INLET NOZZLE
the engine and bell mouth it DIFFERS DIFFERS
measured directly by a load cell. Bleed Air
By calibration or pressure tape
along the bell muuth inner wall, Bypass Dump
the force on the bell mouth is
known. Mobmentum fl=r into the
bell mouth is also determined.
After suitable correction, the
gross thrust of an uninstalled
engine is obtained. To avoid bell

mouth corrcztions e labyrinth seal
may be used at the junction be- /
tween engine and bell mouth.

Accuracies of 0.5 per cent for F Secondary Flow
are coLonly attained. With Boundary Layer Bleed Duct
this level of accuracy, care must
be taken to have uniform pressure Figure 6. Aircraft Engine in Altitude Test Facility and
over the engine external surfaces. Installed in Aircraft.
Fuel must be introduced normal to
thrust Axis or else a correction
needs to be made for fuel momentum. Figure 7 illustrates base plate, flexure strips, etc.

Data are reported in
terms of gross thrust coefficient tf .LMOUTH qNOZZLE

defined as 7 r-___--_ 7'

7g& v1  FiMN

where i is the mass flow at
engine exit, Station@ in Figure
6. uasa flow at engine exit is l -..PI A TRST

the sum of mass flow of air plus ACCALI•I -• I

fuel. The velocity v is an "- R IP$ BALANCE

ideal velocity obtailnd by isen- 7
tropic expansion from P and
T to P%. The gross tAust
c•fficient is, in a sense, an
efficiency comparing actual Figure 7. Engine Static Thrust Measurement at Sea Level.
thrust to ideal thrust. C,
provides a link between th4 installed and uninstalled engine gross thrusts. From that point of view, it
is valuable. Cycle analyses are one ,imensional and can yield values for F,. The thrust coefficient pro-
vides a •ans for estimating ' C.1 also eliminates engine size or scale. However, C mixes one-
dimensional concepts with th. AKsional fltw. The question arises concerning how ~gedefine P and
T . Lt is necessary to us traging procedure, e.g., area weightA 3r mase flow weighted Aerages,
týarrive at a single nun , An average cannot be defii.id which simultaneously satisfies the
conservation equations; I-" ',Qrage& are used, one of the conservation equations is being violated.
Flange thrust F has ' - recognize the three-dimensional aspects of flow at the charging
station. DefinLng a Cg wiFW . laced by Ff would add realism but would be comp 11cated to use.
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To obtain C from k sea level static measurement of F , it is necessary to determine 'he
mass flow rate of tir atenginw inlet it. Compressor maps yield cArrectei weight flow rate as a function
of engine speed N/4V and compressor prissure ratio. Separate means of 2easuring i are calibrated bell
mouth, venturis or orifices. Calibration of engine air flow in terms of N/il and treasure ratio pro-
vides useful data for flight testing. Pressure rakes and temperature rakes are used to determine PF_ ann
T.6. Since specific fuel consumption and ideal thrust require knowledge of the mass flow of fuel fh'- the
specific gravity of the fuel must be measured at the engine. Most flow meters yield volume flow rat..

The station where P and T are measured is frequently called the nozzle charging station.
The charging station must be aczssibleT•or instrumentation in both full scale and model nozzles.

The thrust coefficient C includes losses due to flow divergence, skin friction on internal
nozzle surfaces, leakage, non uniforgprofiles, and swirl. These are some of the flow phenomena and loss
mechanismr which sake Cyg less than unity.

B. Altitude Testing

Conditioned ^ir is suppAied at the compressor face. The st 't.. ion pressure and stagnation
temperature aze determined by calculations knowing flight altitude and M&.. number. A auitable inlet
pressure recovery is assumed. Compressors and heaters (or refrigerators) are necessary to supply correct
T. and FT at engine face. The engine external surfaces are maintained at ambient pressure suitable for
altitude being simulated. Exhausters nre required to maintain a low pressure. 1gure 8 shows a
schematic of the altitude test facility at the Naval Air Propulsion Test Center. From the scale of

ALTITUDE CHAMBER EXPLOSION PORTS EXPANSION TANK
CONTROL ROOM TELESCOPING SECTION/

OF ALTITUDE
CHAMBER

INLET PRESSURE
CONTROL VALVE DIFFUSER

FROM TOcoMP E SSORISýJ1 _ XAITR
AI/L ENGINE VALTITUDE PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE AIR FLOW THRUST STAND CONTROL VALVE
CONTROL RIG NOZZLE EXHAUST GAS

AIR SEAL COOLER

Figure 8. Schematic of Altitude Test Facility at Naval Air rropulsion Test Center.
(Reproduced from Reference 2.)

the engine one can judge the scale of the facility. To aid the exhausters the high velocity jet from the
engine is used as an ejector enhancing the facility capability in terms of altitude and mass flow rate of
air. Altitude testing is expensive. For large engines with high h , the costs may be a few thousand
dollars for each hour of test time. a

Altitude. testing yields an uninstalled thrust value. As in the case of sea level static
testing, thrust is measured using apparatus similar to that thown in Figure 7. An alternate method to
determine F is to make exhaust surveys as illustrated in Figure 9. Within current testing philosophy
this is gongrally regarded as a secondary method. The pressure and temperature rakes are upstream of the
sonic line to avoid measurements in a supersonic stream. By careful attention to experimental details,
it is possible to obtain agreement within 1 per cent between F . rom load cell and F from survey.

C. Wind Tunnel Testing with Partial Airframe

For fighter size aircraft it is possible to test a full scale engine along with its inlet
and exhaust in a wind tunnel. Those parts of the fuselage, usually the forebody, and wing which in-
fluence the inlet flow are duplicated. Figure 10, which is reproduced from Reference 3, is a sketch of

such a teat.

For large aircraft it is not possible to test the complete propulsion full scale. Although
thie section is on rull scale testing, we show the photograph of B-70 propulsion In the 16-foot wind
tunnel to illustrate the concept. The scale is . 577. Figure 11 is from Reference 4.

Part of the motiv-tion for conducting tests as illustrated in Figures 10, 11, and 12 is to
determine inlet engine compatibility, inlet controls, nozzle controls, influence of angle of attack, etc.
Another reason for the tests is to obtain installed thrust.

D. Flight Testing

Flight testing of a propulsion system occurs late in the development cycle. To fly, the
Jine wiat bo flight rated, and this rating is issued only after a long series of bests. If anything is
ng, it is late, and the change, to correct a propulsion syster become expensive.

There are several cases of flight testing full scale propulsion systems: a new engine
mounted on an old aircraft, a new engine in the new aircraft, and an old engine on an old aircraft as
part of a comprehensive ground and flight test program.
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A nwe engine under development can be CONVERGING NOZZLE
flown on an old aircrrft to check operation in a
flight environment. There are phenomena, e.g., - T r Prob
gyroscopic forces, that cannot be examined on the
ground. Fagine performance can be verified. The
drag polar of the old aircraft is well documented--ii
so that engine thrust can be estimated from air-
craft performance. fgine thrust zay be
determined by inverse procedure of sea level
static test. r. is assumed known. N/J/§ and -Sonic Line
compressor presoIre ratio are measured; from these
data 1h is determined. Stagnation pressur& and
stagnation temperature are measured at the nozzle
charging station so that vi can be calculated. It
then follows CONVERGING DIVERGING NOZZLE

• g". ctg i a! v I.Traversing 
Probe

Of course, the ntw engine in a new air-
craft is always flight tested. As stated before,
this is very late in the develomentand correction
of any deficiencies ir expensive.

NASA ban been conducting flight teats Soric Line- F--.I/ e
of a J-85 on a P106 aircraft. This is an example
of an old engine on an old aircraft. These tests Control Volume
were part of a comprehensive wind tunnel and
flight test program. Several different nozzle
configurations vere flown. The program, besides Figure 9. Exhaust Survey for Converging and
supporting SST development, prowides badly Diverging Nozzles.
needed data for checking wind tunnel results with
flight tests.

EXHAUST

SECONDARY FLOW

INLET ENGINE -

%

BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL A

AIRCRAFT FRBD

Figure 10. Full Scale Propulsion integration Test.

(Reproduced from Reference 1.)

K. Difference Between Uninstalled Thrust and Installed Thrust

In sea level static and altitude testing, the uninstalled thrust is measured. For Zan
engines mounted on pylons, the uninstalled thrust includes scrubbing drag. To arrive at the installed
thrust, it is necessary to add or subtract increments due to the followings (a) inlet additive or
spillage drAg, (b) momentum losses due to flow extracted from the engine Inlet for boundary )ayer bleed
bypass, or secondary cooling air, (c) thrust recovery from air extracted from the eng'ne (See Figure 6.5
for customer use, (d) scrubbing drag on idjacent airframe not previously included, (e) nacelle friction
or pressure losses due to airframe/engine interference, (r) changes in pylon pressure distribution due
to aerodynamic interference, (g) alteration of C7 due to external flow, and (h) change in boettail or
base drag due to exhaust flow. g

V. 1HAOSTS(

A. Introduction

Once a given jet engine has been selected, the nozzle selection remains open. As shown in
Figure 12, there is a wide variety of nozzle designs from which to choose. The aim of this section is to
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indicate how a prediction of installed thrust "an
be made based on wina tunnel data and engine test
ceal dnta. The techniques for estimating nozzle
"performance and jet interference will be dia-E' F --- " • '•" 'r" r" --- .. cussed.

To make an ob7ious statement: a super-
"sonic aircraft will fly subsonicrlly, tran-
so:uically, and supersonically in any superbouicImission. Aircraft perf ormance must be verified in
each flight regime. Comments concerning transonic
flight will be made; similar statements can bemade for the other operating a,.i.ditions.

The transonic flight regime is a
"region where afterbody and nozzle drag is high.
There are at -east four operating conditions that
must be thoroughly investigateds (1) transonic
cruise, (2) transonic accileration, f3) transonic
deceleration, and (4) high-g maneuvers. These
four operating conditions have different nozzle
pressure ratio, exhaust stagnation temperature,
nozzle area ratio, heat capacity ratio, and air-
craft angle of attack. Figure 13 shows the
"typical range for some of theae variables.

Afterv.!y models are used to complete
the necessary drag data. These models are in
addition to the aeroforce model, which is a repro-
duction of the cimplete aircraft. Afterbody drag
and nozzle drag ýay be 20 to 40 per cent of com-
plete aircraft drag .t transonic flight. A
variety of bookkeel),- procedures has been de-
veloped to define, i.'ntify, measure, diagnose,

and correct forces of various co.Nponents.

The trend in nozzle desip. has been to
iria and plug nozzles. Devel opment fan engin-es
"has made cooling ai: available. Tu %jete needed
a il¢c, nf cooling air which could be ,btained from
"ejector action of the primary jet. I rly jet
fighter aircraft placed heavy emphasi. on ejectornozzles. For some supersonic aircraft, blow-in

transonic flight. Variable geometry nozzles are
tlodessential for multiple Mach number design point'.

Thf=e is a wide number of variables
Figure 11. Photographs of B-70. related to nozzles and exhausts. Table I lis-

(Roprc3uced from these va- "ea. A particular nozzle problew can
Reference 4.) be state. A' specified by taking one adjective for

et.ch variable from the right-hand column. Wheo
thia is done, there are 62,208 different combinations, implying that number of nozzle cnnfigurations:

An important aspect of nozzle and exhaust testing is the fidelity of jet simulation. Jet
similation will be discussed.

Test planning involves many considerations including the type of nozzle and type of installa-
tion. Extent of simulation, e-s mentioned previously, must be decided. Compromises are required by
constraints of local facilities and program goals; decibons concerning compromises are based on past
experience.

B. Accuracy

Accuracy of determination of thrust should be, of course, compatible with the accuracy of
measurement of drag. Since the ,ircraft senses net thrust and the procedures yield gross thrust, it is
necessary to have a more precise measure' +. of gross thrust. The ratio F /Fnet is 2 to 3 for transonic
flight. Assessment of accuracy is compl ., .ed by the many instruments employed in the masurement
sequence, the many models used for obtaining drag increments and seperate portions of overall drag, and
the complex test apparatus. Dt.-lred ac-uracy in the transonic regio, i 0.5 per cent for Fg.

Figure 14, which is reproduced from Reference 6, shows the range sensitivities for various
installation parameters. A 3 pLr cent decrease in propulsion package weight causes an increase in range
of about 40 n.m. A 3 per cent increase in C.g yields a range increase of 300 n.m. Nozzle performance,
for a SST, is a most sensitive paramter.

C. Isolated Nozzle Versus Complet. Model Tests

Isolated nozzle tUsts are a very close a-proximation to a two-dimensional flow problem. The
geometry is usually axisynsetric without fins, elevators, or other features. An attarbocy or complete
model test duplicates the geometry of the aircraf t . This is a three-dimensional problem. Isolated
nozzle tests; which are valuable for comparing different nozzle designs, are usually conducted early in

S'MQ
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the development phasc. In later
phases of the aircraft develop- FIXED CONVERCE 4T VAR.AB 1 CONV I. AP

ment, absolute values for nozzle NO AFTER BURNING I A B

performance parameters are needed. -

For these purposes complete model
tests are usually conducted. Ad- -R

vantage* and disadvantages for MAX A B

isolated and Complete =del testS
are sumarized in Tables II and
III. Figure 15 illustrates two
test arrangements for a wind
tunnel. VARIABLE FLAP EJECTOR BLOW ,N.DOOR EJECTOP

Figure 16 shows ~*i Z:z
schemstically a complete model DRY •l
test, using tandem balances. - --

Nozzle gross thrust is obtained MAX A B MAX A B

by a4ln readings of balances®A)
and at. * Information is obtained
about the sum of afterbody plus
base drag. Tandem balances offer IRI CONVERGENT

y advaj tages. Both balances VARIABLE FLAP CON -ClV
a)snd UB in Figure 16 can be

sized to match the force. The DRY DRY

main disadvantage is the com- .. ... ...
plexity of the model. MAXAB MAP Aa

D. Installed Gross Thrust from -

Uninstalled Gross Thrust

From the teste de- IRIS, CON. - DIV. PLUG

picted by Figure 6 or 7, a gross
thrust coefficient is obtained, r ..--

and the gross thrust cean be cal- D__ _RY DRY-

oculat"..e by xe,.A
MAX AB MAX AB

From the tests schematically shown
in Figure 16, another gross thrust Figure 12. Schematit of Various Nozzle Design4.
coefficient is obtained

P• crl800 TYPICAL TRANSONIC EXHAUST CONDITIONS

A prime is used to denote the cost-F jLA/3
plots model tests. Taking the 30 I2
ratio of the above two equations, 31

one obtains e i

e.1g ~ 300 4PARTIAL Aft
11906 C?92600r

The ideal velocity v haj can- 2200 I1
celled out since eaci nozzle % a
been run with the # P- and tT W I
at the nozzle charging s3ation. 00 .. . -

Specific thrust, i.e., thrust per 1800
unit seflow rate, is equal to
the ratio of gross thrust coeffi- x 140 ' - - --

cienta. The engine of Figure 7, x
vhen installed Inanairfre of w
the geonetry of Figure 16, should I000 '- -

give a specific thrust FT/it. 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 T 8

This discussion NOZZLE PRESSURE RAT!O
"andillud ostrate t hoe tue t fuln of C_ Figure 13. Mup of Exhaust Variables for a Fighter Aircraft.

results can be combined with com-
plots model data to predict performance. The accuracy of the prediction depends on how we&l v matoIhe
v•. Profiles of 1T or TT, swirl, nozzle leskaje, and stailar flow properties can cause inecculaciee,

L $. ary Reourke on Exhausts

In this part of the i x haustee Section various Item will be lite~d and briefly discussed.

1. Model@ tested in the wind tunnel do not represent accurate scaled models of the actual sirplane.
Development program are paced b schedules and constrained by resources. In a developmsnt program
wind tunne: data are of Importance only to the extent that the data help to produce a good perform-
Ing airplane. The wind tunnel data are relogated tG the file sabinet a* soon as the aircraft is
certified. *st aircraft program do not include resources to renxamine the quality of wind tunmel
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TA-KE I. VAIABLES RILATD TO E1HAUSTS

Variable Possible Values or Feature

Nainetream Mach Number Subaonio - Transonic - Supersonic - Hypersonic

Jet Mach Number Subsonic - Transonic - Supersonio - Hypersonic
N;oz~le Pressure Ratio Overexpanded - 0ptim - Underoxpandod

Direction of Jet Parallel - Acute Angle - Norml
Number of L'xit Forts Single - Dual - Multiple
Spacing of Yaltirle Jots Narrow - One Jet Diameter - Wide

Number of Nozzle Streama Primary - Primary and Secondary - Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary

Gecoetry of Afterbody Axisyneetric - Nonaxisymmetric

Shape of Afterbody Munt Base - $mooth Contour

Boundary Layer, Internal Laminar - ?uebulent

Boundary Layert External Laninar - Turbulent

Ratio 60 to Jet Diameter (Smooth Variation of This Pateaeter)

Sensitivity to External now None - Influenced

data in the light of flight test results.
------- PROPULSION PACKAGE WEIGHT Since the model may not match the airplane,
-. .. NOZZLE GROSS THRUST some key points may need checking in the wind

COEFFICIENT tunnel with a new, accurate model.

2. Slrailarity rules of fluid mechanics a-re
AIRFRAME L/D violated in nearly every wind tunnel test.

Rarely is Reynolds number correctly duplicated.
INLET PRESSURE RECOVERY The problem with interpretation of wind tunnel

exhaust data is to know the corsequence of in-
exact similitude and scaling. With the ad-
vances in conutat.ional fluid mechanics30 coupled with analytical approaches, new in-

O/ sight say be gaine-.
(4 200 - 3. Unsteady aerodynamics certainly occurs in the
- 200 external flow field in the transonic regime.

T"/ Tdependent exhaust flow may be an overlood
1 00 ' feature when evaluating exhaust system per-

2 - - formance-or when evaluating the lack of
0 -performance,

-100 -- I00. Thrust coefficients are based on an ideal
-0 /" nozzle. Thrust coefficients are a one-

dimensional concept trying to quantitatively
- -200 define performance of a three-dimnsional

1 .LJ flow device. Thrust coefficients and idealz -300 thrust neatly tie cycle analysis to exhaust
4 Asystem hardware and its performance. The tie
X -5 +5 become connfusing and has sour-s:* of error in

the number to assign to ideal thrust when
there are profiles of PT or TT.

PERCENT IN PARAMETER IMPROVEMENT
5. Bookkeeping procedures based on increments

have several advantages such as cinceptual
Figure 14. Performance Sensitivity of Propu:eson- simplicity; however, to fully exercise the

System Installation for a Typical complete bookkeeping procedure, numerous addi-
Supersonic Transport. M a 2.7; Range, Stions and subtractions of data obtained from3500 Nautical Miles. .any different models of widely varying scales
(Reproduced from ieference 6.) muit be accomplished. Bookkeeping procedures

which do not clearly define the division of

responsibility between the engine and airframe
companies do not gain acceptance. Being practical and astute, this is a recognized requirement on
bookkeepi-• procedure; howofer, the aircraft responds to thrust minus drag. Is the split of
responsibility a factor which hinders opt'liaation of thrust minus drag?

6. Present methods of defining thrust permit verification of full scale engine quality by testing out-
side the aircraft, This is certainly desirable.

7. Inlet spillage way have an influence on exhaust performance. Remember the accuracy goals are 0.5 per
cent. Limited work has been done to define inlet interference on exhausts for engines buried in the
fuselage. Moro extensive work has been done on pylon mounted turbofan engines. Faired inlets may
distort installea nozzle performance.

8. A Nach number of unity is difficult to achieve in a wind tunnel. 1.ind tunnel tests near H - 1 are
difficult to conduct without tunnel Interference.
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TABLE II. ISOLATED NOZZLE TESTS

Advantages Disadvantages

Larger Scale, %ence Larger Re now Is 2-D Instead of I-D

LArger Scale, Easier to Instrument Installation Effects May Aequire No.sle

Larger Scale, Exact Detailing Poessible
No. 'seary for Onecking Nev 105216 Concepts Do not Form Basis for Predicting

and Basic Studies Interference In I-D Mcdoel

Baseline, for %installed Performance Support Structure Eliminates Poesibility
for True Isolated Testo

substantiate Calculations; Easier Geometry Not Adequate for Interference Betveen
for Which to Make Predictions Mlttiple Nozzles

Relatively Economical

TABLE III. COMPLETE )DD9L TESTS

Advantes Disadvantages

Better External Flow Simulation Small Size Nozzle or Else Very large Tunnel Needed

Only Meas Available to Predict Installed Complex Shape Requiras More Extensive Instrumentation
Nozzle Performance Simlaticn of Secondary or Tertiary Flow Difficult

Verifies Aircraft Design Support System Interference Noods Careful Checking

influence on Aircraft AUrodynanics Can Be Models Are Complex and Costly
Measured

Influence of Exhaust Plume on Control Low Be for Nozzle Due to Size

Surface Effectiveness Can Be Determined Changee in Geometry Are Di;'ficu]t to Make

Pylon Design Verified Hot Teto Difficult to Incorporate

Flow Visualization Possible Profile into Nozzle May Be Poor

)Mltlple Nozzle Designs Verified Difficult to Measure Mesa Flow Accurately

GAS IN STATIC PRESSURE TAPS

PL:NUM "THICK BOUNDARY LAYER

M STATIC PRESSURE
TAPS USED TO GET
BOAT TAIL & BASE
DRAG

S/"•_HP AIR IN

Figure 15. Isolated Nozzle Teete in a Wind Tunnel

9. Pressure ratios are small in the atrea-tube passing through the fan. The potential for mutual
interference between a wing and a turbofan is great.

10. Sources of error in exhaust testing include struts to hold model, roughness In the model flow
channel, omission of smanll detail due to model scale, and Incorrect profiles at nozzle entrance.

VI. INTALLATION LOSS

An uninstalled engine, as shown in figure 6 or 7, has a level of performance. This level of
performance ie not achieved in an aircraft. Various aireaft demands erode the performance. Various
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CORRECTIONS REQUIRED FOR SPLIT PRESSURE,
SEAL FORCES, AND ANY MOMENTUM OF AI R
ENTERING NOZZLE

Figure 16. Tandem Balances. Blance reads 7  Da - Balanc. e read D. Db•

installation factors alter performance.

A. Losses Due to Inlet

A price is paid for the air taken on board tbs aircraft; I* is the ram drag. At the engine
face the stagnation pressure is lees ^han that attained by an isentropic compression. This is a loss
which degrades performance. The impact of pressure recorery on SST range in shown in Figure 1U.

The Inlet provides distorted flow to the fan and compressor. Distorted flow may cause the
compressor to stall and the engine to surge. Adequste dtall margin mast be Incorporated to avoid stall.
The margin degrades performance of the engine compared to what it could have been. For the same
pressure ratio additional stages of coMproasion may he needed.

The Inlet is a'sed for maxism air flow requirement. For operating conditions off the maxi-
uma design point, air must be spilled or taken on board and dumped. Spillage of air causes a drag, or

alternatively, a loss of thrust.

L. losses Due to ingine AccedsOries

BEgine accessories include fuil pumps, fuel controls, and lubrication pumps. To drive the
accessories power is taken from the engine. Accessories tend to increase engine frontal area increas-
ing nacelle drag or airframe drag which effectively decrease@ thrust minus drag.

C. Losses Due U Power Ble*d

Power mny be removed from the engine in the form of compressed air. The compreaeod air may
provide air conditioning 'or electronic equipment and crew, drive pneumatic actuators, provide boundary
layer con.rol, and force the flow of cooling air.

Power may he removed from the engine in the form of torque on a shaft. Modern aircraft have
large electrical power needs for radar, galley heaters, etc. Hydraulic pumps Lor the aircraft control
systoz are driven by the engine.

D. Installation Structure

It is necessary to transfer engine thrust to the airframe. Structure is needed for this
task and adds weight. Figure U showe impact of propulsion package weight on 5ST performance.

1. bivironsental Factors

Closely related to the inlet distortion discussed in A is clear air turbulence which can be
a source of distorted flow at the compressor. Ingestion of foreign gases, e.g., steam during a catapult
launch, can cause stal. Stall margin must be built into the compressor.

Gas turbines have limits on turbine inlet temperature. On hot days it is necessary to de-
crease fuel flow to avoid over temperature In the turbine. When operated in similarity conditions,
thrust of a gee turbine falls off linearly with ambient pressure. Decreasing pressure, e.g., at
altitude, decreases performance.

F. Acceleration and Safety Margins

For an engine to accelerate, turbine torque mast exceed compressor torque reqvtrements.
Adding fuel to accelerate tends to drive the transient operating line toward stall. The operating point
must be sufficiently far from surge line so that transients do not cause surge. This necessitates more
stall margin.



G. Nozzle Performance

Ixternal flow and aerodynamic interference can cause loae of gross thrust coefficient.
Figure 17 shows drag, thrust, and thrust coefficient as a function of Mach number for a supersonic *ir-
craft. In the transonic region, C Fg has a pronounced dip, which gives a corresponding dip in thrwst.

10-. Uncertainty in dragI
z Uncertainty in
5___ thrust
U.

0

MACH NUMBER MACH NUMBER

z UncertaintyW
ao in thrust

ILcefiin TYPICAL OF A
0 SUPE RSONIC

TURBOJET WITH
DESIGN MACH

Ir NUMBER OF 2.5

0 1 2 3
MACH NUMBER

Figure 17. Thrust and Drag as a Function of Mach Number.

Installation losses are due to inlet and exhaust Inefficiencies, safety margLins of one
nature or another, and power bloed*

VII. THRUST AND DRAG ACCOUNTINGs 313111

There are numerous scheme. for obtaining drag, thrust, and thrust minus drag. One such
method win be discussed here to Illustrate the scope of a complete test and to show how afterbody and
inlet test. fit into the procedures.

Aircraft performs=*e is defined in part by thrust minus drag. The engine company sells
thruct, and the airframe manufacturer minimizes drag. Since there are Ite*, In the force bookkeeping
procedure which must be assigned to drag or to thrust, careful definitions ame required.

Bookkeeping of forces usually involves increme'~ts to dreg or thrust for operation at a on*
pu~int other than the reference condition. At a given Me, three variables are usually specified as
standard or reference values. These are nozzle pressure ratio 1P, nosale area ratio, and angle of attack;
subscript r denotes reference, values. Dbviation from these reference conditions gives rise to force
inorements. One philosophy for assignment of the force increments is to alter thrust if the increment
results from a throttle change. If the increment is dues to a change in angle of attack, it is assigned
to drag.

The drag ot inlets depends on wass flow ratio x into the air induction system. The drag of
exhaust systems depends on nozzle pressure ratio P for a given flight condition. Variable geometry of
inlet, or nozzle adds complexity and alters drag. Changes in mt, F, and area ratios are mainly due to
throttle changes and hence are assigned to thrust.

The aeroforce model is mounted on a sting and force F, determined; see Figure 18. For this
test there are reference values of a& and ?~t wchis my not be the same as, or even close to, the values
chosen as the standard flight configuration and denoted by suabscript r. At ma. and Pr. drag Inoremente
due to the inlet or nosale, flow are set equal to zero.

Figure 18 shows schematically how drag Is obtained from the aeroforce model, the inlet model,
and the exhaust model. Variation of force due to variation of a or P is readily obtained from the test
data. The change in the force on the inlet represented by F, - 74would be charged to thrust since it is
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FIXED M. , a, and NOZZLE AREA RATIO

CROSS HATCHED IS METRIC F

7z STING
fn PRR R R

F:=.D 0 +DI(m R)+DE p'd+ st F6 Do + DE 'PR

D3 "°I + D,(mR) 2

F oi F: -- p°
F xDi 3 7 D-~ - 7a +DE (e

4 F4LIL.
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mR PR nRP
F5 D +DE (PR +D t Fg2 Da

F6

r r I [ I+lm - DE(PR)Dst F
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F -F6-(F ) -(F,-7F) P P

Figure 18. Bookkeeping for Drag.

a result of throttle (alre flow) changes. The change of force represented by F7 - would also be
charged to thrust since nozzle pressure ratio is a function of throttle seatting.

Propulsion as-sten installed gross thrust is obtained from

inotaliedN gtet cell rinertent\ (increment increamnt increment)
gross firos, J due to J d due to J due tduo J I due t J

thruat / thrust ina/\ exhatt engtine / secondery
j flow

The test cell Fe was discussed previously. The incrovent term need to be defined and discussed.

Thw Increment due to the inlet incluide the fcllowings (1) spillage drag, (2) bleed drag,
and (3) bypass drag. Spillage drag consists of additive drag and the change in force on the inlet cowl.
Usually data are reported in term of CkpsIl or CDadd plus Cov1 . To control shoek-wave-boundary-
layer interaction, it is necessary to partially remove the boundary layer at critical portion@ of the
Inlet. The bleed air Is dumped overboard. For some flight corditione it is better to xake eoxcess air
on board and then dump it overboard. Inlet stability or the trede off between spilltge and bypass drag
my make it desirable to awallow air in exeess of engine naeas.

Several factors determine the size of the drag incremnt due tM the exhausts (1) correction
for external flou, (2) base drag, (1) boattail drag, and (4) exhaust interference. Installed gross
thrust is at some flight Mach number. The test cell gross thrust in at static condition.. A correction
=ast be made for the external flow Influence on internal flow. For the CD nozzle illustrated in Figure
19, this correction my be very small. For the COW. PLUG, or BID& nozzles of Figure 19, this my be
a relatively large correction. The correction is obtained from the rubtraction of static nozsle thrust
from the thrust of the same nozzle installed in an afterbody model. Tha nozzle is metric within the
afterbody model. An example of the correction tor external flow is shown in Figure 20 for a plug nozzle.
Also the boattail and base drag corrections are shown. Figure 20 was reproduced from Reference 7. i
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STATICi ~--... p.-..
CONV CD PLUG SLO IN DOOR E )ECTOR

IMMUNE TO EXTERNAL FLOW SENSITIVE TO EXTERNAL FLOW
snic line shape

exit plane flow plurne shape
independent of depends on wove reflection
exlernal flow exterml flow _

SI1DEpressauute on --- s•- t
inner surface external surface
insensitive to a function of amount at mass through

e*ternal flow external flow blow in door

Figure 19. Static and Dynamic Nozzle Tests

Before proceeding with additional discussior of base dreg, boattail drag, etc., it is worth-
while to reread Section II and examine Figure 16. Notice the split between the forebody and afterbody of
the aircraft model; this indicates that the afterbody is metric. Afterbcoiy drag includes tail, fairings,
and boattail. The boattail is the surface which reduces the area from tho forebody-afterbody split to
the area at the nozzle exit. For variable geometry nozzles, there are usually external nozzle surfaces
exposed to the external flow giving rise to external nozzle drag, Dn. The drag D may be included with
boattail drag. Base flow is a downstream flow region where the streamlines do noq follow the body con-
tour. Such an annular area is illustrated in Figure 16. The internal nozzle dr&g is not important for
these discussions having been accounted for by C~g.

When the base flow region is an annulus surrounding the nozzle exit, as shown in Figure 16,
the correction for base drag can be lumped into boattail drag. When there are multiple exhaust nozzles,
there may be base flow regions not at the nozzle exit plane. If this is the case, the base drag can be
included with the exhaust interfr;-ence term.

Changes in nozzle pressure ratio, use of afterburner for thrust augmentation, and other
propulsion system operating points cause changes in the exhaust plume geometry. As a result, the
external flow is modified. Changes In the external flow may alter t i pressure distribution on the
elevator, rudder, wing, or fuselage. The drag increment termed exhaust intarference accounts for this
aspect of the exhaust.

Continuing with the various terms on the right-hand side of the installed gross thrust equa-
tion, consider now the increment due to the engine. As a result of a different from mr, inlet pressure
recovery and level of distortion at the compressor face may change. These changes can influence engine
operation. Based on data obtained from test program in sea level static teat cells or altitude
facilities, corrections can be made.

Power may be extracted from the engine either by bleeding air off the compressor or by drive-
shafts for alternators, pumps, etc. Bleed air from the compressor to proride boundary layer control on
the wing, air conditioning for the crew, or to actuate pneumatic devices causes a loss of thrust. This
thrust loss is accounted for in the term 'increment due to engine.*

The final term in the installed gross thrust equation is the increseat due to secondary flow.
(Secondary flow can be defined as air taken on board from freestream conditions and returned to the
ambient atmosphere without forming part of the engine working fluid.) When the secondary flow, e.g.,
cooling air, forms part of the nozzle flow, there is a thrust increment which changes with the engine
operating conditions. The secondary air may be dumped overboard through its own nozzle or exit door.
Pressures on the aircraft may be changed. The ran drag associated with secondary air is the mass flow
rate of secondary air times vehicle velocity.

The installed F9 eouati.n indicates the corrections which must be made to convert test cell
gross thrust to installed gross thrust. The number of corrections becomes quite large as the preceding
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disaussion has indicated. Each correction
or incremnt has its own accuracy sad is a
source of error. The bookkeeping schema
should strive for the minimum number of

Mincrement, required to adequately describe
forces on an aircraft. The incremnt. may
be based on a variety of model sizes.
Typical model sizes providing data are in-
dicated in Table IV.

TAELI IV. TRANSONIC TESTING MODEL SIZE30
___ (TYPICAL FIGHTER AIRCRAFT)

Model Percentage of
"9, b Full Scale

M>ep <P Aeroforce Model 5

b o Inlet Model 8-10
Isolated Nozzls Test 25

Afterbody Model 8-10

*Models less than 1/20 scale have so wasy
compromises relative to geomtric detail
and Reynolds number that tests are notattempted.

1.00-
VIII. ASPECTIS OF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

-• •The motivation for this section
is to support the argummnt that the kinds

Static Performance and goals of testing depend on the phase
within the aircraft developmnt cycle.
Procedures and scope of taste are lip ted br.

External FlOv Effect resources and schedules.

ý Boottail and BoseDrogA. Aircraft Development Cycle

A major aircraft development
cycle spans several years; likewise, a majorSaircraft gsturbine d~eomtisa10J 20 lengthy process. Figure 21, which is based

in part on Reference 8, outlines some mlle-_Z EXHAUST NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO stones along the cycle. Figure 21a deals
with the airframe. Once vehicle require-

Figure 20. Static and Installed Thruat Coefficient for a mnte have been defined, various vehicle
Plug Nozzle. (Reproduced from Reference V. ) configurations are explored. Questionssuch as high wing versus low wing, engines

mounted on wing versus engines on fuselage,
etc., are examined. A most likely configuration is picked. Small scale (1/12) models of the inlet cre
being tested. As testing progresses, larger scale inlets (1/6) are Vtilt. Based on 1/12 scale data,
decisions are made about axisysmtric versus ramp, external versus mixed compression, etc. Using 1/6
scale inlets, questions concerning boundary layer bleed, diverter height, interaction with forebody, etc.,
are answered.

Early in the development cycle rather crude simulation of the prnpulsion system is possible.
The aeroforce models become larger scale and incorporate better propulsion representation. As the freeze
point in design is approached, powered simulator* day be employed.

For engine developnt the first steps are to define cycle parameters, i.e., pressure ratio,
turbine inlet temperature, bypass ratio, etc. Based on the required cycle paramters, a demonstrator
engine is designed using technology and hardware from previous exploratory and advanced development
programs. If the cycle calls for a high turbine Inlet temperature, the demonstrator engine should
operate at that temperature. If the fan performance pushes the state of the art in tip speed, then the
demonstrator engine should run at that tip speed. The demonstrator engine can be boilerplate, i.e., it
can have heavy components. It need not be dimensionally correct. It should demonstrate successful
operation of all new technology to be incorporated into the final design.

Figure 21c continues the engine develipment cycle to production. PMRT i preliminary flight
rating test. It answers the question of whether or not 0e engine is safe to fly. Once PFRT has been
passed, flight testing can proceed. MW is military qualification test. This certifies the engine meet.
all specifications in regard to performance, endurance, weight, etc., and is ready to enter production.
As mentioned previously, flight testing is &ate in the program, although it is befc,re MQT.

B. Types of Tests and Scheduling

Figure 21 gives testing highlightq. Some of the tests related to airfram/engine are grouped
in the lower part of the figure. Also Figures 1 and I are correlated with Figure 21. At the start of
the program there are many choices. For example, see Figure 12 for all of the nmzzle choices. Early
testing is condticted to screen possible candidates and to give relative performance. As the design
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Years

0 1 2
Define vehicle requirements. AR Pick likely 7ehicle configuration. 6
Pick most promising approach for Individual

components. A A

Match inlet nozzle and airframe.

Freeze airframe, nozzle, and inlet.

Scale of inlet test models.

o •lozzle testing I &ld flow, small scaly.
Z; z with afterbody Hot flow, moderate scale.
04 Aeroforce model., faired inlets.A

Aeroforce models, flow through nacelles. A
z Aeroforce models, powered timmulators. b--

Points from Figure 1. a-l
Points from Figure 1. A.B,C,D0 ... .,

a. Airframe.

Years

0 1 2

Define vehicle requirements. A

Define propulsion requirements. A

Engi4ne cycle screening.

Pick best cycle. A
SDesign demonstrator engine. ------ a

SChoose key engine design features.6-d

First demonstrator engine test.A

Fajor engine design. A
Freeze engine design.

9 Comrressor distortion testing. A
V x Engine distortion testing; screens. A

4 l-Engine distorticn testin;,; dynamic.
..RComponent performence tUsting.

Measurement of engine ýross thrust coefficient. A
Foints from Figure 1. 0 0@ 5678 9

Points from Figure 3. ABC,D AB, C,D

b. Early Engire Events.
Years

4 5 6 7 8
Freeze engine design. A
First engine to test. A
First PFRT engine to test.

Flight test new engine. A
Altitude tests. A

PFRT 60-hour endurance test. A

Official climatic test. A

Official altitude test. A

MQT. A

Production.

Points from Figure 1.

c. Later Engine Events.

Figure 21. Aircraft Development Cycle.
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freeze point approaches, emphasis is on absolute thrust and drag levels. Tests become more exhaustive
and more precise.

Since there are two major groups, the engine and the airframe manufacturers, working on
pieces of the aircraft, there is interchange of data. Engine tests must be scheduled to provide
necessary information to t-- airframe contractor when needed and vice versa.

C. Assessing Progress and Prognosis for Success

About 2 1/2 years into the program, the engine u.,,nfacturer has run his first dem'onstrator
engine. Shortly thereafter, as indicated in Figure 21b, engine mensitivity istorted inlet flow is
being tested.

At the same time into the program, the airframe manufacturer has gathered some data from his
1/3 scale inlet. For example, he knows the value of distortion index for M • 0.95 * ca 200, and j • 50,
If the engine and Airframe manufacturer use the same distortion index, it is possible to evaluax
likelihood of engine surge. If a distortion index of 500 caunes surge and if distortion indices of 1000
are measured, then some urgent issues need to be solved before design freeze. If the numbers are inter-
changed, then one may want to make the inlet less fancy-e.g., cut down of bleed air--or else decrease
stall margin.

About 3 years into the program, the engine contractor has a value for C based on the
demonstrator engine. At tl.e same time, the airframe manufacturer has a fairly precle drag coefficient
using an aeroforce model with powered simulators and hot flo'. afterbody tests. Combining the data
available at this point, the performance can be estimated. Based on th3 outcome of this estimation,
the time before design freeze may be heotic or tranquil.

Obviously program management is not quite as simple as the preceding paragraphs might imply.
Information is needed at the correct time to make decisions. Need for Information must be anticipated.

D. Validity of Test Data

While the design is on paper, there is room for judgment and opinion. Once tests have been
conducted, the level of performance is no longer in doubt, assuming careful attention to experimental
detail. Possible uncertainty in test results can result from correction factors. Such correctionfactors may be wind tunnel wall corrections, correction for presst~re or temperature difference fromreference values, labyrinth seal corrections, etc. Decisions are based on test results.

E. Consistent Definitions

One consistent definition was already denoted; that was distortion index. Both engine and
airframe manufacturers need to use the same definition for distortion index, including frequency cut off
for time dependent data, number of transducers, curve fitting, etc. Methods for calculating ideal grmss
thrust need to be standard. There are numerous other interface quantities that need to be defitied.

In addition to consistent definitions, identical format for data acquisition and compatible
computer programs for data reduction can facilitate information exchange between the two major con-
tractors.

IX. SU1•M•MY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Failure of some aircraft designs to meot performance goals in recent times has focussed
attention on prooedures and techniques to determine thrust minus drag. Extensive wind tunnel test
programs are necesso ry. Two types of wind tunnel tests may be conducted: subscale testing of aero-
force models along with specialized inlet and exhaust mudels and full scale testing of propulsion
system with partial airframe. The former tests are always conducted, wherea, the latter depend on
program and aircraft.

Full scale static testing of the engine is conducted at both sea level and simulated
altitude yielding F and CF . It is necessary to convert these values to installed F . The method
employed is by meang of C. gobtained from exhaust tests. At the conclusion of Sectioi V, there are
several summary remaika coicerning aircraft exhausts vnich will not be repeazed. These remarks discuss
the validity of CFg approach.

In the early days of wind tunnel testing of propeller driven aircraft, variable frequency
electrical motors were developed to provide uizulzt'on. More elaborate simulators have been developed
for large bypass turbofans and have been utilized in several major test programs. Turbine driven
simulators for turbojets are under development making possible one aeroforce model which simulates
simultaneously inlet and exhaust flows. Due to the expense of powered simulators, specialized inlet and
exhaust models will not be discarded.

Airframe and engine development occur in a parallel fashion. There are numerous critical
interfaces betyeen airframe and engine. The major factors of interface at inlet are pressure recovery,
ma3s flow requirements, and distortion levels. For the exhaust system, the interface involves no~zza
pressure ratio, nozzle area schedule, exhaust temperature, and secondary flows. There is a significant
interface with aircraft power needs. Power is extracted from engine by compressed air bleed or by
shaft torque. A timely flow of information between the airframe ausd eogine contractors concerning the
interfaces is necessary, and one function of the program maLager is to faciliate this flow.

An exceptional aircraft requires a eunerior engine with superior irtegration into a superior
airframe. A poor engine in a good airframe yields an inf6rior airor• i.. i good engine in a poor
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a.rframe yields a poor aircraft. A good engine improperly installed in a good airframe yields an
inferior aircraft.
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